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PORTRAIT

How to find us

Ebnat AG, located in the heart of the Toggenburg region,
has been a successful manufacturer of brushes since 1914.
Our customers greatly value the premium quality and continuous innovation of our products. We are mindful of the
environment and implement good concepts, production processes and transportation as environmentally-friendly as
possible. Thanks to our motivated, professional members of
staff, we complete orders promptly and find a suitable solution for any problem. We do our utmost to continuously
strengthen our success through innovation and patented
products.

Ebnat AG
Industriestrasse 34
CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel
Tel: +41 71 992 62 62
info@ebnat.ch
www.ebnat.ch
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Tour of our business
We are happy to take interested visitors on a tour of our
business to show them in more detail how our brushes
are manufactured. For further information and options,
please visit:
www.ebnat.ch/tour-of-our-business.html
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SWISS MADE

We are Swiss-made
As the largest industrial employer in the Obertoggenburg region, we feel closely connected with Switzerland as a location.
We greatly value the close co-operation with various workshops for disabled people. Most of our production steps, from
wood cutting and plastic injection moulding to the finished
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RECYCLING

Sustainability and recycling
In terms of products, the emphasis is on low consumption of
resources and the use of sustainable materials and packaging.
A minimum of packaging and the use of recycled paper and
plastic film is our fundamental ideology.

At Ebnat, sustainability is not a fashion trend, but a philosophy of value cultivated over decades. The move towards a more
sustainable society pleases us greatly and shows us that we
are on the right track with our principles. We hope and believe
that this trend will continue to grow in importance.

In terms of sustainable production, we have implemented
measures for saving energy and reducing emissions. For example,
our premises are heated 100% with our wood waste. Furthermore, plastic waste is returned to the production cycle. We continuously optimise our production by analysing and improving
our production processes.

At Ebnat AG, sustainability is practised in two respects:
• Products
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MERCHANDISE KNOWLEDGE

Head material

Metallic

Synthetic

Plant-based

Animal-based

Type

Ebnat AG

Type of application

Material

Characteristics

Horsehair
(mane and tail hair)

• Fine, soft

x

For high-quality interior floor coverings
and Novilon

Reinforced horsehair
(mixture of horsehair and nylon
fibres)

• Alternative to horsehair

x

For all smooth interior floor coverings

Pig bristles

• Highly elastic
• Scale-like surface
• Dust-binding and fat-absorbing

x

x

Ideal head material for a variety of applications, e.g. painting

Goat hair

• Very soft, fine and hard-wearing
• Dust-binding

x

x

For dusty surfaces and paintings

Arenga

• Tough, hard and durable
• Elastic, oil-repellent

x

x

For coarse interior and exterior floors

Cocos

• Weatherproof
• Dust-binding

x

x

For course interior and exterior floors;
ideal for garages and workshops

Fibre

• Medium-fine, tough and elastic
• Water and acid-resistant
• Heat resistant

x

x

For gentle cleaning in damp and wet areas

Piassava

• Hard-wearing, elastic

x

x

For the exterior; ideal for construction and
trade (street brooms)

Rice root

• Heat resistant, extremely hard, elastic

x

For very heavy contamination (hand scrubbing brush / scrubbing brush)

Millet

• Soft, elastic, sturdy

x

For the exterior; ideal for garages, construction and trade (besom)

Union
(mixture of bassine and fibre)

• Tough and hard
• Good scrubbing effect

x

For coarse surfaces in damp or wet areas

Polypropylene (PP)

• Light, does not absorb water
• Resistant to many acids, lyes and
solvents
• Can be used at temperatures up to
90 °C

x

x

Predominantly in wet areas and for the
food and industry sector

Polyester (PBT)

• Completely moisture-resistant, elastic
• Acid and lye-resistant

x

x

Ideal for wet areas, e.g. hygiene, agriculture, technology, industry

Polymex (PET)

• Elastic, quickly rights itself again (even
when wet)

x

x

For easy-care interior floors
For wooden and stone floors

Polyamide (PA)
Nylon 6.6

• Elastic and non-buckling
• Great scrubbing strength
• Does not swell in water

x

x

Ideal for wet areas, e.g. hygiene, agriculture, industry

Polyamide (PA)
Nylon 6.12

• Elastic, quickly rights itself again
• Very stiff, high abrasion resistance
(resistant to chemicals)

x

x

High-quality material for demanding areas
of application

Bio-based plastic polyamide
PA 10.10

• produced from almost 100% renewable
raw materials
• good chemical resistance
• low moisture absorption
• low density

x

x

High-quality material for demanding areas
of application

Brass wire

• Harder and stronger than copper, softer
than bronze, more brittle than steel
• Beautiful golden colour

x

x

For technical brushes and ideal for cleaning grills and glass ceramic hobs

Bronze wire

• Hard, high degree of rigidity
• Corrosion-resistant

x

x

For technical brushes, weapons

Steel wire

• Can be shaped, soft or hard depending
on the alloy

x

Dry

x

10
10

Wet

Field of application

For technical brushes
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MERCHANDISE KNOWLEDGE

Body material

Plastic

Wood

Type

Ebnat AG

Material

Characteristics

Beech, ash, maple, walnut

• Hard, fine pored, smooth surface

Birch

• Light, tough, elastic
• High resistance to dryness and dampness

Polypropylene (PP)

• Light, rigid and stiff
• High resistance to acids and lyes

Recycled material

• Light, rigid and stiff
• High resistance to acids and lyes

Thermoplastic elastomer (TPE)

• Rubber-like

Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS)

• Stiff, impact resistant
• High scratch resistance and rigidity

Polyester

• Moisture-resistant, easy to process
• Permanently stiff
• High resistance to acids and lyes

Bio-based plastic polyamide
PA 10.10

•
•
•
•

produced from almost 100% renewable raw materials
good chemical resistance
low moisture absorption
low density
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BROOM HANDLE GUIDE

Little Broom Handle Guide
As a general rule, always use plastic on plastic and metal on metal.
If a plastic thread is used with a metal thread, it will wear out sooner. Metal is much harder than plastic.

Wooden handles

Metal and aluminium handles

Telescopic handles

Wooden handles with a plastic thread

Metal and aluminium handles with a
plastic thread fit all brooms with a
plastic thread.

All telescopic handles with a plastic
thread fit all brooms with a plastic
thread. Not suitable for scrubbers
(high pressure).

only fit brooms with a plastic thread.
Wooden handles with a metal thread
only fit brooms with a metal thread.

Special handles and
accessories
Handles for special applications (without
a thread, special diameter) are listed
with the respective reference to the
required accessories (metal handle
joint, cone etc.) in the catalogue.
Furthermore, handles with a cone fit
all prevalent window squeegees and
paint rollers.

Ebnat AG	
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HANDLE HOLDER GUIDE

Little handle holder guide
Oeko and Industry Broom with special handle holder
Broom with wing nut

Broom with handle holder glass fibre
reinforcement and/ or scratching edge

+

available separately
metal handle holder

+

+

+

+

Insert handle into holder and fix it with wood screw or nail

Insert handle into holder and fix it with wood screw or nail

separately available
wooden handle
without thread

separately available
wooden handle
without thread

nail or wood
screw

Ebnat AG	

nail or wood
screw
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AGENCIES

Our sales partners in Switzerland

The Nordic Orthex Group, with approximately 300 members of staff, guarantees quality products made of plastic. These high-quality products appeal
due to their light and timeless Nordic
design and are an asset to any household. Its brands include:
SmartStore (storage boxes), GastroMax
(kitchen accessories), Orthex (home
and garden products). In all of these
areas, Orthex Group is already successful in more than 40 countries and continues to expand its market position,
focusing on sustainability and environmental compatibility of its production. Quality, benefit and design are
all greatly valued by the customers.
Orthex Group is frequently awarded
prizes such as the Red Dot Award. In
line with the strapline “practical is
beautiful”, Orthex Group is already
working on creating new products that
will enrich and simplify everyday life.

PEKA Pinselfabrik AG has been a
well-respected Swiss company since
1934. 30 members of staff ensure that
the range of paint brushes and painting accessories for both private users
and professional painters is expanded
expertly.
Since its establishment, PEKA Pinselfabrik AG has been a pioneer in the
field of paint brushes and painting accessories. In line with the strapline
“by professionals for professionals”,
PEKA Pinselfabrik AG has continuously
strengthened its market position by
identifying trends and developing innovations. Today it is one of the few
remaining Swiss paint brush and decorating brush producers, which coincidentally is based in Ebnat-Kappel, in
the Toggenburg region, like Ebnat AG.

German Gies GmbH & Co Kunststoffwerk KG, whose company history goes
back more than 50 years, is a professional provider offering complex
household product solutions made of
plastic.
Gies GmbH manufactures various baskets, trugs, trays, bowls, colanders,
measuring jugs and much more in a
range of attractive colours. In line with
the strapline “innovation is progress”,
the company regularly launches new
products that simplify everyday home
life.
Gies GmbH & Co Kunststoffwerk KG
guarantees quality in plastic, while
pursuing the goal of sustainability.
It even produces coloured products
from 100% recycled materials.

We are proud to be the sales agency of these professional, innovative and well-respected companies for the Swiss market, enabling us to supply our customers with a high-quality, attractive product range at all times.

Ebnat AG
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GTC

General Terms & Conditions of Sale and Delilvery
valid from 1. January 2022
Scope
The following terms and conditions apply to all legal transactions between Ebnat and the Customer, in so far as nothing
to the contrary has been agreed in writing.

fit and risk pass to the Customer when the goods are made
available. If the Customer is in default in accepting goods,
then Ebnat is entitled, regardless of its legal claims, after the
expiry of 90 days to dispose of the goods at the Customer’s
expense.

Conclusion of the contract
It is written confirmation of the order by Ebnat which is definitive. Up to that point offers made by Ebnat are regarded
as non-binding and information provided about products and
services or prices can be varied at any time.

Reservation of title
All goods supplied remain the property of Ebnat until all
claims arising from the business relationship have been satisfied. If the Customer sells the goods before he has acquired
ownership of these, then he thereby assigns his claims against
the purchaser to Ebnat to the extent of the outstanding
claims. Special tools of all kinds, designs and printing plates
are charged to the Customer proportionally and remain the
property of Ebnat.

Prices
All prices are net, valid currency: Swiss Francs or Euro by arrangement. In general, FCA Ebnat-Kappel, exceptions by arrangement.
Value of goods
The minimum order value is CHF 1'000.–.

Custom products
Custom products are calculated based on effective labour and
material costs and cannot be withdrawn. Samples for offers
are principally charged. In case of a following order, the corresponding amount will be credited.
Due to reasons relating to production and technology, deviations in quantity up to a maximum of 10% are possible and
need to be accepted. Delivery date on request.

Returns
Returns are only possible within 10 days after receipt of the
goods. In case of activities 20% of the net amount will be
charged!
Terms of payment
For the first order an advance payment of 50% of the order
value is required. Accounts are to be paid within 30 days from
the date of the invoice at the latest, without deduction. If the
credit period allowed expires without payment being made,
the Customer is then in default without further reminder and
owes in addition interest on arrears of 9%. In the case of default Ebnat is also entitled to suspend further performance, to
make this conditional on advance payment by the Customer
or to refuse further performance. The Customer is not entitled to hold back payments which are due or to offset counter claims against them.

Warranty and liability
Ebnat provides warranty in accordance with the quality agreements. The Customer is required to examine the goods immediately on receipt and to report all complaints in writing without delay. A sample of the goods is to be enclosed with the
complaint. As recompense for the defective goods, in the case
of justified complaint made in good time within the warranty
period of six months, Ebnat will at its own discretion either
provide fault-free replacement or compensate the undervalue.
Beyond this Ebnat’s liability – for whatever legal reason – is
restricted to gross negligence or intent, and in respect of the
amount to the value of the goods in the order.

Delivery and acceptance
Delivery dates and periods are quoted to an accuracy of one
week. Acts of God release Ebnat from its delivery commitment. Variations in the quantity delivered are regulated by
the quality agreement. Part-deliveries are permissible. Bene-

Ebnat AG

Responsibility of the Customer
The Customer is responsible for the data and film material
supplied by him, compliance with the legal duties of declaration and protecting the industrial property rights of third par-
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GTC

ties. The Customer issues the approval to print. Subsequent
complaints cannot be considered.
Industrial property rights
The Customer and Ebnat mutually warrant to each other
compliance with industrial property rights (copyright, design
right, trademarks, patent rights etc.). The rights to drafts,
drawings, samples and the like therefore remain exclusively
with the respective owner of the right. If the Customer is in
breach of the industrial property rights of third parties, then
Ebnat is without examination of the legal position entitled to
halt all further activity, and the Customer is obliged to hold
Ebnat harmless and non-actionable.
Further provisions
Changes or additions to the terms and conditions (including this clause) must be made in writing. Any clauses which
prove to be invalid do not affect the validity of the other terms
and conditions and are to be replaced by legally valid clauses
which are as close as possible in effect to the economic purpose of the clauses affected.
Place of jurisdiction, place of performance and
applicable law
Place of jurisdiction and place of performance is CH-9642
Ebnat-Kappel. Ebnat however reserves the right also to
take legal action against the Customer at his domicile/registered office or at any other competent place of jurisdiction.
Swiss law is applicable, the rules concerning referral being
excluded.

This catalogue replaces all previous prospects and price-lists.
All prices are quoted exclusive of VAT!
All prices & descriptions in this catalog are subject to change and/or correction without notice.

Ebnat AG
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YOUR EBNAT TEAM

The best advice...
We offer you the following services: Professional advice,
quality products, a well-rounded assortment, conceptual
design and the best presentation. The products are optimally
integrated into your assortment according to your needs.
We are happy to answer your questions and accept your
suggestions: Tel +41 71 992 62 62 / info@ebnat.ch
Photo:
Front: Peter Langenegger
Centre, from left to right: Monika Gerlach, Karin Cadalbert, Kurt Aschwanden, Sandro Poncioni,
Tina Storchenegger, Sonja Lieberherr
Back, from left to right: Iride Brassel, Roland Tobler, Shkurta Krasniqi, Hason Krasniqi, Madeleine Lünse, Erika Frei
Not shown: Luzia Scherrer, Djemilje Seferi, Nina Zeise, Katrin Luginbühl

On the road in Switzerland for you...
Eastern Switzerland

ZH / Central Switzerland
Kurt Aschwanden
Ext: +41 79 821 16 76
kurt.aschwanden@ebnat.ch

Iride Brassel
Ext: +41 79 544 52 69
iride.brassel@ebnat.ch

Western Switzerland

Ticino

Roland Tobler
Ext: +41 79 527 20 03
roland.tobler@ebnat.ch

Ebnat AG

Alessandro Poncioni
Ext: +41 79 415 61 18
alessandro.poncioni@ebnat.ch
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ORDER FORM

ordering by e-mail

info@ebnat.ch

ordering by e-mail

For your convenience, fill in this form digitally via the customer login on our website (PDF-Download):
www.ebnat.ch/product-catalogues.html
Deliver to:

Invoice to:

Phone

Phone

E-mail

E-mail

Customer number

Member (organisation)

Order date

Delivery time 2-3 days

Reference

Comments:

Quantity

Item number

Terms of delivery:

Ebnat AG

Item description

Price

Minimum order value CHF 200.00 per consignment / For order quantities that do not comply with the applicable sales units, we
charge a 12% markup for household articles and a 7% markup for paint brushes / For consignments below a merchandise value of
CHF 500.00, we charge CHF 20.00 for shipping and handling / Consignments of goods with a minimum value of CHF 500.00 are
carriage paid / All prices are stated excluding VAT!
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Swiss Move
Broom "Swiss Move", pure horsehair,
28 cm
No more inaccessible places! This Swiss innovation has a sophisticated hinge
handle holder called Yoga360°. Yoga360° can be fixed in different positions
and thus allows wiping in all possible directions and angles. A further
advantage: Thanks to Yoga360°, the high-quality bristle material is also used
evenly. Ugly stripes and scratches on furniture or walls are also a thing of the
past with the "Swiss Move". A protective furniture protector surrounds the
beautiful wooden body.

Material 1

Swiss beech,

Material 2

100 % Pure horse hair

eco-lacquered

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

359521

32 cm x 10 cm x 16.5 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

e+h 5801923

7 614600 326083

Scrubber "Swiss", tampico/synthetic fibre, 22 cm
A scrubbing brush doesn't have to be old-fashioned. The best proof: The
scrubbing brush "Swiss Move". This not only refers to the visually appealing
design. Like the floor wiper, the scrubbing brush also has a patented handle
holder from Ebnat. Once you attached a suitable handle, you can adjust the
desired scrub position with a twist. The ring punching and the union bristles
also ensure optimum cleaning performance. The used bristle material absorbs
water easily and releases it evenly. If there is still excess liquid, it can be
removed with the water squeegee attached to the furniture protector. In
addition to the modern components, there are also traditional and proven
elements such as the cloth holder holes on both sides. A combination of
tradition and innovation!

Material 1

Swiss beech,

Material 2

Union-Mix

eco-lacquered

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

359513

25 cm x 8.5 cm x 10 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

e+h 5801931

7 614600 326120

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Swiss Move
Brush "Swiss", pure horsehair, 28 cm
This hand wiper is not only a visual eye-catcher. It also impresses with its
functional elements. The dense bristles of pure horsehair leave even the finest
dust no chance. The scratching edge integrated in the furniture protector
provides a remedy for more stubborn soiling. With the CLICK dustpan, this
hand wiper forms an unbeatable combination. Just one click and the hand
wiper is stowed away in the dustpan to save space!

Material 1

Swiss beech,

Material 2

100 % Pure horse hair

eco-lacquered

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

359530

31 cm x 8.5 cm x 7 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

e+h 5801915

7 614600 326106

Dustpan CLICK
A must for all owners of a lonely Ebnat hand wiper! With a single CLICK, the
wiper can be fixed in the handle of the dustpan. The high-quality shovel is
equipped with a flexible rubber lip at the front, which adapts optimally to the
ground. Annoying dirt residues are now a thing of the past. At the serrated
edge of the dustpan, residues can easily be wiped off in the hand wiper. An
ingenious design from Ebnat!

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Material 2

TPE

recycling

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

399787

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5805882

7 614600 561385

Dustpan "Swiss" with brush, pure horsehair
The Ebnat sweeping sets unite what belongs together. The "Swiss" hand
wiper fits perfectly into the unique CLICK dustpan. This makes the sweeping
set easy to stow away and ready for use with a mere flick of the wrist.

Material 1

Swiss beech,

Material 2

100 % Pure horse hair

eco-lacquered

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

359548

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

e+h 5801907

7 614600 326144

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
ÜX - the superbroom
"ÜX" broom, pure horsehair, 32 / 40 cm
ÜX is truly a special broom. It convinces through its versatile strengths. Thanks
to its narrow shape, the floor wiper fits like a small brush into hard-to-reach
places. At the same time, however, it is wide enough to cope with large areas.
But that's not all. The smart handle holder can be fixed in three positions.
Whether pulling, pushing or conventional wiping - everything is possible with
ÜX. A further advantage of the hinge handle holder is that the high-quality
bristle material can be used evenly. Thanks to its fine hair, this floor wiper is
particularly suitable for high-quality indoor floor coverings. However, the
bristle material does not like wetness at all. Therefore it should only be used in
dry conditions.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

348449

36 cm x 4 cm x 16 cm

6

100 % Pure horse hair

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

e+h 5801303

7 614600 320142
350249

44 cm x 4 cm x 16.5 cm

3

e+h 5801311

7 614600 320982

"ÜX" broom, cocos, 32 / 40 cm
ÜX is truly a special broom. It convinces through its versatile strengths. Thanks
to its narrow shape, the floor wiper fits like a small brush into hard-to-reach
places. At the same time, however, it is wide enough to cope with large areas.
But that's not all. The smart handle holder can be fixed in three positions.
Whether pulling, pushing or conventional wiping - everything is possible with
ÜX. A further advantage of the hinge handle holder is that the high-quality
bristle material can be used evenly. The sturdy coconut bristles defy all
weather conditions. Whether wet or dry, this floor wiper is suitable for all
rough indoor and outdoor floors.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

348457

35 cm x 4 cm x 16 cm

6

Coconut

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

e+h 5801329

7 614600 320166
350257

46 cm x 16 cm x 4 cm

3

e+h 5801337

7 614600 320999

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
ÜX - the superbroom
"ÜX" mini brush, pure horsehair, 16 cm
This wiper is the little brother of the floor wiper "ÜX". But it doesn't have to
hide behind its bigger relative at all. The small wiper also has the practical
hinge handle holder. So you can use the same handles as for the floor wiper
"ÜX". This combination gives you an extra long wiper, so to speak. But of
course this does not mean a conventional hand wiper. Thanks to the hinge
handle holder, the wiper can be fixed at a different angle depending on the
situation. So it is easy to wipe dust and dirt off cabinets, ceilings and beams.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

350290

20 cm x 4 cm x 16 cm

6

100 % Pure horse hair

GTIN/EAN
More Infos:

e+h 5801261

7 614600 321088

"ÜX" Dustpan and brush, pure horsehair
This sweeping set combines the advantages of the "ÜX" line and the practical
CLICK dustpans. The hand wiper fits in even the smallest corner. This is not
only due to the narrow shape, but also because of the integrated joint. This
allows the wiper to be fixed in three different positions. Thus inaccessible
places belong to the past. The dense bristles of pure horsehair leave even the
finest dust no chance. After the work is done, residues in the bristles can be
wiped off at the serrated edge of the dustpan and the hand wiper can be
stowed away in the dustpan to save space.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

350346

35 cm x 22 cm x 8.5 cm

6

100 % Pure horse hair

GTIN/EAN
More Infos:

e+h 5801770

7 614600 321187

"ÜX" Dustpan and brush, cocos
This sweeping set combines the advantages of the "ÜX" line and the practical
CLICK dustpans. The hand wiper fits in even the smallest corner. This is not
only due to the narrow shape, but also to the integrated joint. This allows the
wiper to be fixed in three different positions. Thus inaccessible places belong
to the past. The sturdy coconut bristles defy all weather conditions. Whether
wet or dry: the hand wiper is suitable for all rough indoor and outdoor floors.
After the work is done, residues in the bristles can be wiped off at the serrated
edge of the dustpan and the hand wiper can be stowed away in the dustpan
to save space.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

350354

35 cm x 22 cm x 11.5 cm

6

Coconut

GTIN/EAN
More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5801188

7 614600 321200

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
ÜX - the superbroom
"ÜX" hand brush with magnet, pure horsehair,
16 cm
This hand wiper has a strong attraction! Thanks to the magnet in the brush
body, the small hand wiper can be attached to all metallic surfaces - be it a
shelf, a workshop wall or our metal sweeper dustpan. There's no quicker way
to stow a wiper. But before the little hand wiper can rest, it should show what
it is capable to do. The high-quality bristle material made of pure horsehair
won't disappoint you. The dense bristles leave even the finest dust no chance.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

350273

20 cm x 3 cm x 9 cm

6

100 % Pure horse hair

GTIN/EAN
More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5805205

7 614600 321040

"ÜX" hand brush with magnet, cocos, 16 cm
This hand wiper has a strong attraction! Thanks to the magnet in the brush
body, the small hand wiper can be attached to all metallic surfaces - be it a
shelf, a workshop wall or our metal sweeper dustpan. There's no quicker way
to stow a wiper. But before the little hand wiper can rest, it should show what
it is capable to do. The sturdy coconut bristles will not disappoint you. It is
resistant to all weather conditions and can be used dry or damp on all coarse
soils.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

350281

19 cm x 2.5 cm x 8.5 cm

6

Coconut

GTIN/EAN
More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5805213

7 614600 321064

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Industry
Broom "Industry" with wing nut,
pure horsehair, 40 / 50 / 60 / 80 cm
High-quality materials without frills - this is how this robust floor wiper can be
characterised. The dense bristles of pure horsehair leave even the finest dust
no chance. Thanks to its fine hair, this floor wiper is particularly suitable for
high-quality indoor floor coverings. However, the bristle material does not like
wetness at all. Therefore it should only be used in dry conditions. Should the
bristles nevertheless wear out at some point, the broom can easily be replaced
thanks to the wing nut. The metal handle holder angled (Art. 358630) as well
as the wooden handle (Art. 128165) are the matching accessories for this floor
wiper.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

358975

45 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm

1

100 % Pure horse hair

GTIN/EAN

e+h 2054286
7 614600 324034
358983

55 cm x 9 cm x 10 cm

1

e+h 2054294
7 614600 324041
358991

65 cm x 9 cm x 10 cm

1

e+h 2054302
7 614600 324058
359009

85 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm

1

e+h 2054310
7 614600 324065

Holzstiel 150 cm mit Metallstielhalter
This wood broom handle with metal handle holder fits perfectly on the
scrubber with wing nut (Art. 389072).

Material 1

Beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389064

158 cm x 4 cm x 4 cm

1

Metal

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 331681

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Industry
Broom "Industry" with wing nut,
horsehair reinforced, 40 / 50 / 60 / 80 cm
High-quality materials without frills - this is how this robust floor wiper can be
characterised. The bristles are a mixture of horsehair and synthetic fibres and
an alternative to pure horsehair. It is suitable for all smooth indoor floor
coverings, but only for dry cleaning. If the bristles should wear out at any time,
the broom can be easily replaced thanks to the wing nut. The metal handle
holder angled (Art. 358630) as well as the wooden handle (Art. 128165) are
the matching accessories for this floor wiper.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

358924

45 cm x 9 cm x 10 cm

1

Reinforced horsehair

GTIN/EAN

e+h 2054195
7 614600 323983
358932

55 cm x 9 cm x 10 cm

1

e+h 2054203
7 614600 323990
358940

65 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm

1

e+h 2054211
7 614600 324003
358959

85 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm

1

e+h 2054229
7 614600 324010

Holzstiel 150 cm mit Metallstielhalter
This wood broom handle with metal handle holder fits perfectly on the
scrubber with wing nut (Art. 389072).

Material 1

Beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389064

158 cm x 4 cm x 4 cm

1

Metal

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 331681

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Industry
Broom "Industry" with wing nut, cocos,
40 / 50 / 60 / 80 cm
High-quality materials without frills - this is how this robust floor wiper can be
characterised. The sturdy coconut bristles defy all weather conditions. Whether
wet or dry, this floor wiper is suitable for all rough indoor and outdoor floors.
Oil contamination is also no obstacle for the coconut bristles. That is why this
floor wiper is especially suitable for garages and workshops. If the bristles
should wear out at any time, the broom can be easily replaced thanks to the
wing nut. The metal handle holder angled (Art. 358630) as well as the
wooden handle (Art. 128165) are the matching accessories for this floor
wiper.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

358878

43 cm x 9 cm x 10 cm

1

Cocos

GTIN/EAN

e+h 2054104
7 614600 323938
358886

57 cm x 9 cm x 10 cm

1

e+h 2054112
7 614600 323945
358894

65 cm x 9 cm x 10 cm

1

e+h 2054120
7 614600 323952
358908

85 cm x 9 cm x 10 cm

1

e+h 2054138
7 614600 323969

Metal handle holder, Ø 2.35 cm, without thread
This galvanised metal handle holder fits perfectly on all floor wipers
"Industry". The wooden handle without thread fits on the handle holder (Art.
128165).

Material 1

Steel galvanized

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

358630

11 cm x 4 cm x 4 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 2054435
7 614600 324102

Holzstiel 150 cm mit Metallstielhalter
This wood broom handle with metal handle holder fits perfectly on the
scrubber with wing nut (Art. 389072).

Material 1

Beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389064

158 cm x 4 cm x 4 cm

1

Metal

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 331681

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Oeko
Broom "Oeko", pure horsehair, 32 / 40 cm
This floor wiper is a timeless classic. With its simple design, nothing distracts
from its true strengths. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality
materials and the robust workmanship. The dense bristles made of pure
horsehair leave even the finest dust no chance. Thanks to its fine hair, this
floor wiper is particularly suitable for high-quality indoor floor coverings.
However, the bristle material does not like wetness at all. Therefore it should
only be used in dry conditions. The wooden handle with metal thread
(128173) completes this broom.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

124313

37 cm x 7.5 cm x 8.5 cm

1

100 % Pure horse hair

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5800594

7 614600 540465
123737

45 cm x 10 cm x 8.5 cm

1

e+h 5803119

7 614600 545170

Broom "Oeko", pure horsehair,
50 / 60 / 80 / 100 cm
This floor wiper is a timeless classic. With its simple design, nothing distracts
from its true strengths. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality
materials and the robust workmanship. The dense bristles made of pure
horsehair leave even the finest dust no chance. Thanks to its fine hair, this
floor wiper is particularly suitable for high-quality indoor floor coverings.
However, the bristle material does not like wetness at all. Therefore it should
only be used in dry conditions. The handle holder is just as high quality as the
bristles. Thanks to the glass fibre reinforcement, it can easily keep up with the
other components in terms of robustness. A wooden handle without thread
completes this classic.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

152330

56 cm x 9.5 cm x 14.5 cm

1

100 % Pure horse hair

GTIN/EAN
More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5800826

7 614600 546009
152348

65 cm x 10.5 cm x 14.5 cm

1

e+h 5800834

7 614600 546016
152355

85 cm x 11 cm x 14 cm

1

e+h 5800842

7 614600 546023
280780

105 cm x 11 cm x 14 cm

1

e+h 5800867

7 614600 546030

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Oeko
Broom "Oeko", horsehair reinforced, 32 / 40 cm
This floor wiper is a timeless classic. With its simple design, nothing distracts
from its true strengths. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality
materials and the robust workmanship. The bristles are a mixture of horsehair
and synthetic fibres and an alternative to pure horsehair. It is suitable for all
smooth indoor floor coverings, but only for dry cleaning. The wooden handle
with metal thread (128173) completes this broom.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

123620

37 cm x 9 cm x 8.5 cm

1

Reinforced horsehair

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5803408

7 614600 545040
198994

45 cm x 9 cm x 8.5 cm

1

e+h 5803424

7 614600 546221

Broom "Oeko", horsehair reinforced, 50 / 60 cm
This floor wiper is a timeless classic. With its simple design, nothing distracts
from its true strengths. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality
materials and the robust workmanship. The bristles are a mixture of horsehair
and synthetic fibres and an alternative to pure horsehair. It is suitable for all
smooth indoor floor coverings, but only for dry cleaning. The handle holder is
just as high quality as the bristles. Thanks to the glass fibre reinforcement, it
can easily keep up with the other components in terms of robustness. A
wooden handle without thread completes this classic.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

199000

56 cm x 9.5 cm x 14.5 cm

1

Reinforced horsehair

GTIN/EAN
More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5801121

7 614600 546238
199018

65 cm x 10.5 cm x 14.5 cm

1

e+h 5801139

7 614600 546245

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Oeko
Broom "Oeko", cocos, 32 / 40 cm
This floor wiper is a timeless classic. With its simple design, nothing distracts
from its true strengths. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality
materials and the robust workmanship. The sturdy coconut bristles defy all
weather conditions. Whether wet or dry, this floor wiper is suitable for all
rough indoor and outdoor floors. Oil contamination is also no obstacle for the
coconut bristles. That is why this floor wiper is especially suitable for garages
and workshops. The wooden handle with metal thread (128173) completes
this broom.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

124339

37 cm x 7.5 cm x 9 cm

1

Coconut

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5800610

7 614600 540472
198952

45 cm x 7.5 cm x 9 cm

1

e+h 5803259

7 614600 546184

Broom "Oeko", cocos, 50 / 60 / 80 cm
This floor wiper is a timeless classic. With its simple design, nothing distracts
from its true strengths. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality
materials and the robust workmanship. The sturdy coconut bristles defy all
weather conditions. Whether wet or dry, this floor wiper is suitable for all
rough indoor and outdoor floors. Oil contamination is also no obstacle for the
coconut bristles. That is why this floor wiper is especially suitable for garages
and workshops. The handle holder is just as high quality as the bristles. Thanks
to the glass fibre reinforcement, it can easily keep up with the other
components in terms of robustness. There is also a scratching edge on the
handle holder. It is the ideal tool for stubborn soiling. A wooden handle
without thread completes this classic.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

198960

55 cm x 11.5 cm x 14.5 cm

1

Coconut

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5801220

7 614600 546191
198978

65 cm x 11.5 cm x 14.5 cm

1

e+h 5801238

7 614600 546207
304395

87 cm x 11 cm x 14.5 cm

1

e+h 5801246

7 614600 546375

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Oeko
Broom "Oeko", arenga/pp, 40 / 60 cm
This floor wiper is a timeless classic. With its simple design, nothing distracts
from its true strengths. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality
materials and the robust workmanship. The sturdy bristles made of the natural
fibre arenga and polypropylene withstand all weather conditions. Whether wet
or dry, this floor wiper is suitable for all rough indoor and outdoor floors. The
handle holder is just as high quality as the bristles. Thanks to the glass fibre
reinforcement, it can easily keep up with the other components in terms of
robustness. There is also a scratching edge on the handle holder. It is the ideal
tool for stubborn soiling. A wooden handle without thread completes this
classic.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

218099

45 cm x 11.5 cm x 14 cm

1

Arenga / PP grey

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5803614

7 614600 545248
218081

65 cm x 11.5 cm x 14.5 cm

1

e+h 5803622

7 614600 545422

Scrubber "Oeko", tampico-fibre, 23 cm
Coarse floors require robust brushes. This scrubbing brush is just the thing!
The natural union bristles consist of the plant fibres fibre and bassine. These
fibres are the true champions when it comes to absorbing water and releasing
it evenly. The union bristles are punched into a ring. This guarantees optimum
cleaning performance.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

117945

25.5 cm x 7 cm x 7 cm

4

Union

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5800636

7 614600 521525

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Oeko
Scrubber with wing nut , tampico/synthetic fibre
Coarse floors require robust brushes. This scrubbing brush is just the thing!
The union bristles consist of the artificial fibres fibre and natural bassine. These
fibres are the true champions when it comes to absorbing water and releasing
it evenly.
Should the bristles nevertheless wear out at some point, the Scrubber can
easily be replaced thanks to the wing nut. The wooden handle with metal
handle holder (Art. 389064) is the matching accessories for this floor wiper.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389072

22 cm x 7.5 cm x 6.5 cm

1

tampico/synthetic fibre

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 331698

Holzstiel 150 cm mit Metallstielhalter
This wood broom handle with metal handle holder fits perfectly on the
scrubber with wing nut (Art. 389072).

Material 1

Beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389064

158 cm x 4 cm x 4 cm

1

Metal

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 331681

Scrubber "Oeko" with white metal handle,
tampico/synthetic fibre, 23 cm
The union mixture of artificial fibre and natural bassine is pressed into metal in
a ring shape in this model. Ready to go - with this product the removable
metal handle holder with thread as well as the suitable metal handle are
already mounted. The field of application is wet cleaning of coarse surfaces.

Material 1

Metal

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

115477

27 cm x 11.5 cm x 151.5 cm

6

Union-Mix

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5807227

7 614600 526001

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Oeko
Scrubber "Oeko" with handle holder,
tampico/synthetic fibre, 23 cm
The union mixture of artificial fibre and natural bassine is pressed into metal in
a ring shape in this model. With this product the removable metal handle
holder with thread is already mounted. The field of application is wet cleaning
of coarse surfaces.

Material 1

Metal

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

359912

27 cm x 11.5 cm x 10.5 cm

4

Union-Mix

GTIN/EAN

e+h 2054484

7 614600 324713

Replacement scrubber "Oeko",
tampico/synthetic fibre, 23 cm
Even the best scrubbing brush has had its day at some point. Thanks to the
wing nuts, the brush head of this scrubber model can be easily replaced.

Material 1

Metal

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

115576

27 cm x 7.5 cm x 6 cm

1

Union-Mix

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5807250

7 614600 526049

Professional scrubber "Oeko" etrxa wide,
tampico/synthetic fibre, 30 cm
For larger areas it is best to use the wider professional scrubber. The union
mixture of artificial fibre and natural bassine is pressed into metal in a ring
shape in this model. With this product the removable metal handle holder
with thread is already mounted. The field of application is wet cleaning of
coarse surfaces.

Material 1

Metal

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

115857

34 cm x 10.5 cm x 10.5 cm

1

Union-Mix

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5807326

7 614600 526131

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Oeko
Brush "Oeko", pure horsehair, 28 / 32 cm
This wiper is a timeless classic. With its simple design, nothing distracts from
its true strengths. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality materials and
the robust workmanship. The dense bristles of pure horsehair leave even the
finest dust no chance. Thanks to its fine hair, this hand wiper is particularly
suitable for high-quality indoor floor coverings. However, the bristle material
does not like wetness at all. Therefore it should only be used in dry conditions.
The scratch edge at the tip of the wiper helps to remove resistant dirt.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

124933

31 cm x 8 cm x 7 cm

2

100 % Pure horse hair

GTIN/EAN
More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5805023

7 614600 551683
124941

35 cm x 8 cm x 7 cm

2

e+h 5805031

7 614600 551539

Brush with long handle "Oeko", pure horsehair,
48 cm
Sometimes the length plays a role: with the long handle wiper you can easily
reach remote places. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality materials
and the robust workmanship. The dense bristles of pure horsehair leave even
the finest dust no chance. Thanks to its fine hair, this hand wiper is particularly
suitable for high-quality indoor floor coverings. However, the bristle material
does not like wetness at all. Therefore it should only be used in dry conditions.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

125781

50 cm x 8 cm x 8 cm

2

100 % Pure horse hair

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5805056

7 614600 555155

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Oeko
Brush "Oeko", horsehair reinforced, 28 / 32 cm
This wiper is a timeless classic. With its simple design, nothing distracts from
its true strengths. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality materials and
the robust workmanship. The bristles are a mixture of horsehair and synthetic
fibres and an alternative to pure horsehair. It is suitable for all smooth indoor
floor coverings, but only for dry cleaning. The scratch edge at the tip of the
wiper helps to remove resistant dirt.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

199463

31 cm x 8 cm x 7 cm

2

Reinforced horsehair

GTIN/EAN
More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5805098
7 614600 555186
199471

35 cm x 8 cm x 7 cm

2

e+h 5805114
7 614600 555193

Brush "Oeko", cocos, 32 cm
This wiper is a timeless classic. With its simple design, nothing distracts from
its true strengths. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality materials and
the robust workmanship. The sturdy coconut bristles defy all weather
conditions. Whether wet or dry, this hand wiper is suitable for all rough indoor
and outdoor floors. Oil contamination is also no obstacle for the coconut
bristles. That is why this hand wiper is especially suitable for garages and
workshops. The scratch edge at the tip of the wiper helps to remove resistant
dirt.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

124966

35 cm x 8 cm x 7 cm

2

Coconut

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5805015
7 614600 551553

Brush "Oeko", arenga/pp, 32 cm
This wiper is a timeless classic. With its simple design, nothing distracts from
its true strengths. Even the professionals trust in the high-quality materials and
the robust workmanship. The sturdy bristles made of the natural fibre arenga
and polypropylene withstand all weather conditions. Whether wet or dry, this
hand wiper is suitable for all rough indoor and outdoor floors. The scratch
edge at the tip of the wiper helps to remove resistant dirt.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

218107

35 cm x 8 cm x 7 cm

2

Arenga / PP grey

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5803630
7 614600 555261

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Oeko
Scrub brush "Oeko", light fibre, 12.5 cm
This handy brush has natural fibre bristles. The strengths of this plant fibre are
particularly evident in combination with water. The individual fibres absorb the
moisture and become softer as a result. This brush is not only ideal for gentle
cleaning of vegetables, but also for wet cleaning of smaller surfaces.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

114108

15 cm x 6 cm x 4 cm

6

Fibre bright

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5807516

7 614600 510215

Scrub brush "Oeko", tampico fibre, 20 cm
Whether left- or right-handed: This brush lies well in the hand. At least as
important as the comfortable handling is of course the scrubbing effect. The
natural union bristle material is a true champion when it comes to absorbing
water and releasing it evenly. For more resistant dirt, the two scraper edges
can be used as help. This is therefore the ideal brush for damp or wet cleaning
of coarse floors.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

114157

22 cm x 8 cm x 4.5 cm

6

Union

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5807581

7 614600 510222

Scrub brush "Oeko", rice, 20 cm
This sweeping brush does not shy away from even the toughest soiling. While
the wooden body is ergonomically shaped and comfortable for both left- and
right-handed people, it is rather uncomfortable for the stains. This is because
the couch-grass bristles are characterised by their hardness and resistance. The
material remains strong - even after the obligatory soaking before use.
Definitely not for cuddlers!

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

114033

22 cm x 8 cm x 5 cm

6

Rice

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5807557

7 614600 510239

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Oeko
Scrub and carpet brush "Oeko", tampico fibre,
28 cm
This brush is a true multi-talent. That's why the term carpet brush alone is a
little too scarce. In addition to carpet cleaning, this brush is also used as a
sweeping brush for coarser surfaces. The natural union bristles ensure the best
cleaning results, whether dry or wet.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

123034

32 cm x 7 cm x 5.5 cm

2

Union

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5804125

7 614600 531142

Ebnat AG
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Tradition
Broom "Tradition", horsehair mixture, 28 cm
The design already gives a hint - there is a lot of "Swissness" in this floor
wiper! In addition to the wood, the patented hinge handle holder is also a real
Swiss original. Here, too, tradition meets innovation, because the handle
holder can be fixed in three positions. At least half of the bristle material
consists of pure horsehair. It is suitable for all smooth indoor floor coverings,
but only for dry cleaning.

Material 1

Swiss beech, red

Material 2

Min. 50% pure horse
hair

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

123430

34 cm x 9 cm x 14 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5801725

7 614600 540212

Scrubber "Tradition", tampico fibre, 22 cm
This traditional scrubber also has a patented handle holder from Ebnat. Once
you have attached a suitable handle, you can adjust the desired scrub position
with a twist. The ring punching and the union bristles also ensure optimum
cleaning performance. The bristle material used absorbs water easily and
releases it evenly. The two cloth holder holes are intended for fixing abrasive
cloths.

Material 1

Swiss beech red,

Material 2

Union-Mix

eco-lacquered

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

115279

25 cm x 7.5 cm x 10.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5801766

7 614600 521198

Brush "Tradition", horsehair mixture, 28 cm
At least half of the bristle material of this traditional wiper is pure horsehair. It
is suitable for all smooth indoor floor coverings, but only for dry cleaning. With
the CLICK dustpan, this hand wiper forms an unbeatable combination. Just
one click and the hand wiper is stowed away in the dustpan to save space!

Material 1

Swiss beech red

Material 2

Min. 50% pure horse
hair

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

124750

30 cm x 8.5 cm x 7 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5801733

7 614600 551140
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1 Brooms/Brushes wood assortment
Tradition
Dustpan CLICK
A must for all owners of a lonely Ebnat hand wiper! With a single CLICK, the
wiper can be fixed in the handle of the dustpan. The high-quality dustpan is
equipped with a flexible rubber lip at the front, which adapts optimally to the
ground. Annoying contamination residues are now a thing of the past. At the
serrated edge of the dustpan, residues can easily be wiped off in the hand
wiper. An ingenious design from Ebnat!

Material 1

Polypropylene red

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

404608

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

6

TPE

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5805874

7 614600 561378

Dustpan and brush "Tradition", horsehair mixture
The Ebnat sweeping sets unite what belongs together. The hand wiper
"Tradition" fits perfectly into the unique CLICK dustpan. This makes the
sweeping set easy to stow away and ready for use with a mere flick of the
wrist.

Material 1

Swiss beech red

Material 2

Min. 50% pure horse
hair

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

128645

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5805338

7 614600 501107
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Omnia
Broom "Omnia", arenga/fibre, 28 cm
The name says it all for the Omnia range. Omnia is Latin and means
"everything". Whether indoors or outdoors, dry or wet - Omnia does it all!
The special bristle mix of purely vegetable arenga and fibres is as adaptable as
a chameleon. When applied dry, the bristle material has a dust-binding effect;
when wet, it offers optimum water absorption. The Omnia bristles are also
very elastic and therefore extremely durable. All in the name of sustainability.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

361097

32 cm x 8 cm x 10.5 cm

6

Arenga/Fiber

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5801816

7 614600 326021

Brush "Omnia", arenga/fiber, 28 cm
The name says it all with the Omnia range. Omnia is Latin and means
"everything". Whether indoors or outdoors, dry or wet - Omnia does it all!
The special bristle mix of purely vegetable arenga and plastic fibres is as
adaptable as a chameleon. When applied dry, the bristle material has a
dust-binding effect; when wet, it offers optimum water absorption. The
Omnia bristles are also very elastic and therefore extremely durable. All in the
name of sustainability.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

363669

30 cm x 7.5 cm x 7 cm

6

Arenga/Fiber

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5801824

7 614600 326977

Dustpan and brush CLICK "Omnia", arenga/fiber
The Ebnat sweeping sets unite what belongs together. The hand wiper
"Omnia" fits perfectly into the unique CLICK dustpan. This makes the
sweeping set easy to stow away and ready for use with a mere flick of the
wrist.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

361119

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

6

Arenga/Fiber

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5801808

7 614600 326045
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Basic
Broom "Basic", reinforced horsehair, 28 cm
The name says it all: this line has only the bare essentials. However, it is of
course of top quality. The Basic line is also enjoying increasing popularity
among craft fans. There are no limits to the imagination on the raw wooden
body. The bristles are suitable for all smooth interior floor coverings, but only
for dry cleaning.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

218057

33 cm x 8.5 cm x 10.5 cm

6

Reinforced horsehair

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802368

7 614600 540816

Brush "Basic", reinforced horsehair, 28 cm
The name says it all: this line has only the bare essentials. However, it is of
course of top quality. The Basic line is also enjoying increasing popularity
among craft fans. There are no limits to the imagination on the raw wooden
body. The bristles are suitable for all smooth interior floor coverings, but only
for dry cleaning. With the CLICK dustpan, this hand wiper forms an
unbeatable combination. Just one click and the hand wiper is stowed away in
the dustpan to save space!

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

366781

30 cm x 8.5 cm x 7 cm

6

Reinforced horsehair

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5805239

7 614600 327622

Dustpan and brush "Basic", reinforced horsehair
The Ebnat sweeping sets unite what belongs together. The "Basic" hand
wiper fits perfectly into the unique CLICK dustpan. This makes the sweeping
set easy to stow away and ready for use with a mere flick of the wrist.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

218073

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

6

Reinforced horsehair

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802384

7 614600 503378
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Children's set
Kids set with dustpan and broom
With the children's set "Blizzi" even the smallest cleaning maniacs can
playfully help in the household. The high-quality set consists of a sweeping set
and a broom in children's size. The robust material also withstands somewhat
more impetuous cleaning actions and is therefore an optimal play and tool for
the little helpers.

Material 1

Beech

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

358045

56 cm x 17 cm x 5.5 cm

6

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814348

7 614600 323761
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2 Brooms/Brushes plastic assortment
Inspire
Broom "Inspire", 28 cm
High-tech is now also available in broom form. The unique Inspire bristles
consist of two types of bristles with different thicknesses. The long, pointed
bristles remove the dirt even from the smallest gaps and cracks. The shorter,
harder bristles transport the dirt. The bristles also prove to be extremely
dimensionally stable and always jump back into their original form. Whether
dry or wet - the Inspire masters every application. In case the bristles are dirty
afterwards, they can be cleaned under running water.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

353086

30.5 cm x 7.5 cm x 10 cm

6

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5802137

7 614600 322009

Scrubber "Inspire", 22 cm
High-tech is now also available in broom form. The unique Inspire bristles
consist of two types of bristles with different thicknesses. The long, pointed
bristles remove the dirt even from the smallest gaps and cracks. The shorter,
harder bristles transport the dirt. The bristles are not only extremely
dimensionally stable, they also absorb an above-average amount of water and
release it continuously during cleaning. Together with the ultra-tight row
punching, the scrubbing brush ensures optimum cleaning results.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

353108

23.5 cm x 5.5 cm x 7.5 cm

4

Polyester

GTIN/EAN
More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5802145

7 614600 322023
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Inspire
Brush "Inspire", 28 cm
High-tech is now also available in broom form. The unique Inspire bristles
consist of two types of bristles with different thicknesses. The long, pointed
bristles remove the dirt even from the smallest gaps and cracks. The shorter,
harder bristles transport the dirt. The bristles also prove to be extremely
dimensionally stable and always jump back into their original form. Whether
dry or wet - the Inspire masters every application. The scratch edge at the tip
of the wiper removes stubborn dirt. In case the bristles are dirty after work,
they can be cleaned under running water. With the CLICK dustpan, this hand
wiper forms an unbeatable combination. Just one click and the hand wiper is
stowed away in the dustpan to save space!

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

353094

30 cm x 7 cm x 7.5 cm

6

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5802129
7 614600 322016

Dustpan with brush "Inspire"
The Ebnat sweeping sets unite what belongs together. The hand wiper
"Inspire" fits perfectly into the unique CLICK dustpan. This makes the
sweeping set easy to stow away and ready for use with a mere flick of the
wrist.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

353175

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

6

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:
Infos:

e+h 5802111
7 614600 322115
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Ice
Broom "Ice", reinforced horsehair, 28 cm
Cold as Ice - This floor wiper provides cooling for sweaty housework! The
transparent brush body material reveals the inner part of the brush and at the
same time looks really cool. The bristles are suitable for all smooth interior
floor coverings, but only for dry cleaning.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Reinforced horsehair

transparent

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

163303

33 cm x 9 cm x 10.5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802707

7 614600 540755

Brush "Ice", horsehair mixture, 28 cm
Cold as Ice - This hand wiper provides cooling for sweaty housework! The
transparent brush body material reveals the inner part of the brush and at the
same time looks really cool. The bristles are suitable for all smooth interior
floor coverings, but only for dry cleaning.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Reinforced horsehair

transparent

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

269357

31 cm x 7 cm x 7 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802715

7 614600 329275

Dustpan CLICK
A must for all owners of a lonely Ebnat hand wiper! With a single CLICK, the
wiper can be fixed in the handle of the dustpan. The high-quality dustpan is
equipped with a flexible rubber lip at the front, which adapts optimally to the
ground. Annoying contamination residues are now a thing of the past. At the
serrated edge of the dustbin, residues can easily be wiped off in the hand
wiper. An ingenious design from Ebnat!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

TPE

transparent

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

404616

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802053

7 614600 562184
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2 Brooms/Brushes plastic assortment
Ice
Dustpan and brush "Ice", horsehair mixture
The Ebnat sweeping sets unite what belongs together. The hand wiper "Ice"
fits perfectly into the unique CLICK dustpan. This makes the sweeping set easy
to stow away and ready for use with a mere flick of the wrist.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Reinforced horsehair

transparent

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

163360

36 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802723

7 614600 501244

Scrubber, tampico-fibre mixture, 26 cm
If you like it a little simpler, this scrubbing brush is the best choice for you.
Despite the reduced design, everything that makes a good scrubber is
available. The union bristles and the punching of the wreath ensure optimum
cleaning performance. The bristle material used absorbs water easily and
releases it evenly. The two cloth holder holes are intended for fixing abrasive
cloths.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Union-Mix

anthracite

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

250142

26 cm x 7.5 cm x 8 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5807276

7 614600 522775
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Euro
Broom "Euro", polymex , 28 cm
The floor wiper "Euro" is suitable for all smooth indoor floor coverings. The
elastic Polymex bristles are very dimensionally stable and quickly straighten up
again. In case of soiling, the bristles can be cleaned under running water.

Material 1

Polypropylene red

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

237388

32 cm x 8 cm x 9.5 cm

6

Polymex black

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5805304

7 614600 540144

Dustpan and brush "Euro", polymex
The "Euro" sweeping set is suitable for all smooth indoor floor coverings. The
elastic Polymex bristles are very dimensionally stable and quickly straighten up
again. In case of soiling, the bristles can be cleaned under running water.
When the work is done, the hand wiper can be stowed away in the dustpan
to save space.

Material 1

Polypropylene red

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

128728

33 cm x 22 cm x 8.5 cm

8

Polymex black

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5805312

7 614600 501213
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Dustpan and brush mini
Dustpan and brush mini, trend colour
This sweeping set fits everywhere! Thanks to its compact size, it is also suitable
for on the go. Whether indoors or outdoors - the mini sweeper set can be
used wherever there is small dirt.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

359793

26.5 cm x 18 cm x 4 cm

6

PET

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5805338

7 614600 324553
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Scrub and shoe brushes
Scrub brush s-form, PP, 19 cm
Thanks to its S-shape, this sweeping brush lies well in the hand - and that for
left- or right-handers! The handy brush also convinces with its cleaning
performance. Thanks to the hardwearing plastic bristles, impurities in the wet
area are quickly removed. In addition, the sweeping brush is also suitable for
the food industry, as the bristle material can be washed out with hot water at
temperatures of up to 90 °Celsius.

Material 1

Polypropylene blue

Material 2

Polypropylen black,
corrugated

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

167213

20.5 cm x 7 cm x 4.5 cm

3

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802822

7 614600 510185

Scrub brush with handle, tampico/synthetic fibre,
18 cm
With this brush the dirt is under pressure! Thanks to the ergonomic handle,
even pressure is easily exerted by hand. In combination with the resistant
union compound bristles, you achieve top cleaning results on coarse surfaces.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Union-Mix

anthracite

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

167270

17 cm x 6.5 cm x 8.5 cm

3

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802814

7 614600 510277

Scrubbing brush, 15.5 cm
After hiking tours or open-air tours, the shoes are usually dirty. Then it is
worth using a dirt brush. Whether in dry or wet condition - the resistant
special bristles leave no chance for dirt!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Coconut/PPN

anthracite

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

167023

15.5 cm x 5 cm x 7 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802830

7 614600 721109
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Scrub and shoe brushes
Shoe shine brush, 15.5 cm
This brush makes your shoes shine! After the application and effect of the
shoe polish it goes to the polishing. It's easy with the handy shine brush:
simply brush over the shoe with long strokes. The glamorous look is ready!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Polymex black

anthracite

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

167056

15,5 cm x 5 cm x 7 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802848

7 614600 731221

Shoe dauber, 15.5 cm
Once you've removed the dirt, it's time to take care of the shoes. With the
small brush head shoe polish can be evenly applied and worked in. Unlike with
the rag, in this way the fingers stay clean.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Polymex black

anthracite

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

166991

16 cm x 3 cm x 4 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802855

7 614600 711124

3-piece shoe cleaning set
From coarse dirt to polishing - with this set you are optimally equipped for
shoe care! The set includes a dirt brush, a shine brush and a polisher for
applying shoe polish.

Material 1

Polypropylene/Polymex

Material 2

Coconut/PPN

black

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

350192

16x3x4 cm x 15.5x5x7 cm x

6

GTIN/EAN

16x3x4 cm

7 614600 320876
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3 Long-handled brush-sets and aids
Long-handled brush-sets

Dustpan and brush Maria-Set, professional
It is especially important for cleaning professionals to take care of their backs.
For them we have the Maria set in professional version. The long shaft
sweeping set makes it possible to work with a straight back. If you lift the
handle of the dustpan, it folds shut and you can go to the waste bin without
losing any dirt. The two handles can be plugged together after the work is
done, so that the sweeping set can be stowed away in a space-saving manner.

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

350460

108 cm x 34 cm x 16.5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5805387

7 614600 320920

Dustpan and brush Maria-Set foldable with comb
Cleaning can be quite uncomfortable for your back. But it doesn't have to be!
Thanks to the long shaft Maria set, you don't have to bend down while
sweeping. The integrated comb is ideal for removing dirt from the brush. After
finish the shovel can be fold and the dustpan with brush can be stored
space-saving. Thanks to the high quality this practical helper will be at your
side for a long time to come.

Material 1

Polypropylen / PVC

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

390097

100 cm x 29 cm x 10 cm

6

Metal

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5805403

7 614600 331971

Dustpan and brush Maria-Set, Quick Clean
Cleaning can be quite uncomfortable for your back. But it doesn't have to be!
Thanks to the long shaft Maria set, you don't have to bend down while
sweeping. If you lift the handle of the dustpan, it folds shut and you can go to
the waste bin without losing any dirt. The two handles can be plugged
together after the work is done, so that the sweeping set can be stowed away
in a space-saving manner.

Material 1

Polypropylene blue

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

350000

28 cm x 9.5 cm x 111 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 7713670

4 003728 103226
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Waste pick up tool

Waste pick up tool
Cigarette butts and the like are not something you would like to pick up with
your fingers. Fortunately, there is a garbage picker for such things! The gripper
can be operated conveniently on the aluminium handle. That way you don't
have to bend over or get your hands dirty.

Material 1

Polypropylene blue

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

358053

101.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 8 cm

1

Aluminium

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5805395

7 614600 323785
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4 Corn and outdoor brooms
Corn and piassava brooms
Corn broom 6 bands
If you are looking for a stable couch-grass broom, you have come to the right
place. Thanks to the 6 seams and the above-average density of the material,
this couch-grass broom will last for a long time. Even bad weather doesn't
bother him. So you can safely leave the broom outside. It is even better if you
hang the broom on the metal hanger. This is how the broom keeps its shape.

Material 1

Paniclemillet

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126383

30 cm x 6.5 cm x 140 cm

5

Beech wood

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814637

7 614600 823001

Corn broom 6 bands, reinforced with piassava
If you are looking for a stable couch-grass broom, you have come to the right
place. Thanks to the 6 seams, the above-average density of the material and
the reinforcement by piassava, this couch-grass broom will last for a long time.
Even bad weather doesn't bother him. So you can safely leave the broom
outside. It is even better if you hang the broom on the metal hanger. This is
how the broom keeps its shape.

Material 1

Paniclemillet / Piassava

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126425

30 cm x 6 cm x 140 cm

5

Beech wood

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814645

7 614600 823049

Capsule corn broom
If you are looking for a stable couch-grass broom, you have come to the right
place. Thanks to the 6 seams, the above-average density of the material and
the extra-strong binding, this couch-grass broom will last for a very long time.
Even bad weather doesn't bother him. So you can safely leave the broom
outside. It is even better if you hang the broom on the metal hanger. This is
how the broom keeps its shape.

Material 1

Paniclemillet

Material 2

Beech wood /
Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126417

32 cm x 7 cm x 145 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814819

7 614600 823032
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Corn and piassava brooms
Corn broom for children, 100 cm
With the children's couch-grass broom, even the youngest ones can help out
outside. The robust material also withstands somewhat more impetuous
cleaning actions and is therefore an optimal play and tool for the little helpers.

Material 1

Paniclemillet

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126375

19 cm x 5.5 cm x 100 cm

10

Beech wood

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814330

7 614600 823506

Piassava broom, natural piassava
The aspen leaves tremble when this broom comes around the corner. The
strong plant fibres sweep even wet leaves without effort. Thanks to the robust
metal binding, the broom stays nicely in shape. Even the weather can't harm
it. So you can safely leave the broom outside.

Material 1

Piassava

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126334

32 cm x 5.5 cm x 144 cm

5

Beech wood

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814843

7 614600 821007

Piassava broom, artificial piassava
The aspen leaves tremble when this broom comes around the corner. The
strong plastic fibres sweep even wet leaves without effort. Thanks to the
robust metal binding, the broom stays nicely in shape. Even the weather can't
harm it. So you can safely leave the broom outside.

Material 1

Artificially Piassava

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126342

31 cm x 5.5 cm x 145 cm

5

Beech wood

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814876

7 614600 821014
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Snow brooms
Snow broom
With this broom, snow-covered shoes are gone. With one wipe your shoes are
released and you can enter the house confidently. But you are welcome to
leave the broom outside. The robust material is extremely weatherproof.

Material 1

Paniclemillet

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126441

17 cm x 5.5 cm x 41.5 cm

10

Beech wood

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814314

7 614600 823513

Snow broom / car
With this handy broom you can free your shoes or your car from the white
splendour. But this broom does not have to be used exclusively in winter.
Smaller sweeping jobs can also be carried out during the rest of the year.
Thanks to the tight binding and the bevelled shape, wiping is very easy. Since
the material is extremely weatherproof, you can safely leave the broom
outdoors or hang it up on the plastic hanger.

Material 1

Paniclemillet

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

244327

20 cm x 4 cm x 41 cm

10

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 2652246

7 614600 823520
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Outdoor and road brooms
Outdoor broom, arenga/PP, 28 cm
Brooms for outdoor use can also look good. But the flawless appearance is
not the only strength of this outdoor broom. The durable arenga and
polypropylene bristles withstand all weather conditions.

Material 1

Polypropylene red

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

228080

32.5 cm x 6.5 cm x 11 cm

1

Arenga / PP

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814736

7 614600 541615

Special broom, PVC, 28 cm
This broom is rubbing nothing up the wrong way. Thanks to the broad-angled
bristles, it easily enters corners and gaps. This allows you to clean insensitive
floors indoors or outdoors without standing up somewhere. Whether you
prefer to use the broom dry or wet is up to you.

Material 1

Polypropylene taupe

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

236190

40 cm x 9 cm x 12.5 cm

1

PVC black

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814744

7 614600 541455

Outdoor broom, 40 cm
This broom has a repellent effect on dirt. Used as a push broom, this external
broom achieves the optimum effect. The wide brush surface also cleans a
large area in no time at all. Whether you prefer to use the broom dry or wet is
up to you.

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Material 2

Polymex black,
corrugated

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

258129

44 cm x 9.5 cm x 11.5 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814702

7 614600 542445
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4 Corn and outdoor brooms
Outdoor and road brooms
Poly broom, 25 cm
The poly broom won't let you down! But the dirt gets stuck. There is no
escape for it thanks to the slotted plastic bristles. Rough outdoor floors can
thus be cleaned quickly and efficiently. You can also use the poly broom in
wet condition without any problems. After use, the broom can be stowed
away in a space-saving manner thanks to its narrow body.

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Material 2

Polypropylene red

recycling

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126573

31 cm x 4.5 cm x 17 cm

3

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814728

7 614600 823216

Poly broom bent, 25 cm
Pull or push? If you're standing in front of a door, you inevitably ask yourself
this question. Usually one decides after longer deliberation nevertheless for the
wrong direction. You can't make the wrong choice with this broom. Thanks to
the angled handle holder, you can use the poly broom as a pull or push
broom. The bristles consist of plastic material reinforced with resistant arenga
fibres. This bristle mixture is ideal for cleaning coarse outdoor floors. It does
not matter whether the broom is used dry or wet.

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Material 2

Arenga / PP

recycling

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

190959

33 cm x 4.5 cm x 17 cm

3

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5809033
7 614600 823308
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4 Corn and outdoor brooms
Outdoor and road brooms
Road broom, artificial piassava, 40 cm
In road construction or on building sites, you need a broom for the rough
work. This road broom is just the right thing. The resistant plastic bristles
guarantee a long life of the broom. Should it nevertheless wear out at some
point, the broom can be easily replaced thanks to the wing nut. The metal
handle holder angled (Art. 126227) and the wooden handle (Art. 118596) are
the matching accessories for this street broom.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126235

43 cm x 10 cm x 12.5 cm

1

Artificially Piassava

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814686

7 614600 820017

Metal handle holder, aslant
This galvanised metal handle holder fits perfectly on the road broom (Art.
126235). The wooden handle without thread fits on the handle holder (Art.
118596).

Material 1

Steel galvanized

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126227

14 cm x 5.5 cm x 5.5 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5803895

7 614600 820000
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5 Agriculture
Dairy brushes

Dairy brush, 20 cm
Sour milk has a bad smell. Milk cans should always be well cleaned so that this
smell does not develop in the first place. With this dairy brush you can reach
even the back corners. The brush body lies well in the hand thanks to the
notches. The corrugated polyester bristles are heat resistant up to 95 °Celsius.
This means that germs and bacteria can be fought with heat without the
brush suffering from it.

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Material 2

Polyester white, wavy

recycling

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

150508

24 cm x 11 cm x 7 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 4744439

7 614600 841210

Milking machines brush, 56 cm
The cleanliness of the milking equipment plays an important role in milk
production. With this brush you can clean the liners of the milking machine
easily and effectively. Thanks to the 3-stage nylon bristles, the brush reaches
every angle. The wire used is galvanised and therefore protected against
corrosion. All other components are also extremely robust and resistant. So
the brush will serve you well for a long time.

Material 1

Screw-in wire

Material 2

Nylon 6.6 white

galvanized

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122341

51 cm x 7 cm x 5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 4744272

7 614600 631088

Nozzles brush, nylon, 29 cm
The cleanliness of the milking equipment plays an important role in milk
production. With this brush you can clean the liners of the milking machine
easily and effectively. The short cut nylon bristles are particularly strong and
don't give dirt a chance. The wire used is galvanised and therefore protected
against corrosion. So the brush will serve you well for a long time.

Material 1

Screw-in wire stainless

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122358

29 cm x 2.0 cm x 1.2 cm

6

Nylon 6.6 white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 4744215

7 614600 631095
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5 Agriculture
Dairy brushes

Collar brush, 17 cm
The cleanliness of the milking equipment plays an important role in milk
production. With this brush you clean teat cups of the milking machine simply
and effectively. The wire used is galvanised and therefore protected against
corrosion. All other components are also extremely robust and resistant. So
the brush will serve you well for a long time.

Material 1

Screw-in wire stainless

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122366

19.5 cm x 6 cm x 3 cm

6

Nylon 6.6 white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 4744249

7 614600 631101
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5 Agriculture
Animal care

Cattle brush, bassine/nylon, 20 cm
Animals also love wellness! With this brush you can do something good for
your animals. With the strong bristles made of bassine and polypropylene you
remove also coarser dirt with ease. The soft leather strap provides the right
hold.

Material 1

Swiss beech red,

Material 2

Bassine / Nylon

eco-lacquered

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

127332

23.5 cm x 11 cm x 12 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 4700639

7 614600 831075

Cattle brush, nylon, 20 cm
Animals also love wellness! With this brush you can do something good for
your animals. With the gentle nylon bristles you remove light dirt and dust.
The soft leather strap provides the right hold.

Material 1

Swiss beech red,

Material 2

Nylon 6.6 white/black

eco-lacquered

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

127613

23.5 cm x 10.5 cm x 11 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 4700654

7 614600 831105
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5 Agriculture
Additional products

Boot wash brush incl. bride
Turn on the garden hose! This brush completely cleans your dirty garden boots
with full water power. The brush can easily be attached to the garden hose
using the corresponding hose clamp. Thanks to this smart combination,
annoying splashes are a thing of the past. The water flows directly from the
brush head and, together with the strong bristles, even combats dried-on dirt
in next to no time.

Material 1

Polypropylen/Nylon/Brass

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

385360

30 cm x 7 cm x 9.5 cm

1

Bride: Metal

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 330516

Funeral vase
The perfect home for every homeless whetstone! Attach the hook to the
trousers and the whetstone can be practically stowed away after grinding the
scythe. Thanks to its shape, the whetstone frame can also be used as a grave
vase. The tip can easily be anchored to the ground. No matter for which area
you need this article - the robust material guarantees a long service life.

Material 1

Polypropylene black
recycling

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

148403

26 cm x 8 cm x 6.5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 4197257

7 614600 890010
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6 Hygiene
Hygiene
Broom "Hygo", polyester
Hospitals, cheese dairies, restaurants - hygiene plays a major role in many
businesses. We have developed our hygiene line to meet these needs. The soft
polyester bristles are heat resistant up to 95 °Celsius. This means that germs
and bacteria can be fought with heat without the broom suffering from it.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

165456

33 cm x 7 cm x 10.5 cm

1

Polyester blue

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5801527

blue

7 614600 540335

388939

33 cm x 7 cm x 10.5 cm

1

green
7 614600 331728
388947

33 cm x 7 cm x 10.5 cm

1

red
7 614600 331735
396087

33 cm x 7 cm x 10.5 cm

1

yellow

7 614600 332794

Scrubber "Hygo", polyester, 28 cm
Hospitals, cheese dairies, restaurants - hygiene plays a major role in many
businesses. We have developed our hygiene line to meet these needs. This
scrubbing brush is ideal for more stubborn dirt. The short and hard bristle
material ensures optimum cleaning performance. The polyester bristles are
heat resistant up to 95 °Celsius. This means that germs and bacteria can be
fought with heat without the broom suffering from it.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

165514

31 cm x 6 cm x 7.5 cm

1

Polyester white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5801543

7 614600 521297
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6 Hygiene
Hygiene
Broom "Hygo", polyester, 36 cm
Hospitals, cheese dairies, restaurants - hygiene plays a major role in many
businesses. We have developed our hygiene line to meet these needs. The soft
polyester bristles are heat resistant up to 95 °Celsius. This means that germs
and bacteria can be fought with heat without the broom suffering from it.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

349720

39 cm x 8 cm x 13.5 cm

1

Polyester blue

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5801501

7 614600 320746

Scrubber "Hygo", polyester, 36 cm
Hospitals, cheese dairies, restaurants - hygiene plays a major role in many
businesses. We have developed our hygiene line to meet these needs. This
scrubbing brush is ideal for more stubborn dirt. The short and hard bristle
material ensures optimum cleaning performance. The polyester bristles are
heat resistant up to 95 °Celsius. This means that germs and bacteria can be
fought with heat without the broom suffering from it.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

388858

36 cm x 11.5 cm x 7 cm

1

Polyester blue

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 331582
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6 Hygiene
Hygiene
Dustpan and brush "Hygo", polyester
The Ebnat sweeping sets unite what belongs together. The "Hygo"
hand-wiper fits perfectly into the unique CLICK dustpan. This makes the
sweeping set easy to stow away and ready for use with a mere flick of the
wrist.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

128694

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

1

Polyester blue

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5801402

blue

7 614600 501183

388980

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

1

green

7 614600 331803

389030

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

1

red

7 614600 331650

396133

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

1

yellow

7 614600 332824

Brush "Hygo", polyester, 28 cm
Hospitals, cheese dairies, restaurants - hygiene plays a major role in many
businesses. We have developed our hygiene line to meet these needs. The soft
polyester bristles are heat resistant up to 95 °Celsius. Thus, the germs and
bacteria can be fought with heat without the hand wiper suffering from it.
With the CLICK dustpan, this hand wiper forms an unbeatable combination.
Just one click and the hand wiper is stowed away in the dustpan to save
space!

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

165464

30 cm x 6.5 cm x 7.5 cm

1

Polyester blue

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5804992
7 614600 551836

Dustpan CLICK
A must for all owners of a lonely Ebnat hand wiper! With a single CLICK, the
wiper can be fixed in the handle of the dustpan. The high-quality dustpan is
equipped with a flexible rubber lip at the front, which adapts optimally to the
ground. Annoying contamination residues are now a thing of the past. At the
serrated edge of the dustpan, residues can easily be wiped off in the hand
wiper. An ingenious design from Ebnat!

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

404594

35 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm

6

TPE

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5801410
7 614600 561354
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6 Hygiene
Hygiene
Bottle brush "PERLA" with spiral head, super-soft
Cleaning bottles, carafes and vases is often a challenge. It's easy with this
bottle brush. With the long handle even longer vessels can be cleaned without
much effort. Rounded bottle bottoms are also no obstacles thanks to the
spiral head. For stubborn soiling, you can also use strong detergents. The
bristle material withstands acids and alkalis and is screwed in with stainless
steel wire. Germs and bacteria can be killed with hot water thanks to the heat
resistance up to 95 °Celsius.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

298638

45 cm x 5.5 cm x 5.5 cm

6

Polyester light blue

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5813514

7 614600 631811

Dishwashing brush "Hygo"
Hospitals, cheese dairies, restaurants - hygiene plays a major role in many
businesses. We have developed our hygiene line to meet these needs. Thanks
to the notches on the underside of the handle, the dishwashing brush fits
perfectly in the hand. This allows the pressure to be optimally transferred to
the high-quality polyester bristles. The polyester bristles are heat resistant up
to 95 °Celsius. This means that germs and bacteria can be fought with heat
without the brush suffering from it.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

176552

26.5 cm x 4.5 cm x 5.5 cm

6

Polyester white, wavy

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5808241

7 614600 621119
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6 Hygiene
Hygiene

Scrub brush with handle, polyester, 18 cm
With this brush the dirt is under pressure! Thanks to the ergonomic handle,
even pressure is easily exerted by hand. In combination with the resistant
polyester bristles you will achieve top cleaning results. The bristles are heat
resistant up to 95 °Celsius. This means that germs and bacteria can be fought
with heat without the brush suffering from it.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

176537

16.5 cm x 6.5 cm x 7 cm

3

Polyester blue

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5808233
7 614600 510284

Washing brush, polyester, 21.5 cm
Hospitals, cheese dairies, restaurants - hygiene plays a major role in many
businesses. We have developed our hygiene line to meet these needs. This
washing brush lies well in the hand thanks to the two grip recesses, which
leads to an optimal pressure distribution. In combination with the resistant
polyester bristles you will achieve top cleaning results. The bristles are heat
resistant up to 95 °Celsius. This means that germs and bacteria can be fought
with heat without the brush suffering from it.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

118059

24.5 cm x 8.5 cm x 6 cm

1

Polyester white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5808050
7 614600 841166
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6 Hygiene
Hygiene
Water squeegee, 45 / 55 cm
This practical tool will help you with small floods. With the double rubber lip
you remove the excess water completely from tiles and stone floors. The water
slide has a thread but is also suitable for handles without thread.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

149625

45.5 cm x 12 cm x 5 cm

1

Natural rubber black

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5825799
7 614600 995692
149617

55.5 cm x 12 cm x 5 cm

1

e+h 5825815
7 614600 995685

Professional water squeegee, 60 cm
Whether for canteen kitchens, laundries, petrol stations or car washes - this
water slide is the perfect tool when large areas are under water. The robust
metal design is exactly tailored to professional use. The high-quality special
rubber has a long service life. Should it nevertheless wear out at some point,
the rubber can be easily replaced. Of course we also offer the matching
aluminium handle under item number 346578.

Material 1

Aluminium

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

129239

61 cm x 15 cm x 3.5 cm

1

Special rubber

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5825773
7 614600 670018

Replacement rubber, 60 cm
Even the best player has to be replaced. That is why we also offer the
corresponding replacement rubber for the Profi water slide. Once replaced,
the high-quality special rubber will serve you well for a long time.

Material 1

Special rubber

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

129247

60.5 cm x 4 cm x 0.5 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5825781
7 614600 670025
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7 Housekeeping and window care
Flat mops and supplies

Mopping kit, 42 cm
Ready to go! With this floor mop set you are perfectly equipped. The set
includes a base plate, a microfibre mop plush and an aluminium telescopic
handle (85 - 150 cm). The microfibre cover is suitable for dry or wet cleaning
of smooth indoor floor coverings. However, the microfibre mop should not be
used on oiled parquet. Of course, this set can also be supplemented with
another floor mop from the Ebnat range. A dirty mop can be washed in the
washing machine at 60 °Celsius.

Material 1

100 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

235978

48 cm x 16.5 cm x 95-160 cm 4

Aluminum telescopic
handle

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816608

7 614600 854630

Microfibre pad plush pile, 42 cm
Not everything that's plush is meant to be cuddly. Anyway, for the dirt it will
be anything but cuddly. This microfibre mop is characterised by its high dirt
absorption. Whether dry or damp - smooth floor coverings are clean in an
instant with this mop. However, the microfibre mop should not be used on
oiled parquet. The mop is not only very versatile in its field of application.
Thanks to the straps and pockets, the microfibre mop can be used for both
fastening techniques. A dirty mop can be washed in the washing machine at
60 °Celsius. The use of fabric softener or bleach should be avoided.

Material 1

100 % Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

236000

48 cm x 16.5 cm x 1.5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816624

7 614600 854661

Mop with slings, microfibre, 42 cm
For the dirt, the noose pulls tight. Due to the dense and voluminous loop
fabric you can achieve shiny cleaning results even on structured and uneven
surfaces. The mop is particularly suitable for dry or wet cleaning of laminate,
tile, linoleum and natural stone floors. The mop is not only very versatile in its
field of application. Thanks to the straps and pockets, the microfibre mop can
be used for both fastening techniques. A dirty mop can be washed in the
washing machine at 90 °Celsius. The use of fabric softener or bleach should
be avoided.

Material 1

100 % Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

236018

48 cm x 18 cm x 1.5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816665

7 614600 854678

Ebnat AG
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7 Housekeeping and window care
Flat mops and supplies

Parquet mop, 42 cm
High-quality floors need high-quality care. The parquet mop performs this
task. Thanks to the soft polyester/cotton mixture, the mop is suitable for dry or
wet cleaning of sensitive floors, especially wood or parquet floors. The
optimum running and gliding properties make cleaning much easier. Thanks to
the straps and pockets, the parquet mop can be used for both fastening
techniques. A dirty mop can be washed in the washing machine at 60
°Celsius. The use of fabric softener or bleach should be avoided.

Material 1

60 % Cotton

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

320242

48 cm x 15.5 cm x 1.5 cm

6

40 % Polyester

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5817036

7 614600 861065

Professional floor mop set with loops
For the dirt, the noose pulls tight. Due to the dense and voluminous loop
fabric you can achieve shiny cleaning results even on structured and uneven
surfaces. In addition, the extendable telescopic handle ensures optimum
accessibility to all hard-to-reach areas. The mop is not only very versatile in its
field of application. Thanks to the straps and pockets, the microfibre mop can
be used for both fastening techniques. A dirty mop can be washed in the
washing machine at 90 °Celsius. The use of fabric softener or bleach should
be avoided.

Material 1

100 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389110

48 cm x 18 cm x 150 cm

1

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN
7 614600 331834

Plastic frame, professional quality, 42 cm
This base plate also withstands the highest demands. The impact-resistant
material guarantees a long service life even when used daily. The straps of the
bottom mop can be clamped into the two flaps. To wash out the mop, simply
press the blue pedal with your foot and the base plate folds up. The hanging
mop can then be easily washed and squeezed out. The base plate is ready for
use again in no time at all. Simply press the plate onto the floor and the hinge
engages again. Even during cleaning, the base plate convinces with its
practical properties. The direction of the mop can be changed flexibly thanks
to the hinge handle holder.

Material 1

Polypropylene grey

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

236026

40 cm x 11 cm x 6 cm

1

Polypropylene blue

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816681

7 614600 854685
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7 Housekeeping and window care
Flat mops and supplies

Professional floor mop set 3D Tuft, 50 cm
3D not only in the cinema, but also when cleaning! The specially 3D tufted
loop mop guarantees brilliant cleaning results. The dense and voluminous loop
fabric ensures optimum dirt absorption and is particularly suitable for the care
of tile, laminate, linoleum and natural stone floors (including marble). Due to
the loops, the dirt can also be easily removed on structured and uneven
surfaces (e.g. in the joints). Extra tightly woven for a better distribution of
chemical cleaning agents and a longer life. Mop with pockets and flaps. Can
be used damp or wet. We recommend to wash this product in a washing net!
Do not use fabric softener, chlorine or Javel water.

Material 1

cotton, polyester,
polyamide

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389129

60 cm x 24 cm x 192 cm

1

Aluminium

GTIN/EAN
7 614600 331841

Professional replacement mop 3D Tuft, 50 cm
3D not only in the cinema, but also when cleaning! The specially 3D tufted
loop mop guarantees brilliant cleaning results. The dense and voluminous loop
fabric ensures optimum dirt absorption and is particularly suitable for the care
of tile, laminate, linoleum and natural stone floors (including marble). Due to
the loops, the dirt can also be easily removed on structured and uneven
surfaces (e.g. in the joints). Extra tightly woven for a better distribution of
chemical cleaning agents and a longer life. Mop with pockets and flaps. Can
be used damp or wet. We recommend to wash this product in a washing net!
Do not use fabric softener, chlorine or Javel water.

Material 1

cotton, polyester,
polyamide

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389137

60 cm x 24 cm x 2 cm

6

GTIN/EAN
7 614600 331858

Ebnat AG
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7 Housekeeping and window care
String mops and supplies

Kentucky Mop, 400 g
No corner is safe from this mop! The 100% cotton fringes of this mop
guarantee brilliant cleaning results. The dense and voluminous fringes have an
open end which leads to an improved dirt absorption. In addition, the fringes
are reinforced by a band in the middle, which contributes to an optimal
guidance of the mop. The mop is particularly suitable for the care of tile,
laminate, linoleum and natural stone floors (including marble). The mop,
which is compatible with all pressing trolleys, can be used wet or damp. If the
mop is dirty, it can be washed in the washing machine at 50 °Celsius. If the
mop is dirty, it can be washed in the washing machine at 50 °Celsius. We
recommend to wash this product in the washing net!

Material 1

100 % Cotton

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389080

40 cm x 26 cm x 8 cm

4

GTIN/EAN
7 614600 331704

Handle holder for mop Kentucky
This handle holder fits perfectly on Kentucky Mopp, 400g (Art. 389080).
The aluminium handle without thread fits on the handle holder (Art. 244012).

Material 1

Polypropylene blue

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389099

17.5 cm x 4.5 cm x 12.5 cm

6

Polypropylene white

GTIN/EAN
7 614600 331711
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7 Housekeeping and window care
String mops and supplies

Mop professional with telescopic handle,
cotton fringes
No corner is safe from this mop! Thanks to the long cotton fringes, cleaning in
corners or around furniture is no longer a problem. In addition, the extendable
telescopic handle (85-150 cm) ensures optimum accessibility to all
hard-to-reach areas. The best results are achieved with hot water and a little
detergent. Before you start, the excess water should be squeezed out of the
mop. If the mop is dirty, it can be washed in the washing machine at 40
°Celsius.

Material 1

90 % Cotton

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

261875

18 cm x 7 cm x 115-180 cm

1

10 % Other fibers

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816335
7 614600 854746

Replacement mop professional cotton fringe
No corner is safe from this mop! Thanks to the long cotton fringes, cleaning in
corners or around furniture is no longer a problem. The best results are
achieved with hot water and a little detergent. Before you start, the excess
water should be squeezed out of the mop. If the mop is dirty, it can be
washed in the washing machine at 40 °Celsius.

Material 1

90 % Cotton

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

258301

18 cm x 7 cm x 33 cm

6

10 % Other fibers

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814801
7 614600 854739
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7 Housekeeping and window care
String mops and supplies

Mop professional with telescopic handle,
microfibre
No corner is safe from this mop! Thanks to the long microfibre fringes,
cleaning in corners or around furniture is no longer a problem. In addition, the
extendable telescopic handle (85-150 cm) ensures optimum accessibility to all
hard-to-reach areas. The microfibre mop is also characterised by its high water
and dirt absorption. The best results are achieved with hot water and a little
detergent. Before you start, the excess water should be squeezed out of the
mop. If the mop is dirty, it can be washed in the washing machine at 40
°Celsius.

Material 1

100 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

269290

18 cm x 7 cm x 111-176 cm

1

Aluminium

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816350
7 614600 854777

Replacement mop professional microfibre string
No corner is safe from this mop! Thanks to the long microfibre fringes,
cleaning in corners or around furniture is no longer a problem. The microfibre
mop is also characterised by its high water and dirt absorption. The best
results are achieved with hot water and a little detergent. Before you start, the
excess water should be squeezed out of the mop. If the mop is dirty, it can be
washed in the washing machine at 40 °Celsius.
Not compatible with Art. 361860 aluminium handle.

Material 1

100 % Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

269027

18 cm x 7 cm x 29 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814835
7 614600 854753
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7 Housekeeping and window care
String mops and supplies

Mop with telescopic handle 2-C, cotton fringes
Stairs, corners and gaps are often difficult to clean with conventional wiping
systems. This fringe mop adapts itself optimally to its environment and thus
also reaches hard-to-reach places. An extendable telescopic handle (75-130
cm) is the perfect companion. The best results are achieved with hot water
and a little detergent. Before you start, the excess water should be squeezed
out of the mop.

Material 1

Cotton fray

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

128876

16 cm x 6 cm x 99-154 cm

1

Polypropylene red

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5815030

7 614600 801009

Replacement mop cotton fringes
Stairs, corners and gaps are often difficult to clean with conventional wiping
systems. This fringe mop adapts itself optimally to its environment and thus
also cleans hard-to-reach places. The best results are achieved with hot water
and a little detergent. Before you start, the excess water should be squeezed
out of the mop. Washable at 60° C.
Not compatible with Art. 361860 aluminium handle.

Material 1

Cotton fray

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

139774

16 cm x 6 cm x 27 cm

6

Polypropylene red

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5815048

7 614600 854142
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7 Housekeeping and window care
String mops and supplies

Mop with handle 2-C, synthetic fringes
Stairs, corners and gaps are often difficult to clean with conventional wiping
systems. This fringe mop adapts itself optimally to its environment and thus
also cleans hard-to-reach places. An extendable telescopic handle (75-130 cm)
is the perfect companion. The best results are achieved with hot water and a
little detergent. Before you start, the excess water should be squeezed out of
the mop.

Material 1

Synthetic fringes

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

128884

16 cm x 6 cm x 99-154 cm

6

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5815055
7 614600 801016

Replacement mop synthetic fringes
Stairs, corners and gaps are often difficult to clean with conventional wiping
systems. This fringe mop adapts itself optimally to its environment and thus
also cleans hard-to-reach places. The best results are achieved with hot water
and a little detergent. Before you start, the excess water should be squeezed
out of the mop.

Material 1

Synthetic fringes

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

139782

16 cm x 6 cm x 27 cm

6

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5815063
7 614600 854159
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7 Housekeeping and window care
Sponge floor wiper

Sponge scrubber, antibacterial, 24 cm
G

erms and bacteria have no chance in this sponge. Thanks to the antibacterial

treatment, the sponge scrubber remains hygienically clean.

Y

our floors are also

hygienically clean after treatment with this sponge scrubber. So that your floor
is not flooded with cleaning water right away, the scrubbing brush has a
clever pressing mechanism. This is very easy to operate on the handle. All you
have to do is slide the blue plastic handle down. The sponge folds and the
excess water is pressed out. If the sponge is worn out, you can easily replace it
thanks to the screws.

Material 1

PP / Synthetic sponge

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

359262

138 cm x 25 cm x 12.5 cm

6

G

alvanized iron

GTIN/EAN
7 614600 324126

Replacement sponge for sponge scrubber
Even the best player has to be replaced. That is why we also offer the
corresponding replacement sponge for the sponge scrubber.

G

erms and

bacteria have no chance in this sponge. Thanks to the antibacterial treatment,
the sponge remains hygienically clean. After use, the sponge should be stored
open so that it can dry out completely.

Material 1

Synthetic sponge

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

359270

24.5 cm x 10.5 cm x 4.5 cm

5

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN
7 614600 324140
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7 Housekeeping and window care
Disposable cleaning

Ebnat quick clean starter kit
Y

ou don't need much for a quick clean up. With the Ebnat quick clean starter

kit you are perfectly equipped for this purpose. The practical starter kit
contains a base plate, a 2K telescopic handle (75-130 cm) and five disposable
dry cloths. The drying cloths electrostatically attract dust, hair and small dirt
particles. For wet cleaning we also have suitable cloths in our product range.

Material 1

Material 2

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

236935

25 cm x 10 cm x 86-141 cm

1

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816988

7 614600 891420

Disposable dry wipes
These cloths have an attractive effect! Just wipe the floor briefly and you can
free the floor from dust, hair and small dirt particles. So that you are also
prepared for further applications, there are 20 of such disposable dry wipes in
the package. The wipes fit all standard wiping and cleaning systems.

Material 1

100 % Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

236943

28 cm x 22 cm x 0.1 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816996

7 614600 663553

Disposable wet wipes
:

For quick cleaning in between With these wet wipes you can remove small
mishaps in no time at all. Thanks to the honeycomb structure, the cloths are
extremely efficient. So that you are also prepared for further applications,
there are 15 such disposable moist floor wipes in the package. The wipes fit all
standard wiping and cleaning systems.

Material 1

Material 2

Art.-No.

V
Dimensions

350826

28 cm x 22 cm x 0.1 cm

40 %

iscose

PU

60 % PET

GTIN/EAN

6

e+h 5817515

7 614600 321385
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7 Housekeeping and window care
Window cleaning

Window squeegee profi, 40 cm
:

For streak-free results Even professionals trust this window wiper. The
window wiper is extremely durable thanks to the stable metal construction.
The high-quality special rubber ensures shiny windows without streaks. If
necessary, the rubber can be simply replaced. The window wiper can be
combined with a telescopic handle with cone for optimum accessibility to all
points.

Material 1

Metal

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

129411

41 cm x 14 cm x 3.5 cm

1

Special rubber

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5825872

7 614600 670117

Squeegee blade, 40 cm
Even the best player has to be replaced. That is why we also offer the
corresponding replacement rubber for the window wiper Profi. Once replaced,
the high-quality special rubber will serve you well for a long time.

Material 1

Special rubber

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

129403

41 cm x 3 cm x 0.3 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5825880

7 614600 670131

Cone for windows squeegee
With this universal cone all handles with plastic thread can be attached to the
window wipers.

Material 1

Polypropylene black
recycling

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

248369

11.5 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816053

7 614600 670537
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7 Housekeeping and window care
Window cleaning

Window squeegee, 25 cm
The stripes of zebras look chic. However, this does not apply to windows. This
window wiper helps you to keep a clear view. The window wiper can be
combined with a telescopic handle with cone for optimum accessibility to all
points.

Material 1

Polypropylene blue

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

129312

25.5 cm x 15 cm x 4 cm

6

Metal

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5825419

7 614600 670179

Window squeegee combination, 30 cm
2 in 1

:

With this window wiper you no longer have to switch between washer

and wiper. A short twist is enough and you can continue working comfortably
with the window wiper after washing up. The microfibre cover is characterised
by its high cleaning performance. Thanks to the microfibre, you can also
achieve streak-free results with natural window cleaners. In this way you
protect the environment and your health at the same time. The microfibre
cover can be washed in the washing machine at 60 °Celsius. For optimum
accessibility to all areas, the window wiper can be combined with all
handles/telescopic handles from the Ebnat range that have a plastic thread.

Material 1

Microfaser,
Polypropylen

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

397954

20.5 cm x 30 cm x 6 cm

4

G

ummi, Eisen

GTIN/EAN
7 614600 332855

Blinds and shutters cleaner microfibre
Cleaning blinds and roller shutters is a time-consuming business. That's all
over with this lamella cleaner. The 3-finger system cleans the top and bottom
of two slats simultaneously. Thanks to the active fibre, the microfibre cover
does not require any additional cleaning agent. For heavier soiling, it is
sufficient to slightly moisten the cover. The microfibre cover is removable and
can be washed in the washing machine at 40 °Celsius.

Material 1

80 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

337900

22 cm x 7 cm x 3 cm

6

20 % Polyamide

GTIN/EAN
7 614600 315155
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7 Housekeeping and window care
Dusters

Fluffy floor wiper
Y

ou don't want to drag the vacuum cleaner up the stairs

?

This duster is clearly

handier and nevertheless very effective. The acrylic yarn attracts dust, hair and
lint magnetically and only releases them by vigorous shaking.

Material 1

Acrylic yarn blue

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126664

40 cm x 20 cm x 8 cm

2

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5813985

7 614600 570028

Hand fluffy wiper with telescopic handle
Dust accumulates best at inaccessible places. That's no problem for this hand
duster. Thanks to the extendable telescopic handle (75-130 cm) it reaches
even the most difficult places. The acrylic yarn attracts dust, hair and lint
magnetically and only releases the same by vigorous shaking.

Material 1

Acrylic yarn blue

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126888

90-145 cm x 13 cm x 4.5 cm

2

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814082

7 614600 570110

Blinds and shutters cleaner
It seems that blinds and radiators are always dusty. And then they're also so
difficult to clean. At least that's what is said. But it's a piece of cake with this
lamella cleaner. Thanks to the 2-finger system, a lamella can be cleaned
simultaneously from above and below. The acrylic yarn attracts dust, hair and
lint magnetically and only releases the same by vigorous shaking.

Material 1

Acrylic yarn blue

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

126920

46 cm x 6 cm x 6 cm

1

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5825369

7 614600 570165
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7 Housekeeping and window care
Dusters

Radiator brush "Oeko", 55 cm
The special punching of the pure horsehair bristles make this brush the ideal
cleaning utensil for radiators and heaters. Of course, the brush can also be
used for other inaccessible places in the interior. The soft horsehair wipes
away even the finest dust. However, the bristle material does not like wetness
at all. Therefore the brush should only be used in dry conditions.

Material 1

Material 2

Swiss beech, raw

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

118109

55 cm x 11 cm x 4.2 cm

4

100 % Pure horse hair

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5825344

7 614600 580010

Spider wiper with telescopic handle 2-C
As useful as spiders are

:Y

ou don't like to see old cobwebs hanging from the

ceiling. However, removal often proves to be somewhat difficult. It's no longer
a problem with the spider wiper. Thanks to the telescopic handle you can
reach even the most remote places. At the slightest touch, the cobwebs get
caught in the slit bristle material. So nothing will bother you when looking at
the ceiling.

Material 1

:

Head

nylon /

polypropylene recycling

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

407984

99 - 155 cm x 15 cm x 15 cm

4

Handle

:

metal /

polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814025

7 614600 334002

Peacock feather duster
:

Our grandparents already knew

With a feather duster made of ostrich

feathers, dusting is a piece of cake. The fluffy feather branches magically
attract the dust. Only after vigorous shaking does the dust dissolve again.
Thanks to the fine antistatic feathers, the feather duster is particularly suitable
for dusting precious objects or electrical appliances.

Material 1

Ostrich feathers

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

332623

56 cm x 26 cm x 26 cm

1

Durian wood, lacquered

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814140

4 003728 031109
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7 Housekeeping and window care
Dusters

Duster red/yellow/blue
As colourful as a parrot

:

This feather duster is already a pleasure to look at. Its

plastic fibres are also convincing due to their high dust binding properties.
Another advantage

:

The telescopic handle can be extended to 100 cm. This

way you can also reach remote places.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

170738

89-126 cm x 15 cm x 15 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814116

7 614600 570325

Duster with telescopic handle, assorted colors
Dust accumulates best at inaccessible places. That's no problem for this
feather duster. Thanks to its flexible body and extendable telescopic handle
(75-130 cm), it reaches even the most difficult places. The synthetic fibres are
so dense that they optimally bind the dust and only release it after vigorous
shaking. The feather duster is available in the assorted colours blue and silver.

Material 1

Polypropylene blue/silver

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

249870

133-188 cm x 9 cm x 9 cm

1

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814108

7 614600 570523

Duster, assorted colors
Thanks to this flexible feather duster, you can reach even the most difficult
places. The plastic fibres of the feather duster are so dense that they bind the
dust optimally and only release it again after vigorous shaking. The feather
duster is available in the assorted colours blue and silver. A perfect
combination is this feather duster with a telescopic handle. However, all other
Ebnat handles with plastic threads also fit.

Material 1

Polypropylene blue/silver

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

253310

60 cm x 9 cm x 9 cm

1

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814124

7 614600 570554
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BROOM HANDLE GUIDE

Little Broom Handle Guide
As a general rule, always use plastic on plastic and metal on metal.
If a plastic thread is used with a metal thread, it will wear out sooner. Metal is much harder than plastic.

Wooden handles

Metal and aluminium handles

Telescopic handles

Wooden handles with a plastic thread

Metal and aluminium handles with a
plastic thread fit all brooms with a
plastic thread.

All telescopic handles with a plastic
thread fit all brooms with a plastic
thread. Not suitable for scrubbers
(high pressure).

only fit brooms with a plastic thread.
Wooden handles with a metal thread
only fit brooms with a metal thread.

Special handles and
accessories
Handles for special applications (without
a thread, special diameter) are listed
with the respective reference to the
required accessories (metal handle
joint, cone etc.) in the catalogue.
Furthermore, handles with a cone fit
all prevalent window squeegees and
paint rollers.

Ebnat AG	
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HANDLE HOLDER GUIDE

Little handle holder guide
Oeko and Industry Broom with special handle holder
Broom with wing nut

Broom with handle holder glass fibre
reinforcement and/ or scratching edge

+

available separately
metal handle holder

+

+

+

+

Insert handle into holder and fix it with wood screw or nail

Insert handle into holder and fix it with wood screw or nail

separately available
wooden handle
without thread

separately available
wooden handle
without thread

nail or wood
screw

Ebnat AG	

nail or wood
screw
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8 Handles
Wood handles

Wood broom handle, raw, 140 cm
Our wooden handles are as raw as the fish in sushi. Because the best Swiss
beech wood does not need any varnishing. This handle has a hanger and a
thread made of metal and therefore fits perfectly on our brooms and brushes
with metal thread.

Material 1

Beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

128173

140 cm x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm

Metal

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 5800651

7 614600 810216

Wood broom handle "Oeko", raw, 140 cm
Our wooden handles are as raw as the fish in sushi. Because the best Swiss
beech wood does not need any varnishing. This handle has a rotating hanger
and a plastic thread and therefore fits perfectly on our brooms and brushes
with plastic thread.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

341991

140 cm x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 5804026

7 614600 315957

Wood broom handle, raw, 160 cm
Our wooden handles are as raw as the fish in sushi. Because the best Swiss
beech wood does not need any varnishing. This handle is for those who like it
a little longer. Like the shorter version, this handle also has a metal hanger.
And therefore the handle fits perfectly on our Industrie brooms.

Material 1

Beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

128165

160 cm x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm

PU

Metal

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 5804018

7 614600 810285
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8 Handles
Wood handles

Wood broom handle, raw, 180 cm
Our wooden handles are as raw as the fish in sushi. Because this ash wood
does not need any varnishing. This handle has a diameter of 3 cm and fits
perfectly on the road broom (Art. 126235 + 126227).

Material 1

ash wood

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

401161

180 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 2051605

7 614600 333036

Ebnat AG
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8 Handles
Metal and aluminum handles

Metal handle, 130 cm
This metal handle is limited to the essential. The handle has a rotating hanger
and a plastic thread and therefore fits perfectly on our brooms and brushes
with plastic thread.

Material 1

Metal

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

128082

130 cm x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 5802269

7 614600 811107

Metal handle, 5 parts, 135 cm
If you are going by foot, you think twice about buying a broom with a handle.
But things are different with this 5-piece metal handle. Thanks to its compact
size, it fits in any shopping bag. When screwed together, however, it is just as
stable as its one-piece relatives. The handle has a rotating hanger and a plastic
thread and therefore fits perfectly on our brooms and brushes with plastic
thread.

Material 1

Metal

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

345512

135 cm x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

6

e+h 5800925

7 614600 317425

Metal broom handle, 140 cm
The handle for rough tasks: Thanks to its extra strong quality, this metal
handle also withstands coarser actions. The handle has a rotating hanger and
a plastic thread and therefore fits perfectly on our brooms and brushes with
plastic thread.

Material 1

Metal

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

267500

140 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm

PU

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 5807425

7 614600 811374
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8 Handles
Metal and aluminum handles

Metal handle 2-C, 140 cm
To make sure that your hand does not slip: This metal handle is coated with a
non-slip rubber. So the handle lies well in the hand even with more
power-intensive applications. The handle has a rotating hanger and a plastic
thread and therefore fits perfectly on our brooms and brushes with plastic
thread.

Material 1

Metal

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

128033

140 cm x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 5802277

7 614600 811060

Aluminium handle, 150 cm
The aluminium handle has one big advantage: it does not rust. Therefore this
aluminium handle is also suitable for wet cleaning. Thanks to the ergonomic
plastic handle, the handle lies securely in the hand. The handle also has a
rotating hanger for space-saving stowage of the handle. The handle has a
plastic thread and therefore fits perfectly on our brooms and brushes with
plastic thread.
Not compatible with art. 269027 mop professional microfiber and art. 139774
mop cotton fringes.

Material 1

Aluminium

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

361860

150 cm x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm

Polypropylene white

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 5805320

7 614600 326298

Aluminium handle for pro plastic frame, 150 cm
So that you can enjoy the advantages of the professional water squeegee, you
still need the right handle. May we present? This is the matching aluminium
handle. It has no thread but two holes. Since the handle doesn't rust, it
doesn't mind a few splashes from the cleaning water. After use, the handle
can be easily stowed away at the hanging hole.

Material 1

Aluminium

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

244012

150 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm

PU

Polypropylene blue

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 5816640

7 614600 813194
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8 Handles
Metal and aluminum handles

Aluminium handle for water squeegee pro, 150 cm
So that you can enjoy the advantages of the professional water squeegee, you
still need the right handle. May we present? This is the matching aluminium
handle. It has no thread but two slots and two holes. Since the handle doesn't
rust, it doesn't mind a few splashes from the cleaning water.

Material 1

Aluminium

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

346578

150 cm x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm

PU

Polypropylene white

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 5816004

7 614600 319542
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8 Handles
Telescopic handles

Telescopic handle 2-C, 75-130 cm
Like tailor-made: The telescopic handle can be infinitely adjusted to any body
size. So neither big nor small have a reason to avoid housework. Another
advantage: Thanks to the rubber coating, the handle lies securely in the hand.
The handle has a rotating hanger and a plastic thread and therefore fits
perfectly on our brooms and brushes with plastic thread.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

209817

75-130 cm x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802285

7 614600 813118

Telescopic handle 2-C, 110-200 cm
With a telescope you can see the stars, with this telescope handle you can
clean them! Admittedly, this may be a bit exaggerated, but with a maximum
length of two metres you can reach almost anything worth cleaning. Thanks
to the rubber coating, the handle does not slip out of the hand and can be
adjusted to different sizes. So neither big nor small have a reason to avoid
housework. The handle has a rotating hanger and a plastic thread and
therefore fits perfectly on our brooms and brushes with plastic thread.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

236125

110-200 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802293

7 614600 813170

Telescopic handle 2-C with cone, 110-200 cm
With a telescope you can see the stars, with this telescope handle you can
clean them! Admittedly, this may be a bit exaggerated, but with a maximum
length of two metres you can reach almost anything worth cleaning. Thanks
to the rubber coating, the handle does not slip out of the hand and can be
adjusted to different sizes. So neither big nor small have a reason to avoid
housework. The handle is equipped with a cone at the front and therefore fits
all common window wipers and paint rollers.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

234625

119-209 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm

PU

Recycled polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 2787505

7 614600 811282
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8 Handles
Telescopic handles

Telescopic handle, 85-150 cm
Like tailor-made: The telescopic handle can be infinitely adjusted to any body
size. So neither big nor small have a reason to avoid housework. As the
aluminium telescopic handle does not rust, it is also suitable for wet cleaning.

Material 1

Aluminium

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

319643

85-150 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm

Polypropylene black

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 5816095

7 614600 813248

Telescopic handle, 100-200 cm
With a telescope you can see the stars, with this telescope handle you can
clean them! Admittedly, this may be a bit exaggerated, but with a maximum
length of two metres you can reach almost anything worth cleaning. So
neither big nor small have a reason to avoid housework. As the aluminium
telescopic handle does not rust, it is also suitable for wet cleaning. The handle
has a rotating hanger and a plastic thread and therefore fits perfectly on our
brooms and brushes with plastic thread.

Material 1

Aluminium

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

155671

110-200 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm

PU

Polypropylene black

GTIN/EAN

1

e+h 5816087

7 614600 813125
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9 Towels/Sponges/Gloves
Universal clothes and wet wipes

Universal cloth assorted, 3 pieces
Household paper is practical but unfortunately not really ecological. Equally
practical alternatives are these absorbent all-purpose wipes. In contrast to
household paper, they are very robust and durable (140 g/m²) and can be
washed in a washing machine up to 95 °Celsius. This is not only
environmentally friendly, but also good for your wallet.

Material 1

82 % viscose

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

160085

40 cm x 38 cm x 0.2 cm

12

18 % polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5833645

7 614600 663140

Universal cloth assorted, 6 pieces
Household paper is practical but unfortunately not really ecological. Equally
practical alternatives are these absorbent all-purpose wipes. In contrast to
household paper, they are very robust and durable (125 g/m²) and can be
washed in a washing machine up to 60 °Celsius. This is not only
environmentally friendly, but also good for your wallet.

Material 1

82 % viscose

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

316911

40 cm x 38 cm x 0.2 cm

7

18 % polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 664390

Universal cloth assorted, 45 pieces
Household paper is practical but unfortunately not really ecological. Equally
practical alternatives are these absorbent all-purpose wipes. In contrast to
household paper, they are very robust and durable (140 g/m²) and can be
washed in a washing machine up to 95 °Celsius. This is not only
environmentally friendly, but also good for your wallet.

Material 1

82 % viscose

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

181784

40 cm x 38 cm x 0.2 cm

5

18 % polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5833660

7 614600 661368
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Universal clothes and wet wipes

Universal cloth green, 20 pieces
Household paper is practical but unfortunately not really ecological. Equally
practical alternatives are these absorbent all-purpose wipes. In contrast to
household paper, they are very robust and durable (140 g/m²) and can be
washed in a washing machine up to 95 °Celsius. This is not only
environmentally friendly, but also good for your wallet.

Material 1

82 % viscose

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

225540

40 cm x 38 cm x 0.2 cm

10

18 % polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5833678

7 614600 662167

Universal cloth red, 20 pieces
Household paper is practical but unfortunately not really ecological. Equally
practical alternatives are these absorbent all-purpose wipes. In contrast to
household paper, they are very robust and durable (140 g/m²) and can be
washed in a washing machine up to 95 °Celsius. This is not only
environmentally friendly, but also good for your wallet.

Material 1

82 % viscose

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

225557

40 cm x 38 cm x 0.2 cm

10

18 % polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5833686

7 614600 662174

Universal cloth yellow, 20 pieces
Household paper is practical but unfortunately not really ecological. Equally
practical alternatives are these absorbent all-purpose wipes. In contrast to
household paper, they are very robust and durable (140 g/m²) and can be
washed in a washing machine up to 95 °Celsius. This is not only
environmentally friendly, but also good for your wallet.

Material 1

82 % viscose

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

225565

40 cm x 38 cm x 0.2 cm

10

18 % polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5833694

7 614600 662181
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Universal clothes and wet wipes

Universal cloth blue, 20 pieces
Household paper is practical but unfortunately not really ecological. Equally
practical alternatives are these absorbent all-purpose wipes. In contrast to
household paper, they are very robust and durable (140 g/m²) and can be
washed in a washing machine up to 95 °Celsius. This is not only
environmentally friendly, but also good for your wallet.

Material 1

82 % viscose

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

225573

40 cm x 38 cm x 0.2 cm

10

18 % polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5833710

7 614600 662198

Cleaning cloth, 20 pieces
If it has to be fast: Use this cloth to remove dirt in one wipe. The cloth is
extremely absorbent thanks to its fine capillary structure. After use, the dirt
can easily be washed out under water. If necessary, the cleaning cloth can also
be washed in the washing machine at 60 °Celsius.

Material 1

70 % Viscose

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

160069

50 cm x 34 cm x 0.1 cm

5

24 % Cotton / 6 % PE

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5833082

7 614600 663126

Sponge cloth, 5 pieces
Combine the best properties of sponge and cloth and you get an extremely
absorbent sponge cloth. Thanks to the robust natural fibre, the cloth is very
durable and does not fluff. Another advantage: the cloth can be washed in the
washing machine at 60 °Celsius.

Material 1

100 % natural fibers

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

243261

20 cm x 18 cm x 0.5 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5833629

7 614600 663638
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Special cloths

Window cloth
This cloth brings you a clear view! The high-quality window cloth cleans
windows and mirrors without streaks. After a treatment with this cloth you
can even mirror yourself in the car paint. If the cloth is dirty, it can be washed
in the washing machine at 60 °Celsius.

Material 1

90 % Viscose

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

160101

40 cm x 35 cm x 0.2 cm

10

10 % Polyester

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5833405

7 614600 663164

Silver cleaning cloth
The fine silverware should impress the visitors? Then of course it has to
sparkle! This impregnated cloth removes light fogging and provides a sparkling
shine. To ensure that the cloth retains its great properties, store it in the closed
bag.

Material 1

100 % Cotton

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

160135

35 cm x 30 cm x 0.1 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5841077

7 614600 663195
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Dishwashing cloths

Micro-fibre tea towel, white
Drying has never been so easy! Thanks to the high absorbency of this cloth,
the dishes can be dried in an instant. It gives you more time for the beautiful
things in life. To ensure that the cloth retains its great properties, wash it at 60
°Celsius without fabric softener.

Material 1

80 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

315192

70 cm x 40 cm x 0.1 cm

5

20 % Polyamide

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5832092

7 614600 664383

Micro-fibre tea towel, white/green, 2 pieces
Drying has never been so easy! Thanks to the high absorbency of this cloth,
the dishes can be dried in an instant. It gives you more time for the beautiful
things in life. To ensure that the cloth retains its great properties, wash it at 60
°Celsius without fabric softener.

Material 1

80 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

349666

70 cm x 45 cm x 0.1 cm

12

20 % Polyamide

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 320722

Glass cloth, microfibre, light grey, 2 pieces
A cloth for shiny results! Thanks to the special microfibre structure and the
high absorbency, your glasses will be clean and dry in no time at all without
streaks. To ensure that the cloth retains its great properties, wash it at 40
°Celsius without fabric softener.

Material 1

80 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

337390

70 cm x 40 cm x 0.1 cm

6

20 % Polyamide

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5833033

7 614600 315094
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Dishwashing cloths

Dish cloth, Ebnat Country
With this cloth you can wash your dishes easily! Don't take the name too
seriously, though. Of course, the cloth can also unfold its great properties
during other cleaning work in the kitchen. The cloth captivates with its
hardwearing waffle structure. Due to the absorbent waffle fabric, the cloth

SOLD OUT!

absorbs dirt and water optimally. Another advantage is the sustainability of
the cloth. If it is dirty, it can easily be washed in the washing machine at 60
°Celsius. After washing, the still damp cloth should be pulled into shape.

Material 1

88 % Cotton

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

160119

38 cm x 34 cm x 0.2 cm

10

12 % Polyester

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5831664

7 614600 663171

Dish cloth, 2 pieces

SOLD OUT!

The professional version is not immediately needed for simple washing up.
This cloth also fulfils its purpose. The waffle fabric easily absorbs dirt and
water. If simple washing is not enough, the cloth can be washed in the
washing machine at 60 °Celsius.

Material 1

80 % Cotton

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

252627

35 cm x 35 cm x 0.3 cm

10

20 % Other fibers

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 663805
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Microfibre

Micro-fibre cloth, green,
Microfibre can work wonders. Thanks to the abrasive structure, the cloths
clean even without detergents. So that you can enjoy the cleaning
performance of the wonder cloths for a long time, they are manufactured in a
robust quality. With the help of the colour codes (green = kitchen) you always
know which cloth was used for which area. Hygienic cleanliness is thus
guaranteed in all areas. If the cloths are dirty, they can be washed in the
washing machine at 60 °Celsius. Because of the strong colours this should be
done separately.

Material 1

80 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

229229

40 cm x 40 cm x 0.3 cm

6

20 % Polyamide

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816756

7 614600 693550

Micro-fibre cloth, blue
Microfibre can work wonders. Thanks to the abrasive structure, the cloths
clean even without detergents. So that you can enjoy the cleaning
performance of the wonder cloths for a long time, they are manufactured in a
robust quality. With the help of the colour codes (blue = furniture and car) you
always know which cloth was used for which area. Hygienic cleanliness is thus
guaranteed in all areas. If the cloths are dirty, they can be washed in the
washing machine at 60 °Celsius. Because of the strong colours this should be
done separately.

Material 1

80 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

229252

40 cm x 40 cm x 0.3 cm

6

20 % Polyamide

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816764

7 614600 543497

Micro-fibre cloth, red
Microfibre can work wonders. Thanks to the abrasive structure, the cloths
clean even without detergents. So that you can enjoy the cleaning
performance of the wonder cloths for a long time, they are manufactured in a
robust quality. With the help of the colour codes (red = toilet) you always
know which cloth was used for which area. Hygienic cleanliness is thus
guaranteed in all areas. If the cloths are dirty, they can be washed in the
washing machine at 60 °Celsius. Because of the strong colours this should be
done separately.

Material 1

80 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

229237

40 cm x 40 cm x 0.3 cm

6

20 % Polyamide

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816772

7 614600 711179
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Microfibre

Micro-fibre cloth, yellow
Microfibre can work wonders. Thanks to the abrasive structure, the cloths
clean even without detergents. So that you can enjoy the cleaning
performance of the wonder cloths for a long time, they are manufactured in a
robust quality. With the help of the colour codes (yellow = bath) you always
know which cloth was used for which area. Hygienic cleanliness is thus
guaranteed in all areas. If the cloths are dirty, they can be washed in the
washing machine at 60 °Celsius. Because of the strong colours this should be
done separately.

Material 1

80 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

229245

40 cm x 40 cm x 0.3 cm

6

20 % Polyamide

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816780

7 614600 004059

Microfibre window cloth
This cloth brings you the view! The fine microfibre structure of the window
cloth guarantees streak-free cleaning of windows and mirrors. The best thing
about it: even without chemicals, the microfibre cloth achieves top cleaning
results. In most cases, water is completely sufficient. In the case of heavy
soiling, you can add a few drops of care product to the cleaning water.
However, the cloth can also be used dry. In no time at all, you have freed
mirrors and screens from annoying dust. To ensure that the cloth retains its
great properties, wash it at 60 °Celsius without fabric softener.

Material 1

80 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

228213

40 cm x 40 cm x 0.3 cm

6

20 % Polyamide

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816731

7 614600 662211

Microfibre cleaning set, 4 pieces
Each of the four microfiber cloths is a master in its field. In addition to the
colour, the cloths also differ in their surface structure. This allows you to
achieve excellent cleaning results in every area. To ensure that the cloths retain
their great properties, wash them at 60 °Celsius without fabric softener.
Because of the strong colours the cloths should be washed separately.

Material 1

80 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

306541

30 cm x 30 cm x 0.2 cm

12

20 % Polyamide

GTIN/EAN

e+h 7709868

7 614600 664277
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Floor cleaning cloths

Floor cloth "Alfa"
Because our grandmothers know what's good: with this extra strong floor
cloth you clean your floors traditionally and effectively. The cloth captivates by
its high water and dirt absorption. Thanks to the robust waffle fabric,
scrubbing is particularly easy. This enables you to remove even stubborn dirt in
no time at all. The floor cloth can be washed in the washing machine at 60
°Celsius. After washing, the still damp cloth should be pulled into shape.

Material 1

70% Cottone

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

381241

57 cm x 48 cm x 0.5 cm

10

30 % Other fibers

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 329855

Floor cloth "Alfa", 2 pieces
Because our grandmothers know what's good: with this extra strong floor
cloth you clean your floors traditionally and effectively. The cloth captivates by
its high water and dirt absorption. Thanks to the robust waffle fabric,
scrubbing is particularly easy. This enables you to remove even stubborn dirt in
no time at all. The floor cloth can be washed in the washing machine at 60
°Celsius. After washing, the still damp cloth should be pulled into shape.

Material 1

70% Cottone

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

381233

57 cm x 48 cm x 0.5 cm

5

30 % Other fibers

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5831961

7 614600 329824

Floor cloth "Alfa", 10 pieces
Because our grandmothers know what is good: With this floor cloth you clean
your floors traditionally and effectively. The cloth convinces with its high water
and dirt absorption. Thanks to the fine mesh structure, scrubbing is particularly
easy. This enables you to remove even stubborn dirt in no time at all. The floor
cloth can be washed in the washing machine at 60 °Celsius. After washing,
the still damp cloth should be pulled into shape.

Material 1

70 % Cotton

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

181941

57 cm x 48 cm x 0.5 cm

1

30 % Other fibers

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 661528
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Floor cleaning cloths

Floor cloth "Alba"

Naked like Adam and Eve, this floor cloth also excites the ZeroWaste
movement. But of course the lack of packaging is not the only argument in
favour of this floor cloth. Thanks to the reinforced abrasion

zone, the cloth is

extremely robust and durable. Even the most intensive use can therefore not
harm the cloth. The floor cloth can be washed hot up to 95 °Celsius.

Material 1

100 % Cotton

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

130385

65 cm x 45 cm x 0.5 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5831953

7 614600 660071

Floor cloth, 2 pieces
Traditionally good!

Floor cloths are traditionally woven with an absorbent

waffle structure. So is the Ebnat Country floor cloth. The robust cloth absorbs
dirt optimally through the waffle fabric. The floor cloth can be washed in the
washing machine at 60 °Celsius. After washing, the still damp cloth should be
pulled into shape.

Material 1

60 % Viscose+Cotton

Material 2

20 % Polyester 20 %
PP

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

237669

58 cm x 50 cm x 0.2 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 661924

Micro floor cloth

Your floors deserve the best care. With this micro floor cloth you can clean
your plastic, ceramic and natural stone floors gently and effectively. Thanks to
the high-quality active fibre, you will achieve shiny results even without a lot of
water and cleaning agents. The microfibre cloth is therefore also suitable for
floors that tolerate little moisture. In addition to conventional cleaning, the
cloth is also suitable for the application of polishing agents.

Not only the fields

of application are versatile. The microfibre floor cloth can be combined with
any scrubbing brush. The cloth can be hot washed in the washing machine up
to 90 °Celsius. However, no fabric softener should be used.

Material 1

80 % Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

234799

50 cm x 43 cm x 0.5 cm

6

20 % Polyamide

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816673

7 614600 662235
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Sponges and pan cleaners

Professional sponge, 5 pieces
The dirt is rubbed away: With this scrubbing sponge in professional quality you
can remove even stubborn dirt. The abrasive pad is suitable for all
scratch-resistant materials such as hotplates, coated frying pans and steel
cooking pots.

Grip recesses on both sides of the sponge ensure a perfect hold

when rubbing.

Material 1

Polyurethane

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

265124

15 cm x 9.5 cm x 5 cm

5

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5835673

7 614600 663911

Professional scouring pad sponge, 10 pieces
The dirt is rubbed away: With this professional-quality scrubbing sponge you
can remove even stubborn dirt. The abrasive pad is suitable for all
scratch-resistant materials such as hotplates, coated frying pans and steel
cooking pots.

Grip recesses on both sides of the sponge ensure a perfect hold

when rubbing.

Material 1

Polyurethane

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

182055

14 cm x 8 cm x 4.8 cm

12

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 661634

Professional cleaning sponge, 10 pieces
I don't care: Dirty dishes can be cleaned effectively and gently with this
professional quality cleaning sponge.

You can use this sponge confidently also

for high-quality dishes. The white, non-abrasive pad is gentle on all
scratch-sensitive materials. The sponge is not only soft to the dishes. Thanks to
the recessed grips, it also fits perfectly in the hand.

Material 1

Polyurethane

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

182048

14 cm x 8 cm x 4.8 cm

12

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

e+h 7712755

7 614600 661627
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Sponges and pan cleaners

Scouring pad sponge, 3 pieces
The dirt is rubbed away: With this scrubbing sponge you can remove even
stubborn dirt. The abrasive pad is suitable for all scratch-resistant materials
such as hotplates, coated frying pans and steel cooking pots.

Grip recesses on

both sides of the sponge ensure a perfect hold when rubbing.

Material 1

Polyurethane

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

182147

9 cm x 7 cm x 4.5 cm

6

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 661726

Scouring pad sponge, 5 pieces
The dirt is rubbed away: With this small scrubbing sponge you can remove
even stubborn dirt. The abrasive pad is suitable for all scratch-resistant
materials such as hotplates, coated frying pans and steel cooking pots.

Material 1

Polyurethane

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

354457

9 cm x 7 cm x 3.5 cm

12

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 322597

Scouring pad sponge, 5 pieces
The dirt is rubbed away: With these coloured sponges you can remove even
stubborn dirt. The abrasive pad is suitable for all scratch-resistant materials
such as hotplates, coated frying pans and steel cooking pots. Even small
cavities are no problem thanks to the small and flexible sponge.

Material 1

Polyurethane

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

182071

8.5 cm x 5.5 cm x 2.5 cm

15

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5836051

7 614600 661658
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Sponges and pan cleaners

Scouring pad sponge, 9 pieces
The dirt is rubbed away: With this scrubbing sponge you can remove even
stubborn dirt. The abrasive pad is suitable for all scratch-resistant materials
such as hotplates, coated frying pans and steel cooking pots.

Grip recesses on

both sides of the sponge ensure a perfect hold when rubbing.

Material 1

Polyurethane

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

182154

9 cm x 7 cm x 4.5 cm

6

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 661733

Scouring pad sponge, 15 pieces
The dirt is rubbed away: With this scrubbing sponge you can remove even
stubborn dirt. The abrasive pad is suitable for all scratch-resistant materials
such as hotplates, coated frying pans and steel cooking pots.

Grip recesses on

both sides of the sponge ensure a perfect hold when rubbing.

Material 1

Polyurethane

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

262584

9 cm x 7 cm x 4.5 cm

10

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 663904

Scouring pad sponge cellulose soft, 2 pieces
I don't care: Dirty dishes can be cleaned effectively and gently with this handy
sponge.

You can use this sponge confidently also for high-quality dishes. The

white, non-abrasive pad is gentle on all scratch-sensitive materials. The
absorbent cellulose side is also extremely gentle to the dishes.

Material 1

Cellulose

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

182121

10 cm x 7.5 cm x 2 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 661702
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Sponges and pan cleaners

Sponge, 3 pieces
I don't care: Dirty dishes can be cleaned effectively and gently with this
cleaning sponge.

You can use this sponge confidently also for high-quality

dishes. The white, non-abrasive pad is gentle on all scratch-sensitive materials.
The sponge is not only soft to the dishes. Thanks to the recessed grips, it also
fits perfectly in the hand.

Material 1

Polyurethane

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

249946

9 cm x 7 cm x 4 cm

6

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 661948

Scouring pad sponge, 5 pieces
I don't care: Dirty dishes can be cleaned effectively and gently with this
high-quality sponge.

You can use this sponge confidently also for high-quality

dishes. The white, non-abrasive pad is gentle on all scratch-sensitive materials.
The sponge is not only soft to the dishes. Thanks to the recessed grips, it also
fits perfectly in the hand. A further advantage: Thanks to the different colours,
the sponges are suitable for cleaning with a colour concept.

Material 1

Polyurethane

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

182097

13 cm x 7 cm x 4.5 cm

4

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 661672

Pan cleaner pad, 4 pieces
When things get touch: This sponge removes even the most stubborn dirt. The
black pad has a high quart

z content and a correspondingly high abrasive

effect. This allows you to easily clean heavily soiled gas cookers, aluminium
pans and grill/oven grids. The sponge can also be used together with

Javel

water. After use, the dirt can be washed out with hot water up to 90 °Celsius.

Material 1

Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

182030

7 cm x 7 cm x 1.7 cm

10

Alumina

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5836150

7 614600 661610
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Sponges and pan cleaners

Magic sponge, 2 pieces

Like an eraser for stains! This magic sponge only needs to be slightly
moistened before use and is ready for use. Whether on walls, tables or floors with the Magic sponge stains and dirt strips disappear in the twinkling of an
eye!

Material 1

® W (Melamin)

Basotect

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

312592

13 cm x 5.5 cm x 3 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5835467

7 614600 661979

Professional scouring pad, green, 10 pieces
Professionals swear by it: With this scrub pad you can remove even stubborn
dirt. The abrasive pad is suitable for all scratch-resistant materials such as
hotplates, coated frying pans and steel cooking pots. Thanks to the
high-quality professional quality, the scrub pad will serve you well for a long
time to come.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

182022

22 cm x 14 cm x 1 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 661603
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Metalic cleaning products

Copper cloth, 3 pieces
Everyone thinks his copper is gold. But this copper cloth is really golden. The
soft copper cleans without chemical additives and without scratching. It gently
removes even the most stubborn dirt from pots, pans and glass ceramic hobs.
Thanks to the antibacterial effect of copper, the cloth remains hygienically
clean. Once the rag has done its job, it can be recycled into scrap metal.

Material 1

Copper wire

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

252635

16 cm x 16 cm x 0.2 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5832514

7 614600 663812

Copper cloth, 20 pieces
Everyone thinks his copper is gold. But this copper cloth is really golden. The
soft copper cleans without chemical additives and without scratching. This
gently removes even the most stubborn dirt from pots, pans and glass ceramic
hobs. Thanks to the antibacterial effect of copper, the cloth remains
hygienically clean. Once the rag has done its job, it can be recycled into scrap
metal.

Material 1

Copper wire

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

181974

16 cm x 16 cm x 0.2 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 661559

Lurex sponge, 3 pieces
The practical all-rounder for the whole household: With the

Lurex sponge you

clean sensitive surfaces without leaving scratches. Despite the gentle handling
of sensitive materials, the sponge removes even stubborn dirt extremely
powerfully.

Material 1 L

urex

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

252601

11.5 cm x 7.5 cm x 3 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5000187

7 614600 663645

Ebnat AG
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9 Towels/Sponges/Gloves
Metalic cleaning products

Spiral sponge, 3 pieces
Cleaning encrusted pots and pans takes a lot of energy. This spiral pot cleaner
helps you to save your energy.

You can clean pots, pans and stovetops

without leaving scratches. Since the spiral pot cleaner is made of stainless steel
(20 g), you do not have to be afraid of rust.

Material 1

Stainless steel

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

237693

6.5 cm x 6.5 cm x 4 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5836788

7 614600 663614

Spiral sponge
Cleaning encrusted pots and pans takes a lot of energy. This spiral pot cleaner
helps you to save your energy.

You can clean pots, pans and stovetops

without leaving scratches. Since the spiral pot cleaner is made of stainless steel
(40 g), you do not have to be afraid of rust.

Material 1

Stainless steel

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

256412

8 cm x 8 cm x 5 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5836796

7 614600 663409

Spiral sponge extra large, 10 pieces
Cleaning encrusted pots and pans takes a lot of energy. This spiral pot cleaner
helps you to save your energy.

You can clean pots, pans and stovetops

without leaving scratches. Since the spiral pot cleaner is made of stainless steel
(60 g), you do not have to be afraid of rust.

Material 1

Stainless steel

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

182220

13 cm x 9 cm x 5.5 cm

12

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 661801

Ebnat AG
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9 Towels/Sponges/Gloves
Gloves

Household gloves, S / M / L
Don't give bacteria a chance! These gloves made of pure natural latex not only
have a pleasant lemon scent, but also offer reliable protection against bacteria.
The cotton flocking on the inside provides a high wearing comfort. The gloves
can be used several times.

Material 1 N

atural latex

Art.-No.
251876

Dimensions

PU

29.5 cm x 12 cm x 0.5 cm

10

S

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 663706
29.5 cm x 12 cm x 0.5 cm

251884

10

M

7 614600 663713
29.5 cm x 12 cm x 0.5 cm

251892

10

L

7 614600 663720

All-purpose gloves, M / L / XL
Don't give bacteria a chance! These gloves made of pure natural latex not only
have a pleasant lemon scent, but also offer reliable protection against bacteria.
The cotton flocking on the inside provides a high wearing comfort.

For

optimum grip, the gloves are roughened on the outside and the fingers are
reinforced. The gloves can be used several times.

Material 1 N

atural latex

Art.-No.
251918

Dimensions

PU

29.5 cm x 12 cm x 0.5 cm

10

M
251926

7 614600 663744
29.5 cm x 12 cm x 0.5 cm

10

L
251934

XL

Ebnat AG

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 663751
29.5 cm x 12 cm x 0.5 cm

10

7 614600 663768
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9 Towels/Sponges/Gloves
Gloves

Latex glove, S / M / L
These latex gloves offer a high wearing comfort due to the thin material, but
are still tear proof. The gloves are suitable for contact with food, for cleaning
or other delicate care work. The gloves should be disposed of after use.
10 pieces per package.

Material 1 L

atex

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

251942

24 cm x 12 cm x 0.5 cm

12

S
251959

7 614600 663775
24 cm x 12 cm x 0.5 cm

12

M
251967

L

Ebnat AG

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 663782
24 cm x 12 cm x 0.5 cm

12

7 614600 663799
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10 Kitchen
Dish brushes

Dishwashing brush "Purus"
This brush is what it is. No more, no less. The name says it all: “purus" means
not only pure, but also simple, honest, unvarnished and natural. Made entirely
out of renewable raw materials, the brush is designed with sustainability in
mind. So the handle convinces not only with its handy shape, but also because
of the high-quality Swiss FSC beech wood. The handle is stamped with bristles
made out of bio-based plastic. This means that the plastic does not consist of
crude oil, but of renewable raw materials - in this case castor oil. Because even
the most sustainable materials should not be wasted. In order to save natural
resources, only the most essential materials are consciously used for this
assortment. This brush is sustainable and effective - from head to handle.

Material 1

Swiss beech wood, raw

Material 2

PA 10.10, up to 100 %
biobased

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

387886

22.5 cm x 4.5 cm x 4.5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

7 614600 331124

Dishwashing brush "Purus", extra soft
This brush is what it is. No more, no less. The name says it all: “purus" means
not only pure, but also simple, honest, unvarnished and natural. Made entirely
out of renewable raw materials, the brush is designed with sustainability in
mind. So the handle convinces not only with its handy shape, but also because
of the high-quality Swiss FSC beech wood. The handle is stamped with bristles
made out of bio-based plastic. This means that the plastic does not consist of
crude oil, but of renewable raw materials - in this case castor oil. Because even
the most sustainable materials should not be wasted. In order to save natural
resources, only the most essential materials are consciously used for this
assortment. This brush is sustainable and effective - from head to handle.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

PA 10.10, up to 100 %
biobased

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

387860

26.5 cm x 4.5 cm x 3 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

7 614600 331087

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Dish brushes

Bottle brush "Purus"
This brush is what it is. No more, no less. The name says it all: “purus" means
not only pure, but also simple, honest, unvarnished and natural. Made entirely
out of renewable raw materials, the brush is designed with sustainability in
mind. The brush not only convinces with its narrow brush head, which is
shaped so that it fits into every bottle neck and cleans the bottom without any
problems, but also with its high-quality Swiss FSC beech wood. The handle is
stamped with bristles made out of bio-based plastic. This means that the
plastic does not consist of crude oil, but of renewable raw materials - in this
case castor oil. Because even the most sustainable materials should not be
wasted. In order to save natural resources, only the most essential materials
are consciously used for this assortment. This brush is sustainable and effective
- from head to handle.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

PA 10.10, up to 100 %
biobased

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

387878

36 cm x 3 cm x 4 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

7 614600 331100

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Dish brushes

Dish brush "Fusion"with wood handle
Love at first "click": With its modern design and high-quality materials, it is
the ideal accessory and a real eye-catcher for your kitchen. But there's much
more to it than what meets the eye. The dish brush also offers a range of
internal values. The handle is made of high-quality FSC certified Swiss beech
wood and thanks to the hanging hole on the handle, the brush can be stored
in a space-saving manner. With a simple click, you can remove the wooden
handle from the brush head and hygienically clean the latter separately in the
dishwasher. The brush head with white, slightly softer polyester bristles is ideal
for gently and effectively cleaning dishes. This dish brush makes separating
waste easier for you. When the brush is worn out, it can be removed with just
one "click" and disposed of in an optimal way. Modern and aesthetic – a
sophisticated design from Ebnat!

Material 1

Swiss birch wood, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

380156

25 cm x 5.5 cm x 4 cm

6

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

5802863
7 614600 329688

Pan brush "Fusion" with wood handle
Love at first "click": With its modern design and high-quality materials, it is
the ideal accessory and a real eye-catcher for your kitchen. But there's much
more to it than what meets the eye. The dish brush also offers a range of
internal values. The handle is made of high-quality FSC certified Swiss beech
wood and thanks to the hanging hole on the handle, the brush can be stored
in a space-saving manner. With a simple click, you can remove the wooden
handle from the brush head and hygienically clean the latter separately in the
dishwasher. The brush head with black, somewhat harder polyester bristles is
ideal for pans and stubborn dirt. This dish brush makes separating waste easier
for you. When the brush is worn out, it can be removed with just one "click"
and disposed of in an optimal way. Modern and aesthetic – a sophisticated
design from Ebnat!

Material 1

Swiss beech wood, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

380164

19 cm x 5.5 cm x 4 cm

6

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

5802871
7 614600 329701

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Dish brushes

Dish brush with replacement head, soft
If we only could just change the head when it's no good anymore. With these
dish brushes this dream comes true. As soon as the brush head is worn out, it
can be changed with a click. A spare brush is already included. Just because
the brush head is dirty doesn't mean it has to be replaced. The brush is
heat-resistant up to 95 °Celsius and can therefore be washed in the
dishwasher. The dish brush has even more convincing properties. Thanks to
the round head, the brush is ideal for round containers. The 2-component
handle is ergonomically shaped and the rubber also makes it slip-proof.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

218297

30 cm x 7 cm x 6.5 cm

6

Polyester white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802632
7 614600 622604

Dish brush replacement heads, soft
Even the best player has to be replaced. These replacement brushes are ready
to use with just one click. So your pan brush is like new in no time.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

218313

9.5 cm x 7 cm x 4.5 cm

8

Polyester white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802640
7 614600 622611

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Dish brushes

Dish brush, soft
2K for a 1A result: The so-called 2K handle of this dish brush consists of two
components. This not only makes it look visually appealing, but also makes it
feel particularly good in the hand. Thanks to the rubber component, you
won't slip off even when scrubbing harder. This allows you to transfer the
pressure optimally to the high-quality polyester bristles. The brush is
heat-resistant up to 95 °Celsius and can therefore be easily washed in the
dishwasher.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

240127

29 cm x 5 cm x 5.5 cm

6

Polyester white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802558

7 614600 622932

Pan brush, medium-hard
2K for a 1A result: The so-called 2K handle of this pan brush consists of two
components. This not only makes it look visually appealing, but also makes it
feel particularly good in the hand. Thanks to the rubber component, you
won't slip off even when scrubbing harder. This allows you to transfer the
pressure optimally to the high-quality polyester bristles. The brush is
heat-resistant up to 95 °Celsius and can therefore be easily washed in the
dishwasher.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

240135

29 cm x 5 cm x 5.5 cm

6

Polyester white/black

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802566

7 614600 622949

Dish brushes, soft, 2 pieces
Double is better: so that you don't run out of dish brushes at the most
unfavourable moment, we offer them in a double pack. Thanks to the notches
on the underside of the handle, the brush fits perfectly in the hand. This
allows the pressure to be optimally transferred to the brush head. If the dish
brush is dirty, it can be easily cleaned in the dishwasher.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

166231

27 cm x 4.5 cm x 5.5 cm

10

Nylon 6.6 weiss

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802764

7 614600 621416

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Dish brushes

Pan brush, medium-hard, 2 pieces
Double holds better: To make sure you don't run out of pan brushes at the
most unfavourable moment, we offer them in a double pack. Thanks to the
notches on the underside of the handle, the brush fits perfectly in the hand.
This allows the pressure to be optimally transferred to the brush head. If the
pan brush is dirty, it can be easily cleaned in the dishwasher.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Nylon 6.6 white/ 6.12
black

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

260273

27 cm x 4.5 cm x 5.5 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802772

7 614600 623496

Dish brush, extra soft
This dishwashing brush invites you to stroke it. The extremely soft bristle
material simply feels great on the skin. However, the brush was not developed
for the skin, but mainly for the gentle cleaning of dishes and glasses.

Your

best porcelain or your most beautiful crystal wine glasses are in good hands
with this brush. The dishwashing brush is heat-resistant up to 95 °Celsius and
can therefore be washed in the dishwasher.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

287890

29 cm x 6 cm x 5 cm

8

Nylon 6.12

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802608

7 614600 623762

Dish brush Round-Effect
For cleanliness right under the edge: With the round effect dishwashing brush
you can clean pans and containers in no time at all. While you scrub the
bottom of the pan, the edge cleaner also removes dirt from the edge of the
pan. Even rounded corners can be easily reached with the edge cleaner. If the
dishwashing brush is dirty, it can be easily cleaned in the dishwasher.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

240093

28.5 cm x 8 cm x 6 cm

10

Nylon 6.6 white/black

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802541

7 614600 622901

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Dish brushes

Dish brush “Inspire“
High-tech all the way to the top: The "Inspire" dishwashing brush is
distinguished from other dishwashing brushes by its two-stage high-tech
bristles. The Inspire bristles absorb an unusually large amount of water and
release it continuously during washing up. Even after intensive use, the bristles
always return to their original shape. This guarantees a long service life for the
brush. Thanks to the round bristles, the brush is ideally suited for glass
cleaning. The dishwashing brush is heat-resistant up to 95 °Celsius and can
therefore be washed in the dishwasher.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

353116

29 cm x 7.5 cm x 6 cm

8

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

e+h 5802624

7 614600 322030

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Grill and glass ceramic hob brushes

Grill- and glass ceramic hob brush with long
handle
If you care about your grill: With this brush the cleaning of the grill grate is
easy. It is hard to believe, but this brush is also suitable for cleaning glass
ceramic hobs.

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Material 2

Brass wire

recycling

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122143

25.5 cm x 3 cm x 5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 9245176

7 614600 621089

Grill- and glass ceramic hob brush with bail
If you care about your grill: With this brush the cleaning of the grill grate is
easy. Even larger grills can be cleaned in no time thanks to the large brass wire
bristle field. It is hard to believe, but this brush is also suitable for cleaning
glass ceramic hobs.

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Material 2

Brass wire

recycling

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122168

15.5 cm x 4.5 cm x 6.5 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 9245135

7 614600 621157

Grill brush with with scraping edge
If you care about your grill: With this brush the cleaning of the grill grate is
easy. Even coarser soiling is no problem thanks to the rustproof scratch edge.
It is hard to believe, but this brush is also suitable for cleaning glass ceramic
hobs.

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

249268

27.5 cm x 5 cm x 7 cm

6

Brass wire

GTIN/EAN

e+h 9245184

7 614600 623427

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Bottle brushes

Bottle brush "PERLA" radial end
Cleaning bottles, carafes and vases is often a challenge. It's easy with this
bottle brush. With its long handle, the brush is ideal for large carafes or vases.
Thanks to the spiral head, the brush can also clean rounded bottle bottoms
without any problems.

Material 1

Material 2

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

166744

43 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm

6

Polypropylene white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5802780

7 614600 631552

Bottle brush "PERLA" with tuft end
Cleaning bottles, carafes and vases is often a challenge. It's easy with this
bottle brush. With its long handle, the brush is ideal for large carafes or vases.
The brush also reaches hard-to-reach areas and bottle bottoms easily thanks to
the tuft.

Material 1

Material 2

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

166710

47 cm x 5.5 cm x 5.5 cm

6

Polypropylene white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5813506

7 614600 631521

Bottle brush set "PERLA"

Germs and bacteria are quickly deposited in the closures of drinking bottles.
With this set you manage to get the complete bottle clean. The small brush
cleans all spaces in the drinking cap. The large bottle brush is intended for the
drinking bottle body. Thanks to its special head, the brush can also pass
through narrow bottlenecks.

Rounded areas are also no problem with the

round bristles.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Nylon 6.12/Polyester
white

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

250217

37 cm x 6 cm x 5.5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5813662

7 614600 630296

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Bottle brushes

Bottle brush, Ø 5 cm
Simple and effective: Thanks to the spiral head, this brush cleans even rounded
bottle bottoms without any problems.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122259

38.5 cm x 5.5 cm x 5 cm

6

Polypropylene white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5811948

7 614600 631040

Bottle brush, Ø 6 cm
Cleaning bottles, carafes and vases is often a challenge. It's easy with this
bottle brush. The handle made of galvanised wire is extra long. Even large
carafes or vases pose no problem. The high-quality bristle mixture of horsehair
and nylon ensures top cleaning performance. The brush also reaches
hard-to-reach areas and bottle bottoms easily thanks to the tuft.

Material 1

Screw-in wire

z

Material 2

Horsehair mix gray

galvani ed

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122275

56 cm x 6 cm x 6 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5812011

7 614600 631071

Aspergillum
In many places it is customary to bless graves with holy water when visiting a
cemetery. The easiest way to do this is with such a holy water feather duster.
The brush can be left outside without any problems. The material used is
extremely weather-resistant.

Material 1

Screw-in wire

z

Material 2

galvani ed

Polymex black,
corrugated

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122754

22 cm x 5.5 cm x 5.5 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 6119812

7 614600 645009

Ebnat AG
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Water tap brushes

Water tap brush, without round end, Ø 0.6 cm
With the right tool, no gap is too small. With this tap cleaner you free pipes,
hoses and everything possible from stuck dirt. The resistant pig bristles are
twisted into galvanised steel wire.

Zinc plating protects the wire from

corrosion.

Material 1

Screw-in wire

z

Material 2

Bristles bright

galvani ed

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122283

33.5 cm x 2 cm x 0.6 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5811807

7 614600 641001

Water tap brush, rounded end
With the right tool, no gap is too small. With this tap cleaner you free pipes,
hoses and everything possible from stuck dirt. The resistant pig bristles end in
a spiral head. This prevents sensitive materials from being damaged by the
galvanised steel wire. The wire is protected against corrosion thanks to the

zinc coating.

Material 1

Screw-in wire

z

Material 2

Bristles bright

galvani ed

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122291

34 cm x 2 cm x 1 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5811815

7 614600 641018
122309

34 cm x 2 cm x 1.5 cm

10

e+h 5811823

7 614600 641025
122317

34 cm x 2 cm x 2 cm

10

e+h 5811831

7 614600 641032
122325

34 cm x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm

10

e+h 5811849

7 614600 641049
122333

36.5 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm

10

e+h 5811856

7 614600 641056

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Test tube cleaner

Test tube brush
With this brush you cannot only clean test tubes. The test tube cleaner is also
ideal for pipes, hoses and drains. The brush consists of resistant pig bristles
and is equipped with a wool head at the front. Thanks to the soft wool head,
the brush is ideal for sensitive materials. In addition, the combination of pig
bristles and wool leads to optimum dirt absorption. The brush is screwed in
with galvanised steel wire.

Material 1

Zinc plating protects the wire from corrosion.

Screw-in wire

z

Material 2

Bristles bright

galvani ed

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122663

34.5 cm x 2 cm x 1 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5812110

7 614600 642008
122689

34 cm x 2 cm x 1.5 cm

10

e+h 5812136

7 614600 642015
122705

34 cm x 2.5 cm x 2 cm

10

e+h 5812151

7 614600 642022
122721

34 cm x 3 cm x 2.5 cm

10

e+h 5812177

7 614600 642039
122747

34 cm x 3.5 cm x 3 cm

10

e+h 5812193

7 614600 642046

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Pastry brushes

Pastry brush
Can't be missing in any kitchen: This flat brush is the optimal tool for all kinds
of kitchen work.

Greasing baking tins, glazing cake, brushing plaits and

marinating meat - everything is possible. The high-quality pig bristles can be
cleaned after use with running water.

Material 1

Wood, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

130468

18 cm x 1 cm x 0.5 cm

12

Bristles bright

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 961543
130476

19 cm x 1.5 cm x 0.5 cm

12

7 614600 959168
130484

19 cm x 2 cm x 0.5 cm

12

e+h 5319132

7 614600 950905
130492

20 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.5 cm

12

7 614600 958017
130500

20.5 cm x 3 cm x 0.5 cm

12

e+h 5319140

7 614600 950912
130518

22 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.5 cm

12

7 614600 961550
130526

22 cm x 4 cm x 0.5 cm

12

e+h 5319157

7 614600 950929
130534

23.5 cm x 5 cm x 0.5 cm

12

7 614600 959175
130542

24 cm x 6 cm x 1 cm

12

7 614600 961567
130559

25.5 cm x 8 cm x 1 cm

12

7 614600 961574

Ebnat AG
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10 Kitchen
Additional products

Universal brush
Narrow and small brushes can always be used. Especially when a brush with
two different brush heads comes along.

Otherwise difficult to reach areas are

ideally accessible thanks to the narrow body. The scraper edge is used for
more stubborn dirt. Possible applications for the brush: coffee machine, PC
keyboard, dishwasher, tumble dryer etc.

Material 1

Material 2

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

283177

33 cm x 4 cm x 2.5 cm

4

Nylon 6.12 black

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5825351

7 614600 861027

Overflow cleaner, Ø 2.85 cm

? That does not have to be! Thanks to the special

Bad smell from the overflow

shape of the overflow cleaner, you can remove soiling in the hard-to-reach
cavity without difficulty.

Material 1

z

Screw-in wire plastici ed

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122432

17.5 cm x 6 cm x 2.5 cm

6

Nylon 6.6 weiss

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5813415

7 614600 631170

Crumb brush
With this table roller you can also invite the cookie monster to your home. The
brush made of pig bristles transports the crumbs into the housing in no time.
To empty the table roller, simply remove the lid and tip the content into the
waste bin.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

125443

12.5 cm x 7 cm x 3 cm

6

Bristles bright

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5763552

7 614600 550013

Ebnat AG
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11 Bathroom/Toilet
Toilet brushes
Toilet brush “Inspire“
High-tech all the way to the top: The "Inspire" toilet brush stands out from
other toilet brushes thanks to its two-stage high-tech bristles. Even after
intensive use, the robust bristles always return to their original shape. This
guarantees a long service life for the brush. The handle is equipped with the
patented flexible part. This means that the brush head can reach even the
most inaccessible places. Leaving the toilet clean is therefore no longer an
annoying duty.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

353124

39 cm x 8 cm x 8 cm

4

Polyester

GTIN/EAN
More Infos:

e+h 5983499

7 614600 322047

Toilet brush "Flex" soft/hard
This toilet brush has two sides: one hard and one soft. The two different scrub
zones ensure a flawless result. With the patented flexible part, the brush head
reaches even the most inaccessible places. Leaving the quiet place clean is
therefore no longer an annoying duty.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Polypropylene /
Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

343951

39 cm x 8 cm x 8 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5983762

7 614600 317098
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11 Bathroom/Toilet
Toilet brushes
Toilet brush "Flex"
The "Flex" toilet brush proves: Not all toilet brushes are the same! The unusual
name comes from the patented flex part. This allows the brush head to reach
even the most inaccessible places. By the way: This brush fits perfectly into
fixed metal and ceramic holders.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

287520

38 cm x 6.5 cm x 6.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5983770
7 614600 613244

Toilet brush "Flex"
The "Flex" toilet brush proves: Not all toilet brushes are the same! The unusual
name comes from the patented flex part. This allows the brush head to reach
even the most inaccessible places. Leaving the toilet clean is therefore no
longer an annoying duty.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

239384

39 cm x 8 cm x 8 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5983515
7 614600 612841

Toilet brush "Flex" with rim cleaner
The "Flex" toilet brush proves: Not all toilet brushes are the same! The unusual
name comes from the patented flex part. This allows the brush head to reach
even the most inaccessible places. With the so-called edge cleaner, even dirt
under the toilet rim can be easily removed. Leaving the toilet clean is therefore
no longer an annoying duty.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

240184

39 cm x 8 cm x 9 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5983739
7 614600 612339

Ebnat AG
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Toilet brushes
WC brush Recycling "Flex"
The black toilet brush not only looks chic, but is also ecologically sensible. The
body and bristle material is made of recycled plastic. This broom is also
equipped with the patented flexible part. This allows the brush head to reach
even the most inaccessible places. By the way: This brush fits perfectly into
fixed metal and ceramic holders.

Material 1

Recycled polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

326143

38 cm x 6.5 cm x 6.5 cm

4

Recycling-Poliester

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5984497
7 614600 613480

WC brush Recycling "Flex"
The black toilet brush not only looks chic, but is also ecologically sensible. The
body and bristle material is made of recycled plastic. This brush is also
equipped with the patented flexible part. This allows the brush head to reach
even the most inaccessible places. Leaving the toilet clean is therefore no
longer an annoying duty.

Material 1

Recycled polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

343196

39 cm x 8 cm x 8 cm

4

Recycling-Poliester

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5983440
7 614600 316992

WC brush Recycling "Flex" with rim cleaner
The black toilet brush not only looks chic, but is also ecologically sensible. The
body and bristle material is made of recycled plastic. This brush is also
equipped with the patented flexible part. This allows the brush head to reach
even the most inaccessible places. With the so-called edge cleaner, even dirt
under the toilet rim can be easily removed. Leaving the quiet place clean is
therefore no longer an annoying duty.

Material 1

Recycled polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

326178

39 cm x 9 cm x 9 cm

4

Recycling-Poliester

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5984489
7 614600 613510
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11 Bathroom/Toilet
Toilet brushes
Toilet brush
This toilet brush is limited to the essentials. Thanks to its diameter, the simple
toilet brush fits perfectly into fixed metal and ceramic holders.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

121467

37 cm x 6.5 cm x 6.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5983333
7 614600 611431

Toilet brush
This toilet brush is limited to the essentials. The simple toilet brush is equipped
with a spherical brush head.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

121475

37 cm x 8 cm x 8 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5983507
7 614600 611073

Toilet brush with rim cleaner
This toilet brush is limited to the essentials. The simple toilet brush is equipped
with an edge cleaner. This also makes it easy to remove dirt under the rim of
the toilet.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

121459

37 cm x 8 cm x 10 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5983549
7 614600 611028

Ebnat AG
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11 Bathroom/Toilet
WC sets and brushes
Toilet brush-set "Vista"
Let's be honest: There are more beautiful sights than a used toilet brush. The
toilet set "Vista" is for all those who do not want to see or smell the toilet
brush. As soon as you put the toilet brush in, the set closes as if by magic. The
lid also opens again as soon as the toilet brush is lifted slightly with its handle.
In addition to this sophisticated technology, the Vista toilet set also impresses
with its timeless design. The included toilet brush is equipped with a patented
flexible part. This allows the brush head to reach even the most inaccessible
places. With the so-called edge cleaner, even dirt under the toilet rim can be
easily removed.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

transparent

Polypropylene
anthracite

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

281638

17 cm x 13 cm x 41 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 613121

WC-Garnitur Flex Inspire, white
Innovative and proven at the same time: This toilet set is the perfect
combination. Thanks to the two-stage high-tech trim, the toilet brush is a true
all-rounder. The long, soft tips get into every corner and every crevice, the
shorter, harder bristles challenge stubborn dirt. Even after intensive use, the
robust trim always returns to its original shape. In addition to the innovative
trim, this brush uses the proven and patented Flex handle. This allows the
brush head to reach even the most inaccessible places. When the work is
done, the brush can be conveniently stowed away in the set. The large
footprint ensures a secure stand and the removable base makes the housing
easy to clean.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

381071

12 cm x 11.5 cm x 43 cm

4

Polyester

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

7 614600 329787

Ebnat AG
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11 Bathroom/Toilet
WC sets and brushes
Toilet brush-set "Flex", scented, angular,
transparent
As down-to-earth as Switzerland: thanks to its large footprint, this toilet set is
always stable. But this toilet set has many more advantages than just its
stability. Thanks to the removable bottom, the housing is very easy to clean.
Bacteria, germs and bad smells don't stand a chance. The integrated toilet
brush is also convincing. Thanks to the patented flexible part, the brush head
reaches even the most inaccessible places. Soiling under the toilet rim can be
removed with the so-called rim cleaner.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

245993

12 cm x 11.5 cm x 43.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 612636

Toilet brush-set "Flex" with rim cleaner, yellow
As down-to-earth as Switzerland: thanks to its large footprint, this toilet set is
always stable. But this toilet set has many more advantages than just its
stability. Thanks to the removable bottom, the housing is very easy to clean.
Bacteria, germs and bad smells don't stand a chance. The integrated toilet
brush is also convincing. Thanks to the patented flexible part, the brush head
reaches even the most inaccessible places. Soiling under the toilet rim can be
removed with the so-called rim cleaner.

Material 1

Polypropylen

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

404624

12 cm x 11.5 cm x 43.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 333715

Toilet brush-set "Flex" with rim cleaner, green
As down-to-earth as Switzerland: thanks to its large footprint, this toilet set is
always stable. But this toilet set has many more advantages than just its
stability. Thanks to the removable bottom, the housing is very easy to clean.
Bacteria, germs and bad smells don't stand a chance. The integrated toilet
brush is also convincing. Thanks to the patented flexible part, the brush head
reaches even the most inaccessible places. Soiling under the toilet rim can be
removed with the so-called rim cleaner.

Material 1

Polypropylen

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

404640

12 cm x 11.5 cm x 43.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 333753
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11 Bathroom/Toilet
WC sets and brushes
Toilet brush-set "Flex" with rim cleaner, pink
As down-to-earth as Switzerland: thanks to its large footprint, this toilet set is
always stable. But this toilet set has many more advantages than just its
stability. Thanks to the removable bottom, the housing is very easy to clean.
Bacteria, germs and bad smells don't stand a chance. The integrated toilet
brush is also convincing. Thanks to the patented flexible part, the brush head
reaches even the most inaccessible places. Soiling under the toilet rim can be
removed with the so-called rim cleaner.

Material 1

Polypropylen

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

404632

12 cm x 11.5 cm x 43.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 333739

Toilet brush-set "Flex", angular, white
As down-to-earth as Switzerland: thanks to its large footprint, this toilet set is
always stable. But this toilet set has many more advantages than just its
stability. Thanks to the removable bottom, the housing is very easy to clean.
Bacteria, germs and bad smells don't stand a chance. The integrated toilet
brush is also convincing. Thanks to the patented flexible part, the brush head
reaches even the most inaccessible places. Soiling under the toilet rim can be
removed with the so-called rim cleaner.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

242313

12 cm x 11.5 cm x 43.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5983655
7 614600 612391

Toilet brush-set "Flex" with rim cleaner, grey
As down-to-earth as Switzerland: thanks to its large footprint, this toilet set is
always stable. But this toilet set has many more advantages than just its
stability. Thanks to the removable bottom, the housing is very easy to clean.
Bacteria, germs and bad smells don't stand a chance. The integrated toilet
brush is also convincing. Thanks to the patented flexible part, the brush head
reaches even the most inaccessible places. Soiling under the toilet rim can be
removed with the so-called rim cleaner.

Material 1

Polypropylen

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

404659

12 cm x 11.5 cm x 43.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 333777
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11 Bathroom/Toilet
WC sets and brushes
Toilet brush-set "Flex" with rim cleaner, dark blue
As down-to-earth as Switzerland: thanks to its large footprint, this toilet set is
always stable. But this toilet set has many more advantages than just its
stability. Thanks to the removable bottom, the housing is very easy to clean.
Bacteria, germs and bad smells don't stand a chance. The integrated toilet
brush is also convincing. Thanks to the patented flexible part, the brush head
reaches even the most inaccessible places. Soiling under the toilet rim can be
removed with the so-called rim cleaner.

Material 1

Polypropylen

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

404667

12 cm x 11.5 cm x 43.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 333791

Toilet brush-set recycling "Flex", angular, black
This toilet set proves: There is a life after death. All kinds of plastic products
are nowadays recycled and then reborn in the form of such toilet sets. But this
toilet set has far more advantages than just its sustainability. Thanks to the
removable bottom, the housing is very easy to clean. Bacteria, germs and
unpleasant odours have no chance. The integrated toilet brush is also
convincing. Thanks to the patented flexible part, the brush head reaches even
the most inaccessible places. Soiling under the toilet rim can be removed with
the so-called rim cleaner.

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Material 2

Recycling-Poliester

recycling

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

326151

12 cm x 11.5 cm x 43.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5984471

7 614600 613497

Ebnat AG
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11 Bathroom/Toilet
WC sets and brushes
Toilet brush-set with rim cleaner, round, high,
white
A round affair: This round toilet set is equipped with a toilet brush with rim
cleaner. With the so-called rim cleaner, dirt under the toilet rim can also be
removed.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

351113

14 cm x 14 cm x 41 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 321446

Toilet brush-set, round, high, white
A round affair: This round toilet set is equipped with a toilet brush in a
spherical shape. Thanks to the ventilation slots on the back, damp areas in the
set dry faster.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

121616

41 cm x 13.5 cm x 13.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5984406
7 614600 611271

Toilet brush-set, round, high, blue
A round affair: This round toilet set is equipped with a toilet brush in a
spherical shape. Thanks to the ventilation slots on the back, damp areas in the
set dry faster.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

205005

41 cm x 13.5 cm x 13.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 612087
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11 Bathroom/Toilet
Hand washing brushes
Hand- and nail brush, wood
Hygienically clean hands and nails - it's easy with this brush! The two sides of
the brush differ due to the cutting length of the natural fibre bristles. The
shorter bristles are slightly harder and are therefore perfect for removing dirt
from fingernails. The longer bristles clean your hands gently and at the same
time powerfully. The brush body is also convincing. Thanks to the two
recessed grips, the brush fits perfectly in the hand.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

135335

12.5 cm x 4 cm x 5 cm

4

Fibre bright

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5813233

7 614600 230076

Hand- and nail brush
When normal hand washing is not enough: With this hand washing brush you
free hands and nails from strong dirt. The brush is punched on both sides. On
one side there are short nylon bristles, which get the dirt out under the
fingernails. The longer bristles on the other side clean palms and fingers gently
and effectively.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

135293

9 cm x 4 cm x 3 cm

10

Nylon 6.6 weiss

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5813217

7 614600 230021

Hand- and nail brush, 2 pieces
When normal hand washing is not enough: With this hand washing brush you
free hands and nails from strong dirt. The brush is punched on both sides. On
one side there are short nylon bristles, which get the dirt out under the
fingernails. The longer bristles on the other side clean palms and fingers gently
and effectively.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

135301

9 cm x 4 cm x 3 cm

8

Nylon 6.6 weiss

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5813225

7 614600 230038

Ebnat AG
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11 Bathroom/Toilet
Bathtube brushes
Bath tub brush, beech wood
Fancy a relaxing bath but the bathtub doesn't look very inviting? With this
brush you do not have to postpone your wellness evening. The acid-resistant
plant bristles clean your bathtub efficiently and gently at the same time.
Thanks to the ergonomic handle, the pressure can be optimally distributed
during cleaning. This will get your bathtub clean in no time at all.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122804

22 cm x 14 cm x 6.5 cm

3

Fibre bright

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5812631

7 614600 651024

Bath tub brush, white
Bathing only makes sense if the bathtub is also clean. With this brush you can
clean your bathtub in no time at all. The plastic bristles are resistant to many
acids, alkalis and solvents. Therefore you can also use strong cleaning agents.
If the bristles are dirty, the brush can be washed out with hot water up to 90
°Celsius.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122788

26 cm x 14 cm x 5.5 cm

6

Polyester white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5812615

7 614600 652014

Ebnat AG
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Drain suction pumps
Drain cleaner, wood
If the drain is blocked, there's often only one thing left to do: plunger on top
and pump! This stable drain cleaner made of wood withstands even the most
energetic use.

Material 1

Wood

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

258681

14 cm x 14 cm x 42 cm

4

Rubber

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5847330

7 614600 612926

Drain cleaner vacuum pump, 2 parts
No chemicals at all: With this vacuum pump you can easily remove the
blockage with positive and negative pressure. Depending on the application,
the attachment can be used with a diameter of 7 cm or 15 cm.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

259903

10/15 cm x 7/15 cm x 37/42

4

e+h 5847520

cm

Rubber

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 612940

Ebnat AG
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11 Bathroom/Toilet
Additional products
Joints brush
We can justifiably claim that this brush ensures sparkling, clean joints. The
extra-small rows of bristles on one side fit perfectly into hard-to-reach spaces.
Thanks to the wider punching on the other side, larger areas can also be
scrubbed clean. The ergonomically shaped handle lies well in the hand. This
allows the pressure to be transferred to the brush without great effort.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Polyester white

anthracite

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

345253

23 cm x 8 cm x 3.5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

More Infos:

e+h 5825666

7 614600 318521

Ebnat AG
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12 Textile care and storage
Clothes brushes and adhesive rollers
Clothes brush,
With this textile clothes brush you can quickly remove fluff, hair and dust from
your clothes. The velour cushion can be released at the touch of a button and
then turned 180°. This makes the brush suitable for left- and right-handed
users.

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

118315

26.5 cm x 6 cm x 5 cm

6

Velor red

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5828488

7 614600 750017

Cloth brush "Fish"
Dry cleaning does not only damage your clothes. Nature also suffers as a
result. Well, there is an environmentally friendly alternative. With this clothes
brush you clean high-quality clothes such as suits and coats gently and at the
same time effectively. The pig bristles have a flaky surface, which perfectly
binds dust and dirt. So you can save yourself the trip to the cleaning service.

Material 1

Swiss beech, raw

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

206938

26 cm x 5 cm x 3.5 cm

6

Bristles/Nylon

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5828975

7 614600 751120

Ebnat AG
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12 Textile care and storage
Clothes brushes and adhesive rollers
Adhesive roller Ebnat, 4.5 m
The hair on furniture and clothes is as annoying as living together with pets is
beautiful. The Ebnat clothes roller solves this problem in no time at all. The
high crepe tape has a high dirt absorption capacity and easily removes fluff,
dust and animal hair. If the adhesive performance decreases, the individual
sheets can be separated at the tear-off perforation.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

240762

22.5 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm

10

High masking tape

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5828777
7 614600 750239

Replacement roller Ebnat, 4.5 m
Even the best clothes roller is used up sometime. In such a case, the role can
easily be changed. The replacement roll consists of high crepe adhesive tape
with high dirt absorption. If the adhesive performance decreases, the
individual sheets can be separated at the tear-off perforation.

Material 1

High masking tape

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

240770

10 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5828785
7 614600 750246

Replacement roller Ebnat, 4.5 m, 2 pieces
Even the best clothes roller is used up sometime. In such a case, the role can
easily be changed. The replacement roll consists of high crepe adhesive tape
with high dirt absorption. If the adhesive performance decreases, the
individual sheets can be separated at the tear-off perforation.

Material 1

High masking tape

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

334316

10 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5828736
7 614600 100102
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12 Textile care and storage
Carpet beater
Carpet beater
With the traditional carpet beater you remove dust and dirt from carpets and
runners in an environmentally friendly and effective way. The treatment with
the carpet beater not only removes dust and dirt from the carpet, but also
aerates it well at the same time. You will be amazed: After cleaning, the
colours shine much more intensely again. The stable 3-pipe braid withstands
even the strongest blows.

Material 1

Wicker natural

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

122895

71 cm x 24 cm x 2.5 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5824016

7 614600 530015

Ebnat AG
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12 Textile care and storage
Laundry
Clothespins, 50 pieces
As colourful as your laundry: these clothes pegs come in five fresh colours.
Thanks to the extra-strong steel spring, your laundry will still hang from the
clothesline even after strong winds. The steel spring is stainless so that you can
keep the clothes pegs for a long time.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

160176

8 cm x 2.5 cm x 1 cm

4

Stainless steel

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5882584

7 614600 891185

Clothesline, 20 m
These colourful clotheslines offer your laundry plenty of space to dry. In the
core of the 20-meter long clothesline there is a steel inlay. This makes the
clothesline extremely robust and tear-resistant. Even the weather cannot harm
the material. So this clothesline will serve you well for a long time.

Material 1

PVC

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

182238

2000 cm x 0.4 cm x 0.4 cm

1

Steel wire

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5875208

7 614600 661818

Inflatable hanger, 2 pieces
Almost like ironed: Clothes dry on this hanger, dimensionally stable and
crease-resistant. In addition, the coat hanger can be easily washed off and
stowed away to save space.

Material 1

PVC white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

337404

44 cm x 8 cm x 25 cm

6

Metal

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 315100
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12 Textile care and storage
Laundry
Washing net, small
Delicate laundry should be specially protected in the washing machine. The
laundry net will gladly take over this task for you. To prevent the zipper from
damaging the washing machine or other pieces of laundry, a fabric eyelet
covers the slider.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360651

50 cm x 35 cm x 0.5 cm

12

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325482

Washing net, large
Delicate laundry should be specially protected in the washing machine. The
laundry net will gladly take over this task for you. To prevent the zipper from
damaging the washing machine or other pieces of laundry, a fabric eyelet
covers the slider.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360660

60 cm x 60 cm x 0.5 cm

12

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325468

Washing net for shoes
The most comfortable way to wash sports and leisure shoes is in the washing
machine. With this laundry net you don't have to worry about shoes or the
washing machine. Both are optimally protected thanks to the padded net. A
pleasing side effect: the upholstery reduces the noise during the washing
process to a minimum.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360678

34 cm x 19 cm x 19 cm

12

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325505
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12 Textile care and storage
Laundry
Travel organiser small, 2 pieces
No more chaos in your suitcase. With this travel organiser you are optimally
prepared for your next vacation or business trip. Thanks to the mesh on the
top, everything is visible at a glance and searching for socks and underwear is
a thing of the past. Shirts, T-shirts and other garments are protected from
wrinkles and everything is neatly packed and organised. The organiser is made
of light, very robust polyester and has double-sided zippers for easy handling.
With this gadget even packing is fun and the journey can begin. 22 x 18 x 9cm

Material 1

Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

391700

22 cm x 18 cm x 9 cm

6

Metal

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 332091

Travel organiser big, 2 pieces
No more chaos in your suitcase. With this travel organiser you are optimally
prepared for your next vacation or business trip. Thanks to the mesh on the
top, everything is visible at a glance and searching for socks and underwear is
a thing of the past. Shirts, T-shirts and other garments are protected from
wrinkles and everything is neatly packed and organised. The organiser is made
of light, very robust polyester and has double-sided zippers for easy handling.
With this gadget even packing is fun and the journey can begin. 35 x 45 x 9
cm

Material 1

Polyester

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

391697

45 cm x 35 cm x 9 cm

6

Metal

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 332060
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Storage
Wardrobe, black
Ideal for storing seasonal clothing: You can hang your clothes, jackets and
coats comfortably on the integrated clothes rail. Once the clothes are stowed,
you don't have to worry anymore. Dust and moisture cannot harm your
clothes in this wardrobe. Thanks to the lightweight material, the location of
the cabinet can be easily changed. Load max. 6 kg.

Material 1

Polyethylene vinyl
acetate

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360589

75 cm x 50 cm x 160 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325321

Garment bag, short, black
Your favourite clothes deserve the best protection. With this garment cover,
your textiles are safe from insects, dust and moisture. Even if the cover is
closed, you can see immediately which garment it is thanks to the viewing
window.

Material 1

Polyethylene vinyl
acetate

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360465

56 cm x 0.3 cm x 100 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325086

Garment bag, long, schwarz
Your favourite clothes deserve the best protection. With this garment cover,
your textiles are safe from insects, dust and moisture. Even if the cover is
closed, you can see immediately which garment it is thanks to the viewing
window.

Material 1

Polyethylene vinyl
acetate

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360473

56 cm x 0.3 cm x 127 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325109
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Storage
Duvet bat, black
For dear visitors one of course has a few duvets on stock. The use of this
storage cover is recommended so that the duvets do not become dusty. But
it's not only the dust that can't harm the duvets anymore. Thanks to the
cover, the blankets are also protected against insects and moisture. After a
long period of storage you sometimes don't know exactly what is in the bag.
Looking into the integrated viewing window can easily clarify this question. If
the stowed duvets are needed again, you can easily access the storage case
thanks to the two handles.

Material 1

Polyethylene vinyl
acetate

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360490

58.5 cm x 68.5 cm x 25.5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325147

Extra flat under bed bag, black
The storage space under the bed is used far too rarely. With this storage case,
that's over. The high-quality material optimally protects the content from dust,
moisture and insects. Thanks to its simple design, the bag does not bother you
at all even if it is stowed away visibly on the wardrobe.

Material 1

Polyethylene vinyl
acetate

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360481

45 cm x 108 cm x 15 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325123

Wardrobe, white
With nine shelves and a clothes rail, this large wardrobe offers the perfect
storage for any type of clothing. The cabinet is quickly assembled thanks to
the simple plug-in system. The two fabric doors can be opened easily thanks
to the zipper. Really practical: The doors can be rolled up and fastened at the
top with a Velcro fastener. So you always have free access when you stow
your clothes. Once the clothes are stowed, you don't have to worry anymore.
Dust, moisture and moths cannot harm your clothes in this cabinet. Load max.
22 kg.

Material 1

Polypropylene non
woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360597

110 cm x 46 cm x 168 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325345
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12 Textile care and storage
Storage
Garment bag, short, white
Your favourite clothes deserve the best protection. With this garment cover,
your textiles are safe from insects, dust and moisture. Even if the cover is
closed, you can see immediately which garment it is thanks to the viewing
window.

Material 1

Polypropylene non
woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360368

56 cm x 0.3 cm x 100 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 324881

Garment bag, long, white
Your favourite clothes deserve the best protection. With this garment cover,
your textiles are safe from insects, dust and moisture. Even if the cover is
closed, you can see immediately which garment it is thanks to the viewing
window.

Material 1

Polypropylene non
woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360376

56 cm x 0.3 cm x 127 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 324904

Shoe rack, 9 shelves, white
Storing shoes neatly is easy with this shelf. Thanks to the Velcro fastener, the
shelf can be attached to any clothes rail. The hanging shelf offers space for
nine pairs of shoes. The neat subdivision ensures that you always have a good
overview of your shoes and can take them out from a comfortable height.

Material 1

Polypropylene non
woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360341

30.5 cm x 15 cm x 127 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 324843
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12 Textile care and storage
Storage
Clothes rack, 6 shelves, white
The wardrobe often offers too little storage space for shopaholics. That's
where this clothes rack comes in handy. The hanging shelf can be attached to
any clothes rail with the practical Velcro fastener. The six compartments allow
you to create additional storage space in no time at all. On the sides of the
shelf there are six pockets and four straps. All kinds of small objects can be
stowed in the bags. Scarves, cloths, etc. can be hung comfortably on the
straps. If the shelf is not needed, it can be folded to save space.

Material 1

Polypropylene non

Material 2

Metal

woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360350

30.5 cm x 30.5 cm x 122 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 324867

Drawer organizer, white
Enough of the hopeless mess in drawers and shelves? These organisers provide
a remedy. All kinds of things can be neatly stowed away in the three
differently sized containers. You'll always find what you're looking for.

Material 1

Polypropylene non
woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360333

14/14/28 cm x 14/28/28 cm x

6

GTIN/EAN

13/13/13 cm

7 614600 324829

Duvet bag, white
For dear visitors one of course has a few duvets on stock. The use of this
storage cover is recommended so that the duvets do not become dusty. But
it's not only the dust that can't harm the duvets anymore. Thanks to the
cover, the blankets are also protected against insects and moisture. After a
long period of storage you sometimes don't know exactly what is in the bag.
Looking into the integrated viewing window can easily clarify this question. If
the stowed duvets are needed again, you can easily access the storage case
thanks to the two handles.

Material 1

Polypropylene non
woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360295

58.5 cm x 68.5 cm x 25.5 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 324744
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12 Textile care and storage
Storage
Extra flat under bed bag, white
The storage space under the bed is used far too rarely. With this storage case,
that's over. The high-quality material optimally protects the content from dust,
moisture and insects. Thanks to its simple design, the bag does not bother you
at all even if it is stowed away visibly on the wardrobe.

Material 1

Polypropylene non
woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360309

45 cm x 108 cm x 15 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 324768

Box without lid, white
With this box, the stylish storage is made easy! The discreet design of the box
exudes the feeling of peace and order on every shelf. Even if everything is
neatly stowed away, you will quickly get to the things you need. Thanks to the
two handles, the box can be easily pulled out. Another advantage: The size of
this storage box fits perfectly into the widespread Billy shelf. If the box is not
needed, it can be folded to save space.

Material 1

Polypropylene non
woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360317

33 cm x 38 cm x 33 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 324782

Garment bag, short, grey
Your favourite clothes deserve the best protection. With this garment cover,
your textiles are safe from insects, dust and moisture. Even if the cover is
closed, you can see immediately which garment it is thanks to the viewing
window.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360414

56 cm x 0.2 cm x 100 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 324980
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12 Textile care and storage
Storage
Garment bag, long, grey
Your favourite clothes deserve the best protection. With this garment cover,
your textiles are safe from insects, dust and moisture. Even if the cover is
closed, you can see immediately which garment it is thanks to the viewing
window.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360422

56 cm x 0.2 cm x 127 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325000

Shoe rack, 9 shelves, grey
Storing shoes neatly is easy with this shelf. Thanks to the Velcro fastener, the
shelf can be attached to any clothes rail. The hanging shelf offers space for
nine pairs of shoes. The neat subdivision ensures that you always have a good
overview of your shoes and can take them out from a comfortable height.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360392

30.5 cm x 15 cm x 127 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 324942

Clothes rack, 6 shelves, grey
The wardrobe often offers too little storage space for shopaholics. That's
where this clothes rack comes in handy. The hanging shelf can be attached to
any clothes rail with the practical Velcro fastener. The six compartments allow
you to create additional storage space in no time at all. If the shelf is not
needed, it can be folded to save space. Max loading per shelf is 0.3 kg.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360406

30.5 cm x 30.5 cm x 122 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 324966
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12 Textile care and storage
Storage
Drawer organizer, 6 compartments, grey
Enough of the hopeless mess in drawers and shelves? This organiser provides a
remedy. All kinds of things can be neatly stowed away in the 6 compartments.
You'll always find what you're looking for.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360503

48 cm x 38 cm x 14 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325161

Box without lid, grey
This box makes stylish storage easy for you! The discreet design of the box
exudes a feeling of peace and order on every shelf. Even if everything is neatly
stowed away, you will quickly get the things you need. Thanks to the two
handles the box can be pulled out comfortably. If the box is not needed, it can
be folded to save space.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360511

24 cm x 38 cm x 14 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325185

Box with lid, flat, grey
This box makes stylish storage easy for you! The discreet design of the box
exudes a feeling of peace and order on every shelf. Even if everything is neatly
stowed away, you will quickly get the things you need. The small labelling
window shows you what is in the box. Once you have found the right box,
you can easily pull it out using the two handles. Even the stowed things are
comfortable. Thanks to the lid fixed on one side, the content is optimally
protected against dust, moisture and insects. If the box is not needed, it can
be folded to save space.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360520

33 cm x 38 cm x 16 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325208
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12 Textile care and storage
Storage
Box with lid, high, grey
This box makes stylish storage easy for you! The discreet design of the box
exudes a feeling of peace and order on every shelf. Even if everything is neatly
stowed away, you will quickly get the things you need. The small labelling
window shows you what is in the box. Once you have found the right box,
you can easily pull it out using the two handles. Even the stowed things are
comfortable. Thanks to the lid fixed on one side, the content is optimally
protected against dust, moisture and insects. If the box is not needed, it can
be folded to save space.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360538

26 cm x 26 cm x 32 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325222

Box with lid, large, cube, grey
This box makes stylish storage easy for you! The discreet design of the box
exudes a feeling of peace and order on every shelf. Even if everything is neatly
stowed away, you will quickly get the things you need. The small labelling
window shows you what is in the box. Once you have caught the right box,
you can easily pull it out using the two handles. Even the stowed things are
comfortable. Thanks to the lid fixed on one side, the content is optimally
protected against dust, moisture and insects. Another advantage: The size of
this storage box fits perfectly into the widely used Billy shelf. If the box is not
needed, it can be folded to save space.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360384

33 cm x 38 cm x 33 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 324928

Garment bag, short, jute look
Your favourite clothes deserve the best protection. With this garment cover,
your textiles are safe from insects, dust and moisture. Even if the cover is
closed, you can see immediately which garment it is thanks to the viewing
window.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360430

56 cm x 0.5 cm x 100 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325024
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12 Textile care and storage
Storage
Garment bag, long, jute look
Your favourite clothes deserve the best protection. With this garment cover,
your textiles are safe from insects, dust and moisture. Even if the cover is
closed, you can see immediately which garment it is thanks to the viewing
window.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360449

56 cm x 0.5 cm x 127 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325048

Drawer organizer, 6 compartments, jute look
Enough of the hopeless mess in drawers and shelves? This organiser provides a
remedy here. All kinds of things can be neatly stowed away in the 6
compartments. You'll always find what you're looking for.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360546

48 cm x 38 cm x 14 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325246

Box without lid, jute look
This box makes stylish storage easy for you! The discreet design of the box
exudes a feeling of peace and order on every shelf. Even if everything is neatly
stowed away, you will quickly get the things you need. Thanks to the two
handles the box can be pulled out comfortably. If the box is not needed, it can
be folded to save space.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360457

24 cm x 38 cm x 14 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325062
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12 Textile care and storage
Storage
Box with lid, flat, jute look
This box makes stylish storage easy for you! The discreet design of the box
exudes a feeling of peace and order on every shelf. Even if everything is neatly
stowed away, you will quickly get the things you need. The small labelling
window shows you what is in the box. Once you have found the right box,
you can easily pull it out using the two handles. Even the stowed things are
comfortable. Thanks to the lid fixed on one side, the content is optimally
protected against dust, moisture and insects. If the box is not needed, it can
be folded to save space.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360554

33 cm x 38 cm x 16 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325260

Box with lid, narrow, jute look
This box makes stylish storage easy for you! The discreet design of the box
exudes a feeling of peace and order on every shelf. Even if everything is neatly
stowed away, you will quickly get the things you need. The small labelling
window shows you what is in the box. Once you have found the right box,
you can easily pull it out using the two handles. Even the stowed things are
comfortable. Thanks to the lid fixed on one side, the content is optimally
protected against dust, moisture and insects. If the box is not needed, it can
be folded to save space.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360570

26 cm x 26 cm x 32 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325307
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12 Textile care and storage
Storage
Box with lid, large, cube, jute look
This box makes stylish storage easy for you! The discreet design of the box
exudes a feeling of peace and order on every shelf. Even if everything is neatly
stowed away, you will quickly get the things you need. The small labelling
window shows you what is in the box. Once you have found the right box,
you can easily pull it out using the two handles. Even the stowed things are
comfortable. Thanks to the lid fixed on one side, the content is optimally
protected against dust, moisture and insects. Another advantage: The size of
this storage box fits perfectly into the widely used Billy shelf. If the box is not
needed, it can be folded to save space.

Material 1

Polyester

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360562

33 cm x 38 cm x 33 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325284

Wardrobe with automatic assembly system, grey
You've never assembled a wardrobe faster! Thanks to the automatic assembly
system, this cabinet is ready for use in no time at all. On the three shelves and
the clothes rail there is plenty of room for clothes. Once your clothes are
stowed, you don't have to worry. Dust and moths cannot harm your clothes in
this wardrobe. Load max. 30 kg, 10 kg for each shelf and 10 kg for hanger
rail.

Material 1

Polypropylene non
woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

365882

88 cm x 45 cm x 161 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 327332

Moth cabinet with hanging bag, taupe
Ideal for storing seasonal clothing: You can hang your clothes, jackets and
coats comfortably on the integrated clothes rail. Other clothing items can be
stored in the practical hanging bag. Once the clothes are stowed, you don't
have to worry anymore. Dust and moisture cannot harm your clothes in this
wardrobe. Thanks to the lightweight material, the location of the cabinet can
be easily changed. Load max. 8 kg.

Material 1

Polypropylene non

Material 2

Metal

woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

377708

75 cm x 50 cm x 180 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 329374
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Storage
Double wardrobe with wheels
No more closet space? Or do you need an additional wardrobe for a party?
This solid double clothes rack is flexible thanks to its 4 castors, 2 of which can
be locked in place. The rolling rack is ideal for storing, airing, drying and
transporting clothes. In addition to jackets, coats or blouses, the clothes rack
also has space for up to four pairs of shoes. Self-assembly takes only a few
minutes and is possible without drilling with the supplied tool. Load capacity 8
kg per rail.

Material 1

Metal

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

391123

130/155 cm x 51 cm x 80 cm

4

Polypropylene

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 333098

Wardrobe
No more closet space? Or do you need an additional wardrobe for a party?
This clothes rack can be used flexibly everywhere. Whether in the bedroom,
dressing room, laundry room, hallway or storage room - this clothes rack
creates a lot of additional space. Self-assembly takes only a few minutes and is
possible without drilling with the supplied tool. Load capacity 8 kg.

Material 1

Steel

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

391131

80 cm x 38.5 cm x 150 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 332015

Shoe rack
When shoes are constantly blocking the aisle, it is time for this practical and
robust shoe rack. From children's shoes to women's heels, every shoe will find
their place here. The integrated mesh protects the lower shoes and the floor
from falling gravel and dirt. Load

Material 1

Iron

max. 8 kg.

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

395455

64 cm x 28 cm x 37 cm

5

PVC

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 332718
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Storage
Lavender scent bag, 2 pieces
These lavender scented pillows not only spread a pleasant scent, but are also
suitable for pest control. The fragrant jute bags can be used, for example, in
the pillow as a sleeping aid or as protection against moths in the wardrobe. If
the scent is not intense anymore, knead the cushion a little. This is how you
reactivate the full aroma.

Material 1

Linen

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

367478

13.5 cm x 9.5 cm x 2.5 cm

12

Lavender

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 327691

Ebnat AG
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12 Textile care and storage
Vacuum bags
Travelling vacuum bag, set of 2, transparent

%

With these vacuum bags you can take your whole closet with you on your
travels. A volume compression of 75

is achieved by rolling up the bags. A

further advantage: The clothes are protected against insects, smell, water,
mould and dust.

Material 1

Nylon

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360716

60 cm x 40 cm x 0.1 cm

6

Polyethylene

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325574

Vacuum bag, transparent
This vacuum bag convinces by its easy handling. Thanks to the practical cube

%

shape, the air can easily be squeezed out. This way you can compress the
content by 75

. A further advantage: The clothes are protected against

insects, smell, water, mould and dust.

Material 1

Nylon

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360724

60 cm x 55 cm x 35 cm

6

Polyethylene

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325598

Vacuum storage bag, set of 2, transparent
With the change of the seasons comes also the change in the wardrobe. As
soon as the clothes get a little airier, the space-consuming winter clothes

%

annoy you. This trouble doesn't have to be. These vacuum bags reduce the
content by 75

and additionally protect the clothes against insects, smell,

water, mould and dust. All this can be achieved with minimal effort. The air
can be easily removed from the bag with the vacuum cleaner.

Material 1

Nylon

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360732

90/100 cm x 55/80 cm x 0.1

6

Polyethylene

GTIN/EAN

cm

7 614600 325611
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12 Textile care and storage
Vacuum bags
Vacuum storage bag with hanger, set of 2,
transparent
With the change of the seasons comes also the change in the wardrobe. As
soon as the clothes get a little airier, the space-consuming winter clothes

%

annoy you. This trouble doesn't have to be. These vacuum bags reduce the
content by 75

and additionally protect the clothes against insects, smell,

water, mould and dust. All this can be achieved with minimal effort. The air
can be easily removed from the bag with the vacuum cleaner.

Material 1

Material 2

Nylon

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360740

70/104 cm x 70/144 cm

6

Polyethylene

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325635

Vacuum storage bag S, white
For dear visitors one of course has a few duvets on stock. It's just unnecessary
that these duvets take up so much space. With this storage bag this is no

%

longer a problem. By sucking out the air in the bag, the content is reduced by
75

and the blankets are additionally protected against insects, odours,

water, mould and dust. All this can be achieved with minimal effort. The air
can be easily removed from the bag with the vacuum cleaner. After
vacuuming, the bag fits perfectly into the storage bag.

Material 1

(

)

Nylon / Polyethylen

Material 2

inside

woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360759

42 cm x 40 cm x 25 cm

6

( )

Polypropylene non
shell

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325659

Vacuum storage bag M, white
For dear visitors one of course has a few duvets on stock. It's just unnecessary
that these duvets take up so much space. With this storage bag this is no

%

longer a problem. By sucking out the air in the bag, the content is reduced by
75

and the blankets are additionally protected against insects, odours,

water, mould and dust. All this can be achieved with minimal effort. The air
can be easily removed from the bag with the vacuum cleaner. After
vacuuming, the bag fits perfectly into the storage bag.

Material 1

(

)

Nylon / Polyethylen

Material 2

inside

woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360767

65 cm x 50 cm x 15 cm

6

( )

Polypropylene non
shell

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325673
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12 Textile care and storage
Vacuum bags
Vacuum storage bag L, white
For dear visitors one of course has a few duvets on stock. It's just unnecessary
that these duvets take up so much space. With this storage bag this is no

%

longer a problem. By sucking out the air in the bag, the content is reduced by
75

and the blankets are additionally protected against insects, odours,

water, mould and dust. All this can be achieved with minimal effort. The air
can be easily removed from the bag with the vacuum cleaner. After
vacuuming, the bag fits perfectly into the storage bag.

Material 1

(

)

Nylon / Polyethylen

Material 2

inside

woven

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

360775

65 cm x 50 cm x 25 cm

6

( )

Polypropylene non
shell

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 325697
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13 Plastic
Storage and transport boxes
SmartStore Box Compact XS, clear, without lid
Declare war on food waste! With these transparent boxes you keep track of
your refrigerator contents. But not only that –these smart boxes are also real
space savers. If you stack them on top of each other, even the smallest
refrigerator suddenly has enough storage capacity. If the storage space is no
longer needed, the boxes can be removed effortlessly from the refrigerator
thanks to the practical handles. You do not have to worry about your health
as the boxes are BPA-free.

Material 1

Plastic

Material 2

(Styrol-Acrylnitril-Copolymer)

Food safe / -40°C +90°
C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

381918

14.5 cm x 9 cm x 6 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

6 411760 104909

SmartStore Lid Compact XS, clear
Declare war on food waste! With these transparent boxes you keep track of
your refrigerator contents. But not only that –these smart boxes are also real
space savers. If you stack them on top of each other, even the smallest
refrigerator suddenly has enough storage capacity. If the storage space is no
longer needed, the boxes can be removed effortlessly from the refrigerator
thanks to the practical handles. You do not have to worry about your health
as the boxes are BPA-free.

Material 1

Plastic

Material 2

(Styrol-Acrylnitril-Copolymer)

Food safe / -40°C +90°
C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

381985

14.5 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

6 411760 105906
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13 Plastic
Storage and transport boxes
SmartStore Box Compact S, clear, without lid
Declare war on food waste! With these transparent boxes you keep track of
your refrigerator contents. But not only that –these smart boxes are also real
space savers. If you stack them on top of each other, even the smallest
refrigerator suddenly has enough storage capacity. If the storage space is no
longer needed, the boxes can be removed effortlessly from the refrigerator
thanks to the practical handles. You do not have to worry about your health
as the boxes are BPA-free.

Material 1

Plastic

Material 2

(Styrol-Acrylnitril-Copolymer)

Food safe / -40°C +90°
C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

381942

20 cm x 14 cm x 7.5 cm

8

GTIN/EAN

6 411760 106903

SmartStore Lid Compact S, clear
Declare war on food waste! With these transparent boxes you keep track of
your refrigerator contents. But not only that –these smart boxes are also real
space savers. If you stack them on top of each other, even the smallest
refrigerator suddenly has enough storage capacity. If the storage space is no
longer needed, the boxes can be removed effortlessly from the refrigerator
thanks to the practical handles. You do not have to worry about your health
as the boxes are BPA-free.

Material 1

Plastic

Material 2

(Styrol-Acrylnitril-Copolymer)

Food safe / -40°C +90°
C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

381950

19.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 2.5 cm

8

GTIN/EAN

6 411760 107900
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13 Plastic
Storage and transport boxes
SmartStore Box Compact M, clear, without lid
Declare war on food waste! With these transparent boxes you keep track of
your refrigerator contents. But not only that –these smart boxes are also real
space savers. If you stack them on top of each other, even the smallest
refrigerator suddenly has enough storage capacity. If the storage space is no
longer needed, the boxes can be removed effortlessly from the refrigerator
thanks to the practical handles. You do not have to worry about your health
as the boxes are BPA-free.

Material 1

Plastic

Material 2

(Styrol-Acrylnitril-Copolymer)

Food safe / -40°C +90°
C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

381934

29.5 cm x 19.5 cm x 12 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

6 411760 108907

SmartStore Lid Compact M, clear
Declare war on food waste! With these transparent boxes you keep track of
your refrigerator contents. But not only that –these smart boxes are also real
space savers. If you stack them on top of each other, even the smallest
refrigerator suddenly has enough storage capacity. If the storage space is no
longer needed, the boxes can be removed effortlessly from the refrigerator
thanks to the practical handles. You do not have to worry about your health
as the boxes are BPA-free.

Material 1

Plastic

Material 2

(Styrol-Acrylnitril-Copolymer)

Food safe / -40°C +90°
C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

381977

29 cm x 20 cm x 2.5 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

6 411760 109904
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Storage and transport boxes
SmartStore Box Classic 0.5, with lid, 0.4 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+120° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

377864

15 cm x 9 cm x 6 cm

36

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 083714

SmartStore Box Classic 1.5, with lid, 1.7 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+120° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

377872

20 cm x 15 cm x 11 cm

8

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 083721

SmartStore Box Classic 1, with lid, 1 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

172908

21 cm x 17 cm x 6 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914205

7 310543 520075
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Storage and transport boxes
SmartStore Box Classic 2, with lid, 2 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

172916

21 cm x 17 cm x 11 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914213

7 310543 521072

SmartStore Box Classic 3, with lid, 3 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

172940

21 cm x 17 cm x 15 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914221

7 310543 522079

SmartStore Box Classic 4, with lid, 3.5 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

363049

38 cm x 14 cm x 11 cm

8

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914536

7 332462 067691
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Storage and transport boxes
SmartStore inserts 4 pieces, for box number 4
Smart accessories are available for the SmartStore Box to keep the box tidy. No
more chaos and disorder! Now even the smallest objects have their place. The
4 inserts fit perfectly into the Classic SmartStore 4.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

407623

12 cm x 9 cm x 9 cm

12

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 092426

SmartStore Box Classic 5, with lid, 3.8 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+120° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

377880

30 cm x 19 cm x 11 cm

8

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 083738

SmartStore Box Classic 10, with lid, 8 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

306614

34 cm x 25 cm x 16 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914247

7 332462 017900
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SmartStore Box Classic 12, with lid, 8 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

302040

28 cm x 28 cm x 17 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914296

7 332462 017962

SmartStore Box Classic 14, with lid, 8 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

283983

40 cm x 30 cm x 11 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914106

7 332462 010086

SmartStore Box Classic 15, with lid, 14 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

156885

40 cm x 30 cm x 18 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914254

7 310543 508394
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Storage and transport boxes
SmartStore Box Classic 13, with lid, 15.5 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

302058

28 cm x 28 cm x 32 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914338

7 332462 017993

SmartStore Box Classic 31, with lid, 32 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

156901

50 cm x 39 cm x 26 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914262

7 310543 510076

SmartStore Box Classic 35, with lid on rollers, 31 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

230565

72 cm x 40 cm x 19 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914346

7 310543 541070
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Storage and transport boxes
SmartStore Box Classic 45, with lid, 47 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

346128

59 cm x 39 cm x 31 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914395
7 332462 048737

SmartStore Box Classic 50, with lid, 52 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. What is inside the box
is also visible from the outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes
are available in different sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the
best possible use to be made of available storage space. The robust lid makes
it possible to stack even heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't
have to be angry. The boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

254649

50 cm x 41 cm x 39 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914288
7 310543 542077

SmartStore Box Classic 70, with lid on rollers, 70 l
Creating order has never been so smart! The SmartStore boxes protect the
content optimally against dust and external influences. For this box size,
castors are attached to the bottom. This means that the box can be
transported without great effort. What is inside the box is also visible from the
outside thanks to the transparent material. The boxes are available in different
sizes and can be stacked variably. This enables the best possible use to be
made of available storage space. The robust lid makes it possible to stack even
heavy boxes. If something should still break, you don't have to be angry. The
boxes offer a guarantee of 10 years!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

211953

72 cm x 40 cm x 38 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914353
7 310543 530173
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Storage and transport boxes
SmartStore Box Dry 15, with lid, 12 l
Specially developed for demanding conditions! SmartStore DRY is ideal for
safe storage in the attic, cellar, cabin, boat or caravan. DRY is also an excellent
choice when it comes to storing and transporting food and beverages. Protect
your belongings from insects, dust and moisture. The reliable box with a
guarantee of 10 years is available in three different sizes.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe/ waterproof/
-40°C +70° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

337455

40 cm x 30 cm x 20 cm

7

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914502
7 332462 062139

SmartStore Box Dry 31, with lid, 33 l
Specially developed for demanding conditions! SmartStore DRY is ideal for
safe storage in the attic, cellar, cabin, boat or caravan. DRY is also an excellent
choice when it comes to storing and transporting food and beverages. Protect
your belongings from insects, dust and moisture. The reliable box with a
guarantee of 10 years is available in three different sizes.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe/ waterproof/
-40°C +70° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

337447

50 cm x 40 cm x 27 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914510
7 332462 062146

SmartStore Box Dry 45, with lid, 50 l
Specially developed for demanding conditions! SmartStore DRY is ideal for
safe storage in the attic, cellar, cabin, boat or caravan. DRY is also an excellent
choice when it comes to storing and transporting food and beverages. Protect
your belongings from insects, dust and moisture. The reliable box with a
guarantee of 10 years is available in three different sizes.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe/ waterproof/
-40°C +70° C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

337463

60 cm x 40 cm x 35 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5914528
7 332462 062153
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Storage and transport boxes
Folding box, 32 l
A useful helper for bulk shopping: the folding box offers plenty of storage
space and can be easily transported using the two handles. As the name
suggests, the box can be folded to save space after use.

Material 1

Recycled polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

202150

48.5 cm x 35 cm x 24 cm

12

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870167
7 614600 411215

Folding box with bottle support, 45 l
A useful helper for bulk shopping: the folding box offers plenty of storage
space and can be easily transported using the two handles. An integrated
bottle holder helps to safely store up to three bottles. As the name suggests,
the box can be folded to save space after use.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200279

54 cm x 36 cm x 28 cm

5

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870159
7 614600 410300

Organizer
Whether at work or at home: even the smallest things find their place in these
organisers.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

320030

16 cm x 12 cm x 6.5 cm

10

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5869961
7 614600 412892
320048

24 cm x 16.5 cm x 6.5 cm

10

e+h 5869979
7 614600 412908
320056

33.5 cm x 25 cm x 6.5 cm

10

e+h 5869987
7 614600 412915
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Kitchen
Food keeper, 0.3 l
Keeping tight is no problem for these sealed containers! The GastroMax line
offers airtight and modular food storage for the kitchen and refrigerator.
Thanks to the window in the lid, the content is also visible from above. The
containers are all dishwasher-, microwave- and freezer-safe. You do not have
to worry about your health. The sealed containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene / without

Material 2

BPA

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C / Freezer and
Microwaveable

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

363308

13 cm x 9 cm x 4.5 cm

12

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 075498

Food keeper, 0.45 l
Keeping tight is no problem for these sealed containers! The GastroMax line
offers airtight and modular food storage for the kitchen and refrigerator.
Thanks to the window in the lid, the content is also visible from above. The
containers are all dishwasher-, microwave- and freezer-safe. You do not have
to worry about your health. The sealed containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene / without

Material 2

BPA

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C / Freezer and
Microwaveable

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

363316

12.5 cm x 9 cm x 7 cm

12

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 075511

Food keeper, 0.6 l
Keeping tight is no problem for these sealed containers! The GastroMax line
offers airtight and modular food storage for the kitchen and refrigerator.
Thanks to the window in the lid, the content is also visible from above. The
containers are all dishwasher-, microwave- and freezer-safe. You do not have
to worry about your health. The sealed containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene / without

Material 2

BPA

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C / Freezer and
Microwaveable

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

363324

20 cm x 12.5 cm x 4.5 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 075504
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Kitchen
Food keeper, 1.0 l
Keeping tight is no problem for these sealed containers! The GastroMax line
offers airtight and modular food storage for the kitchen and refrigerator.
Thanks to the window in the lid, the content is also visible from above. The
containers are all dishwasher-, microwave- and freezer-safe. You do not have
to worry about your health. The sealed containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene / without

Material 2

BPA

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C / Freezer and
Microwaveable

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389463

20 cm x 12.5 cm x 7 cm

12

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 042070

Fresh storage box, 0.7 l
Whether at home or on the road: With these sealed containers your food is
packed airtight. Thanks to the transparent container, the content can also be
seen from the outside. After use, the sealed containers can be cleaned in the
dishwasher. You do not have to worry about your health. The sealed
containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200741

15.5 cm x 15.5 cm x 5 cm

6

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 410775

Fresh storage box, 1.25 l
Whether at home or on the road: With these sealed containers your food is
packed airtight. Thanks to the transparent container, the content can also be
seen from the outside. After use, the sealed containers can be cleaned in the
dishwasher. You do not have to worry about your health. The sealed
containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200758

18 cm x 18 cm x 7 cm

6

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 410782
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Fresh storage box, 1.5 l
Whether at home or on the road: With these sealed containers your food is
packed airtight. Thanks to the transparent container, the content can also be
seen from the outside. After use, the sealed containers can be cleaned in the
dishwasher. You do not have to worry about your health. The sealed
containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200766

25 cm x 14.5 cm x 6 cm

6

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 410799

Fresh storage box, 2.5 l
Whether at home or on the road: With these sealed containers your food is
packed airtight. Thanks to the transparent container, the content can also be
seen from the outside. After use, the sealed containers can be cleaned in the
dishwasher. You do not have to worry about your health. The sealed
containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200774

22 cm x 22 cm x 8.5 cm

6

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 410805

Fresh storage box, 3 l
Whether at home or on the road: With these sealed containers your food is
packed airtight. Thanks to the transparent container, the content can also be
seen from the outside. After use, the sealed containers can be cleaned in the
dishwasher. You do not have to worry about your health. The sealed
containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

273847

20.5 cm x 19.5 cm x 13.5 cm

5

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 410812
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Fresh storage box, 4.5 l
Whether at home or on the road: With these sealed containers your food is
packed airtight. Thanks to the transparent container, the content can also be
seen from the outside. After use, the sealed containers can be cleaned in the
dishwasher. You do not have to worry about your health. The sealed
containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200790

29.5 cm x 21 cm x 11 cm

4

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 410829

Fresh storage box, 9 l
Whether at home or on the road: With these sealed containers your food is
packed airtight. Thanks to the transparent container, the content can also be
seen from the outside. After use, the sealed containers can be cleaned in the
dishwasher. You do not have to worry about your health. The sealed
containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200816

37 cm x 26.5 cm x 13 cm

2

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 410843

Freezer boxes, 0.5 l, 5 pieces
Ötzi was the proof: frozen food lasts longer. With this set of five freezer boxes
you can seal your food airtight and odour-insulated. The content thus
preserves its aromas and remains fresh for a long time. You do not have to
worry about your health. The sealed containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C +80°
C / Freezer suitable

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200857

11.5 cm x 11.5 cm x 7 cm

8

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 410881
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Freezer boxes, 0.75 l, 4 pieces
Ötzi was the proof: frozen food lasts longer. With this set of five freezer boxes
you can seal your food airtight and odour-insulated. The content thus
preserves its aromas and remains fresh for a long time. You do not have to
worry about your health. The sealed containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C +80°
C / Freezer suitable

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200865

18 cm x 11 cm x 7.5 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 410898

Freezer boxes, 1.5 l, 3 pieces
Ötzi was the proof: frozen food lasts longer. With this set of five freezer boxes
you can seal your food airtight and odour-insulated. The content thus
preserves its aromas and remains fresh for a long time. You do not have to
worry about your health. The sealed containers are free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Food safe / -40°C
+100° C / Freezer
suitable

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200899

22.5 cm x 11.5 cm x 8.5 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 410928

Storage container, 0.8 l
Keeping tight is no problem for these storage containers! The GastroMax line
offers airtight and modular food storage for the kitchen and pantry. Thanks to
the window in the lid, the content is also visible from above. The containers
are all dishwasher safe and free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene / without

Material 2

BPA

Food safe / -40°C +90°
C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

387592

12.5 cm x 9 cm x 10 cm

8

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 042063
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Kitchen
Storage container, 1.6 l
Keeping tight is no problem for these storage containers! The GastroMax line
offers airtight and modular food storage for the kitchen and pantry. Thanks to
the window in the lid, the content is also visible from above. The containers
are all dishwasher safe and free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene / without

Material 2

BPA

Food safe / -40°C +90°
C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389404

12.5 cm x 9 cm x 20 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 041929

Storage container, 2.25 l
Keeping tight is no problem for these storage containers! The GastroMax line
offers airtight and modular food storage for the kitchen and pantry. Thanks to
the window in the lid, the content is also visible from above. The containers
are all dishwasher safe and free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene / without

Material 2

BPA

Food safe / -40°C +90°
C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

363286

12.5 cm x 9 cm x 28 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 075474

Storage container, 3.5 l
Keeping tight is no problem for these storage containers! The GastroMax line
offers airtight and modular food storage for the kitchen and pantry. Thanks to
the window in the lid, the content is also visible from above. The containers
are all dishwasher safe and free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene / without

Material 2

BPA

Food safe / -40°C +90°
C

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

389242

18 cm x 12.5 cm x 20 cm

4

GTIN/EAN

7 332462 041950
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Kitchen
Measuring cup, 0.5 l / 1 l
This measuring cup is also suitable for clumsy cooks. The unbreakable material
forgives every slip. Flour, sugar, cups, millilitres and litres can be measured on
the coloured scale. Extremely practical: there is also a litre indication on the
inside of the measuring cup. You do not have to tilt the head or the
measuring cup at the tap. You do not have to worry about your health. The
measuring cup is free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

365130

15 cm x 10 cm x 12.5 cm

6

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870795

7 614600 327165
365122

18.5 cm x 13 cm x 15.5 cm

6

e+h 5870795

7 614600 327141

Measuring cup, 1 l, white/transparent
Thanks to the rubber on the bottom, this measuring cup has a firm stand. If it
should fall down anyway, it doesn't matter at all. The unbreakable material
can withstand a lot. The scale can be used to measure flour, sugar, millilitres
and litres. You do not have to worry about your health. The measuring cup is
free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200964

18 cm x 12.5 cm x 15 cm

6

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870795

7 614600 410997

Measuring cup, 0.5 l
This measuring cup allows so many details to be read off that a kitchen scale is
almost unnecessary. In addition to millilitres, litres, sugar and flour, there are
also scales for semolina, rice and cocoa. You do not have to worry about your
health. The measuring cup is free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

218537

15.5 cm x 8 cm x 11.5 cm

5

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871025

7 614600 411475
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Measuring cup, 1 l, transparent
This measuring cup allows so many details to be read off that a kitchen scale is
almost unnecessary. In addition to millilitres, litres, sugar and flour, there are
also scales for semolina, rice and cocoa. You do not have to worry about your
health. The measuring cup is free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

218545

19 cm x 10.5 cm x 15 cm

6

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871033

7 614600 411482

Fruit press, 0.6 l

q

? With this fruit
How much juice was squeezed

What's better than freshly s ueezed orange juice for breakfast
press the citrus fruits are pressed immediately.

out can be seen from the scale. You do not have to worry about your health.
The fruit press is free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

319848

16.5 cm x 11 cm x 14 cm

6

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870779

7 614600 412700

Shaker, 0.5 l
This mixing cup makes shaking cocktails easier. In addition to cocktails, the
mug is also suitable for salad dressings or beating eggs. Thanks to the scaling,
liquids can be easily measured with the mixing cup. You do not have to worry
about your health. The mixing cup is free of BPA. Not suitable for transporting
liquids.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

319856

9 cm x 9 cm x 17 cm

6

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870753

7 614600 412717
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Table bin

Usually, smaller amounts of waste are produced at the table. So that you do
not have to interrupt your meal by going to the waste bin, there is a small
table waste bin. With the practical swing lid the waste is out of sight in no
time.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

358207

14 cm x 14 cm x 20 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871538

7 614600 323822

Funnel

How do you put an elephant in the fridge? Open the fridge door and put the
elephant in. Similarly, it works with a large quantity that is supposed to go into
a small opening. Put the funnel on and pour it in!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

327670

13.5 cm x 12.5 cm x 13 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5309109

7 614600 413004

Funnel set, 3 pieces

How do you put an elephant in the fridge? Open the fridge door and put the
elephant in. Similarly, it works with a large quantity that is supposed to go into
a small opening. Put the funnel on and pour it in! Depending on the quantity,
you can choose between three different diameters for this set.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

319872

11.5/13.5/15.5 cm x

5

Ø 10, 12, 14
GTIN/EAN

10.5/12.5/14.5 cm x 11/13/15

7 614600 412731
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Salad bowl, white
This sieve is intended for washing salad or draining pasta. With the two
handles the sieve can easily be swivelled back and forth. Thanks to the small

q

feet, the sieve is safe and slightly raised. This allows the li uid to drip off
optimally. You do not have to worry about your health. The salad strainer is
free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

344141

35 cm x 28 cm x 12.5 cm

6

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871553
7 614600 317326

Cutlery basket
Whether at the table or in the kitchen: With this cutlery basket you have your
cutlery always ready to hand.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

325848

13.5 cm x 10.5 cm x 14 cm

6

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870084
7 614600 412960

Cutlery tray
With this cutlery tray there is order in the cutlery drawer. Thanks to the seven
compartments of different sizes, the right cutlery is ready to hand in no time
at all.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

319520

35 cm x 28 cm x 5 cm

5

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871744
7 614600 412694

Dish rack with tray
With this dish rack you can save drying.

Up to twelve wet plates can be

accommodated in the holders. The basket also has two recesses for the rest of

q

the crockery and cutlery. This basket is e uipped with a draining tray so that
you do not have to block the sink to drain the dishes.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

319902

46 cm x 38 cm x 9 cm

3

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871561
7 614600 412762
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Bowl
The purpose for which you want to use this bowl is up to you. This robust
bowl will serve you well in almost any application. The application as a mixing
bowl or salad bowl is obvious - just to name a few examples. Thanks to the
rounded edge and the two ribbed gripping surfaces, the bowl is easy to hold
while stirring. The stable plastic is food safe and free of BPA. After use, the
bowl can be cleaned in the dishwasher.

Material 1

Polypropylene blue

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200634

23 cm x 23 cm x 11 cm

5

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870464
7 614600 410669
200659

28 cm x 28 cm x 11.5 cm

5

e+h 5870480
7 614600 410683
200675

32.5 cm x 32.5 cm x 13 cm

5

e+h 5870506
7 614600 410706

Bowl, Ø 40 cm
Whether you cook for a large family or for restaurant guests: Sometimes it just
takes a little more space. This bowl is ideal for the preparation of larger

quantities. Thanks to the high rim, the bowl can also be used as a cleaning or
rinsing bowl without any problems. The stable plastic is food safe and free of
BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

302392

40 cm x 40 cm x 17 cm

5

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871439
7 614600 412205

Washing-up bowl, 12 l
Whether on a camping holiday or at home, this dishpan will provide you with
practical services. The bowl is not only suitable for washing dishes. If, for
example, you need to defrost the freezer once again, this bowl is the ideal
collecting basin for the defrost water. Thanks to the rounded edge and the
two ribbed gripping surfaces, the bowl lies well in the hand. The stable plastic
is food safe and free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200691

36.5 cm x 33.5 cm x 15.5 cm

5

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870522
7 614600 410720
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Bowl, conical
Good

quality for little money: With these plastic bowls you are well served in

the kitchen. The bowls are food safe and dishwasher safe.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

356514

24 cm x 24 cm x 9 cm

10

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 323259
356530

28 cm x 28 cm x 9.5 cm

10

7 614600 323297
356557

32 cm x 32 cm x 11 cm

10

7 614600 323334
356573

40 cm x 40 cm x 13 cm

10

7 614600 323372

Bowl, conical
Good

quality for little money: With these plastic bowls you are well served in

the kitchen. The bowls are food safe and dishwasher safe.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

356522

24 cm x 24 cm x 9 cm

10

Food safe

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 323273
356549

28 cm x 28 cm x 9.5 cm

10

7 614600 323310
356565

32 cm x 32 cm x 11 cm

10

7 614600 323358
356581

40 cm x 40 cm x 13 cm

10

7 614600 323396
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Universal basket, 10 / 35 l
There is hardly a household in which these practical baskets are not used in an
appropriate way. Thanks to the two handles, the basket is easy to transport.
The basket is also suitable for storing or transporting food. The plastic is food
safe and free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

319961

39 cm x 26 cm x 15 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871314
7 614600 412823
319988

58 cm x 41 cm x 24 cm

5

e+h 5871330
7 614600 412847

Laundry basket, 25 / 45 l
A laundry basket is indispensable if you don't want to carry every single item
of clothing to the washing machine. Thanks to this sturdy laundry basket, even
large

quantities of dirty laundry can be transported at once. The ergonomic

handles fit well in the hand even when the weight is high. The plastic can be
easily cleaned by hand in case of dirt or unpleasant odours. So you can use the
same laundry basket for dirty and clean laundry.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

307920

52 cm x 33 cm x 21 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871165
7 614600 412472
201111

62 cm x 41 cm x 25.5 cm

5

e+h 5871710
7 614600 411147

Tub, 25 / 45 l
Whether for underwear, shopping or as a baby bath - this tub can be used in
many ways. Thanks to the ergonomic handles, the content can be easily
transported. The tub is also suitable for storing or transporting food. The
plastic is food safe and free of BPA.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200378

59 cm x 39 cm x 21 cm

5

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870266
7 614600 410409
302368

70 cm x 48 cm x 25 cm

5

e+h 5870282
7 614600 411277
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Laundry basket, 55 l

? With this laundry box
quickly. If the box is filled to the top,

Do you already have piles of dirty laundry in your home
you can get dirty clothes out of the way

you can carry it comfortably to the washing machine using the two handles. In
contrast to other materials, plastic is very easy to clean by hand. Due to the
high chemical resistance of polypropylene, cleaning agents may also be used.
So dirt and unpleasant odours are removed in an instant.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

350818

44 cm x 35 cm x 54 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871652
7 614600 321361
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Buckets and mop strainers
Professional floor bucket, full kit, 18 L
With this bucket you can make fast progress with professional floor cleaning.
It's not just the rollers that make work so much easier. With the sturdy

q

q

s ueezing device you can s ueeze the excess water out of the mop with ease.
Another advantage: The bucket is e

quipped with a wastewater separation

system. The cleaning water thus remains clean and does not have to be
changed again and again. This saves water and time!

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

235937

75 cm x 28 cm x 56 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5816707

7 614600 854616

Safety sign attention danger of slipping
So that your desire for a clean floor does not lead to claims for damages: With
this sign you warn in three languages concerning the possible danger of
slipping. So all bones remain intact and the lawyer's fees remain low.

Material 1

Polypropylene yellow

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

306169

62.5 cm x 30.5 cm x 3 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5869938

7 614600 411987

Professional bucket rectangular, 16 l
This bucket also withstands the highest demands! Thanks to the
impact-resistant material, you don't have to be sensitive with the bucket. The
shape is also convincing: dirty water can be poured out easily on both sides.
Two recessed grips on the underside provide additional support when
emptying the bucket. This bucket can be perfectly combined with the Profi

q

s ueezing sieve.

Material 1

Polypropylene blue

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

258319

27 cm x 27 cm x 32 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814785

7 614600 891550
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Mop strainer blue
q

You can easily s ueeze out your fringe mop in this s

q

queezing sieve. The robust

material also withstands stronger pressure. The s ueezing sieve can be
perfectly combined with the professional bucket.

Material 1

Polypropylene blue

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

258327

24 cm x 19 cm x 14 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5814793

7 614600 891567

Bucket with spout, 12 l
That bucket is the perfect assistant. You can precisely measure the re

quired

cleaning water on the litre scale. The carrying is facilitated by a stable wire
bow. In order to keep it in the hand, even with a high filling

quantity, it is

covered in the middle with a plastic handle. Thanks to the practical spout, the
bucket can be emptied cleanly after use. The bucket can be perfectly

q

combined with the red s ueezing sieve.

Material 1

Polypropylene red

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

148387

32 cm x 31 cm x 26.5 cm

6

Metal

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5815089

7 614600 891086

Bucket stainer
q

You can easily s ueeze out your fringe mop in this s

q

queezing sieve. The

s ueezing sieve can be perfectly combined with the 12 l bucket.

Material 1

Polypropylene red

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

148395

30 cm x 17 cm x 12 cm

6

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5902739

7 614600 891093
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Bucket, 5 / 10 l
This bucket is available in two practical sizes. So there is something suitable for
every field of application. Both sizes have a litre scale and a sturdy wire bow.

Material 1

Polypropylene blue

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

359637

22.5 cm x 22.5 cm x 21.5 cm

1

Metal

GTIN/EAN

e+h5871512

7 614600 324249
359629

29 cm x 29 cm x 27.5 cm

1

e+h 5871504

7 614600 324232

Bucket, 12 l
That bucket is the perfect assistant. You can precisely measure the re

quired

cleaning water on the litre scale. A comfortable plastic handle makes carrying
easier. Thanks to its practical shape, the water can be poured out easily after
use.

Material 1

Polypropylene blue

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200337

36 cm x 26 cm x 26.5 cm

3

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870241

7 614600 410362

Bucket, 13 l
A big bucket for great results! Thanks to its extra strong

quality, this bucket is

ideal for daily use. The water for cleaning can be conveniently measured on
the internal litre scale. The carrying is facilitated by a stable wire bow. In order
to keep it in the hand, even with a high filling

quantity, it is covered in the

middle with a plastic handle.

Material 1

Polypropylene red

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

297151

32 cm x 31 cm x 30.5 cm

1

Metal

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871413

7 614600 891673
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Swing bin, white
This bucket will get you going! Thanks to the practical swing lid, the waste is
out of sight in no time.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

350893

20 cm x 20 cm x 31 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 321408
350907

30 cm x 30 cm x 50 cm

1

e+h 5856059
7 614600 321422

Waste-paper basket oval
For the big throw: This wastepaper basket is ideal for training your target
accuracy. At the same time, with this type of waste disposal you bring some
variety into the dreary office routine.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

284467

29.5 cm x 23.5 cm x 29.5 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5871397
7 614600 412144

Pedal bin, 6 l
With this bucket, you don't have to get your hands dirty. The lid can be
opened easily with the foot.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

326470

29 cm x 27 cm x 20.5 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 751335

Waste bin "Sparbox" 35 L
The money's not on the street, it's in the trash! The waste bin

"Sparbox"helps

you to save this money. The integrated pressing device turns up to three
standard 35 litre waste bags into one. Thanks to its compact size, it fits in all

ü

comfort M llex-Systems.

Material 1

Polypropylene black

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

380865

31.5 cm x 27.5 cm x 44 cm

1

Polypropylen grey

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5852652
7 614600 329800
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Additional products
Spray bottle, 0.5 l / 1.0 l
For the beloved plants or to cool off in midsummer: these spray bottles can be
used in many ways. The spray strength can be adjusted by turning the spray
head. Fine spray mists as well as a strong jet are possible.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200402

10 cm x 8 cm x 24.5 cm

5

Polyester white

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870316
7 614600 410430
200410

12 cm x 11 cm x 27 cm

5

e+h 5870324
7 614600 410447

Step stool

? No matter what it is: This

Are you too small or the cupboard too high
stepstool will help you get what you need.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

200519

40 cm x 32 cm x 23 cm

1

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5870423
7 614600 410546

Fly swatter
Everyone's familiar with that.

Just open the window and you have annoying

flies in the house. This fly swatter is a remedy.

Material 1

Polypropylene white

Material 2

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

289169

43.5 cm x 10 cm x 0.8 cm

20

Polypropylene red

GTIN/EAN

7 614600 891604

Shoe rack
The weather can be

quite a strain on your shoes. So that at least your floor is

spared, there is this shoe drain mat. Even in winter you can safely put your
shoes on it. The high edge prevents condensation from running onto the floor.
The shoe drain mat offers space for two pairs of shoes.

Material 1

Polypropylene

Art.-No.

Dimensions

PU

358738

49 cm x 35 cm x 2 cm

10

GTIN/EAN

e+h 5861265
7 614600 323884
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